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F. G.

PATTERSON,
379J Congress Street.

Valuable Farm lor Sale.
in Newfield, Me. 175 acres,
■which i? heavy growth rock maple and
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R. K. GATLEY,

LADIES OF CHESTNUT ST.CHURCH

HALL.

CITY

Plasterer, Stucco

ctmmcnciai Wednesday Evening, April
» Jili. and continuing Thursday
md Evening, the ISih.

Afternoon

STATUARY!

TABLEAUX!

-Ain)

BY PORTLAND BAND.
Mimic
Change of programme each evening. Apron Sa’o
lee Cream, Ac., &c.
Tickets 25 cents; children half price. For sale by
Turner Bros and bv Leavitt & Davis, No. 1 Elm St.
dlw
apll

WORKER,

MASTIC

Union Street,

21 and 23

Whitening, Coloring, Whitewashing, &c.. promptly attended to, Contractor tor Concrete Walks, Floors
and Drives. Agent for Maine for Salamander Felting
for Steam Boilers, Pipes, &c., &c. The best assort-

LADIES OF STATE ST. PARISH
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SALE

For Sale in Gorham Village.
COTTAGE house, large stable attached, * acre
garden with fruit trees, grape vines, and within three minutes walk ot depot and post office.
Enquire on the premises
JOHN
L.
CURTIS.
apr9d2w*

A

STEPHEN

Wednesday Afternoon and Evening, April 17 th.

Wwnieby

For Sale in Gorham Village.
of the late Dr. Reynolds. A one
and a half story House, Stable and outbuildings, in good repair, with about one acre of land un-

RESIDENCE

der

a good state of cultivation, fruit trees, grape
vines, &c. Siruated within five minutes walk of the
Depot, Post Office and the new Normal School. For

No. 432

Church,

ITRE OK. ROBINSON BOUSE.)
dim
ap2

17

The Choir will appear in Costome
and sing the Songs of

“YE

TIMES.”

OLDEN

A fine Orchestra has been engaged ior the occasion.
All to be under charge of mrf. W. L. PITCH.
Concert to begin at 8 o’clock.
Tickets 25 cents; Children under 12 years 15 cents.
To be obtained at J. E. Stnrges & Co.’s, Eastman
apl6d2t
Bros,, and at the door.

Has resumed the practice of law.

Theatt e.

Marsh’s

Fanny

F Talbot

George

Over

Portland

at

Counsellors

Our Boarding House

85 EXCHANGE

Success.”—A. Y. Evening Poet.

Law,

STREET,

Portland Saving. Bank Building.

New Scenery. Magnificent Appointments,
Elaborate Accessories
AND

d6m

*

WEBB & HASKELL,

Leonard Grover’s very successful Comedy,

—

NATHAN WEBB.

BUILDERS.
Flttoo eb Douglity

POPULAK PRICE8—Reserved seats50 and
cents, according to location. General admission
cents; Gallery 35 cents. Evenings—doors open at
7,15; commences at 8. Matinee—doors open at 1.30,
Matinee prices as usual. Box
commences at 2.
office open Wednesday, April 17th.
apl6d5t

and will carry

75
50

Builder.,

14 COTTON STREET.
G, WM. DOUGBTV.

_3R.»

WHITNEY, NELSON
LERS

AND

22,

HORSE FITTINGS,

<]!*/} HA

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines,
TO NEW YORK^I 1
!•
ana RETURN

Grand March.

Only Line running through care between Portland
Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave

PER ORDER COMMITTEE-

and

Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, at 2.10 P. M, State
Rooms on Steamers secured in advance at 23 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. W. PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Supt.
dtf
eept28

AGENCIES.
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

8. M. PETTENGILL * CO.’S

ADVERTISING

New York & Return

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapt '* 0
all cities and townB oi the United States, Canaa
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

—

YIA

—

EASTERN

ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING. NEWSPAPERS.

E. N. FRESHMAN & BROS.,

Send for

a

Uirrular.

...,.AiA

wl»l.,iA

Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern K.
K. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,
dtf
Jy

106 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer In Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers* Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
west prices. Send for estimates.

W. W. SHARPE X €0„

r
e
e

AGENTS.

ps

ROW, NEW YORK.

writ en, appropriately displayed,
and proofs gives free oi charge.
The leading 1/ illy and Weekly Newspapers of the
United Btates and Canada, kept on tile ior the
accommodation if Advertisers.

a

g

H

a
a
Merchants, send your
orders for Job Printing
to the DAILY PRESS
Job Printing Hou6e.
Satisfaction guaranteed

WHEELEK,

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washing to Building,

*

I

|a

ROW, NEW YORK.

34 PAi.K

NOTICE

CONSUMERS

Newbury

O. R.

Locke,

o

DODD’S

Vaults

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

|

Ashes

Re

ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
or addressing
K. GIBSON,
jentdttCongress Street.

ALL

Vaults.Cleaued
notice,
cord or |3 load, by addressing
AND
jOT42tl
•*., LIBBY &
a

Six year old

record,

unexceptionable.
api8d2w*

A

a

Irom

JI to

CO.. Portland P. O.

HISI8EIV1LL,

US Winter isireet.

NOTICE.
presented to the subscriber, and all
may
panics indebted to the late firm are requested to
make payment to
JOSEPH CASTELL, JK„
Portland, April 13, 1878
aplotf

JOHN SPARROW.

board,

at

Myrtle St.,

17

Studio in

is prepared to give instructions in Portrait aud I.andscaiio Painting; also the Unishing of Photographs.
Photographs copied, enclarged and Hnished at
reduced prices. Orders by mail will receive prompt

and careful attention,
foi>25

_eod2m*
Jersey Milk.

OOD Jersey Milk. Would like some customers.
VA Will deliver in any part of the city by addressPRANK A. LIBBY,
ing
mai21 lm
Woodford’s Corner, Maine.

particulars

is hereby given that the firm of Euslis
NOTICE
& Castell is dissolved.
Claims against tho
arm
be

To Let.
PLEASANT front chamber tor two gent’emen, with

For

COPARTNERSHP.

HALF of tbo double House 66, corner ol
streets. Sanitary arrange-

below

Cumberland. Table boarders also accommodated.
ap8d2w*

To Let.
with or without stable, corner of Brackett and Gray Streets. Inquire of
F. 8. WATERHOUSE,

HOUSE,
mh23

Centennial Block.

dtf

To Let.

A

PLEASANT sunny Rent of seven rooms, with
all the modern improvements, at 170 Dan forth

street.

mblOdtt

To Let.
Tenements on Clark Street, No. 17. Inquire of JOHN SWEETSIR, 5 Neal Street,
marll
dlf

TWO

TO LET.
Two good front rooms in Me*
clianic Hall Building, suitable tor
Doctors or Lawyers. Enquire of
OEO. A HARMON,
Jeweller, Mechanic Bnilding.

Vltf

feb27

A Good Cop of Chocolate is a delicious
Tbe following Is an extract from
the statement of S. Dana Hayes, State Assayer
of Massachusetts, in regard to Webb & Co.’s

For Rent.

beverage.

157, 159 and 161 Middle street,
now occupied by Messrs. Emery, Waterhouse
& Co. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH,
leb2Stf
31J Exchange street.

STORES

numbered

Premium Chocolaets, Cocoa and Broma:—“By
a chemical analysis of all their
preparations in

House to Let.
to let at No. 25 Parris street, containing
rooms. Enquire of
W. H. NEAL,

ten
HOUSE
feb27tt

compaiisou with the nut as imported, I ascertained the entire purity of the ohocolates, cocoa
and broma, and other preparations as manufactured by Josiah Webb & Co.” Therefore,
when we are informed in regard to a pure arti-

at Lord & Haskell'*.

To Let.
No.

at

15‘A JPearl Street.

cle,

let us see that our grocers furnish us with
Give these goods a trial aud you will always use them.

ja29dtf

it.

To be Rented.
Bath
AVERY

desirable front room, with large alcove.

room

jau7dtf

floor, Apply

upon same

fchlg_

at

CONGRESS ST.

606

Reactionary Health Lift.

The New England House, Portland, me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

It makes strong appeals to the common sense of

every

Caveats,

man

or

in

every walk of life. It
furnishes an exercise which may and should be introduced into every house; which may be practiced
at all seasons, in all kinds of
weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages, and degrees of
strength or
weakness, alone or in company. No one can say too
much in praise of it. and no one can aflord to do
without it.
All who investigate thoroughly, use it,
and consider it invaluable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered. No claim is set up for it

obtained lor mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
oinpounds,
designs, trade-marks, and

labels,

d3m

Reasons Why All Should Use the

HOTEL TO LEASE.

Assign-

ments, Interferences, ec.
nventions that have been

by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Pafent o£
flee, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

tents moro promptly and with broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

woman

which is unscientific or impracticable.
Oeneral.-It is the best of rest. It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its use. It
strains
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is
easily
maintained. The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
in
one
the
house is very great.
having
Mind and Brain.
It
invigorates and
the brain, and renders it more
strengthens
active
and ethcient in all its operations.
is
the
Sleep.—It
simplest and safest narcotic. It
is the most natural and
probably the best means of
inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
{Verve*.-It is a wonderiul tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
bnoci, Throat au«l Voir. t+
_«„i
expansion and greater mobility to the (best; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under controlAs a preventive aud cure of
lung diseases it has no
equal.
Exercise—It is the moat perfect exercise for man
or woman,
famishing the best form of physical
culture and developement in the
safest, easiest,
most thorough and
expeditious manner. It is
better than the
gymnasium, and free from its
dangers; cheaper than the saddle; less laborious
than boating, and
infinitely better than drugs in a
majority of chronic diseases. It rounds and hardens
the muscles, and educates them into ever
readyfaithful and efficient servants of the will.
—
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vice

i

5,17“-”

we ma*e exam-

111 K l!ilUUlluK^crt
tentability.
All

cor-

respondence strictly confidential.

Prices low, AND
NO CHARGE UNEESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We retor to officials in the Patent Office, and to
Inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
no24dtt

MOLASSES.
250 Pnncheous Choice
aguez
100
60
18
100
25
20

new crop MayP. R.
Puncheons Arecibo P. B.
Hhds Arecibo, P. B.
Hhds. Pon.ce, P R.
Puncheons Barbadoes.
Hhds. Caibarien.
Puncheons Port Spain.
—

|

EXERCISE A1H> SALES ROOMS,
237 Middle St., Portland.

J. H. GAUBERT,

THE STANDARD BROILER.

Patented April 10,1877.
rilHB simplest and best
A artible tor Cooking
Beef INteak ever in*
Tented.

No. Ill Commercial Street.

ap2

Can be used over either a
Coal or Wood fire.

dtf

Cooks Steak so quickly
that all the Juices aud flaretained.

Randolph Boynton.
“

“

“

“

not get asbes^or
DOES
coal
the meat.
Does
on

not let smoke and
gas out of the stove.
Dees not put out the fire.

Ask your Dealer for the
Standard Broiler.

$1.00

Cleaned and Warranted, for

Mainsprings
Case springs

vor are

s

watc:

is isjnst what you want.
The Trade supplied by
Fuller, Dana & Fitz,

1.00
.75

Clock* and Jewelry of all kind* repaired
low price*.

Proprietor.

fadtf_

Now landing and for sale by

at very

110 North St., Boston.and Williams & Co.. Nash"
ua, N. H.

Opposite Preble House. 482 Congress Std

». Arthur Brown & Co., Fi-herviile, N. II.

au28

1878

FIRST

PRERHJM8

Manufactured

by

flecn

T«&Stapl8

1877

C ALi

2:28Tom

B. Patchen was sired by the Churchill
by Young black Hawk, he by Chieftain,
(Kix Horse,) he by Hill’s Vermont Black Hawk,
j>ain by Benson Hoise, (Pacer,) he by Mclntire
Horse, he by Sir Charles. Pedigree recorded in
Wallace’s Trotting Register, Vol 3, and approved by
the censors of .National Breeders* Association.
Tom
B. was foaled in 1871, is black with strip in face and
white bind ankles, and 15 bands 1 inch in height.
He has bedji trotted but two seasons on the turf, in
both of watch he has been very successful, having
defeated maDy good horses. araoDg them. King William. Phil Sheridan, Knox Boy, Black Pilot, Somerset Knox and Miilenocket. The horse will stand tor
the season of 1878, at the stables of his owner, Milk
street, Portland, from April 1st, to July 1st, 1878.
Terms—Twenty-five dollars Ut the season, thirtyfive dollars to warrant. Mares disposed of before
foaling will be considered as put to warrant. For
particulars apply to H. B. SHAW, 20 Market St.
eodlm
mar28_

Clapp’s Block 457 1-2 Congress St.

Cleaned and
moved.

taken ont at short

PATCHEN.

Having taken

9
9

S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

HAWK,

ARTIST,

a

Locke A

2:32.

The spring term begins April 15.

ONF.Pine and Winter
ments

With fastest Record of any stallion
TL—owned in Maine, Five years old record,
*^ * »
Horse, he

567 1.2 CONGRESS STREET.

lour to ten rooms each, at
Apply to W. W. CARR,
apl3dtt

rents from

good
trom 6 to 13 dollars.
FOUR
137
Street.

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,

B.

d&weowly*

SCHOOL for GIRLS.

To Let.

The great celebrity of our TIN TAG TOB AC
caused many imitations thereof to be placed
on the market, we therefore caution all Chewers
against purchasing such imitations.
All dealers buying or selling other plug tobacco
bearing a hard or metallic label, render themselves
liable to tbo penalty of tbe Law, aud all persons
violating our trade marks are punishable by fine
and imprisonment.
SEE ACT OF CONGRESS, AUG. 14, 1876.
The genuine LORILI.AD TIN TAG TOBACCO can be distinguished by a TIN TAG
on each lump with the word LOBILLARD
stamped thereon.
Over 7,088 tons tobacco sold in 1877, and
nearly 3,000 persons employed in factories.
Taxes paid Government in 1877 about
$3,500,000. and durimr oast, I £ Vpnrs nvnr $‘2II IHHI

TOM

References—Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

apply to
apisdet

Tobacco.

These goods sold by all jobbers at manufacturers
rates.
The Tiu Tag Smoking Tobacco is “second to
none’* in aroma, mildness, purity and quality,
mart*
eod&w3m

hnar.l

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

ON

500 Bbls. New Orleans Molasses, various grades, from common to strietly good,

CO has

nrul

MISS SEW ALL’S

Beal Estate Agents.

BLACK

Terms inclndinc'all snhool Inatrnnt.lmi

9300 per year. Address the Principal,

pot!

The most convenient place in the
cuy

Don’t fail to call and
jaBj

see them.

_dtf~

to

purcnasc

your coal is at

RANDALL
A
MCALLISTER’S
new office. No. 78 Exchange St„
opposite the Post Office.

ocl»___dtf
CORLISS
FIRE PROOF STOVE

POLISH,

Best in the world !

Miss S. Gr.Cloudman,

S
a

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agent.,
J. H. Bates, late oi

_i__■

.....

provided for boarding pupils.

TO LET.

JOHN

TO

SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies, xne course or study prepares for the
a.tl
Harvard Examinations lor Women.
A pleasant home under careful supervision is

ROOMS,

HILLER. No. 91 Federal Strce

C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

School,

*

«

Board Up Town.

Plumbers.

ooo.

coming, and avoid contusing
night changes.

ERS> WAREHOUSE,

BATES

across Bos-

en)oy

ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINT

PROVIDENCE R.

Dollars,

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m.connect with
the Sound Eine. lor Sew York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Sound Steamer, in season for Supper, and

O

T. C.EVAJVS,

ADVERTISING

RAILROAD

ton both ways.

AGENTS,
ClnelnnaSf,

—

Including Transfers

Office No. 41 Park Row, New Tork.

Street,

OK

For Twelve

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Type, Presses, etc.

ADVERTISING

—

BOSTON & MAINE

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

Ci

Horse Shoeing,
by 8. YOUNG Ac CO., Practical Horae
(9hoerB.|il04 Federal St. Price $1.50 a set

—TO—

8, R. NILES,

PARK

WM. A. OGINCY, Room It, Printer.’
Exchange, No. til Exchange St.
SHALL A SMACK FORD, No. 33 Plain

JAMES

Place

B O STON•

furnished or unfurnished, with board;
all the modern co veniences —water closets, bath
hot aud cold water, on same floor; one of the
roonij
sunniest and most desirable locations in the city.
58 BRACKETT ST., corner of Spring St.
marl
dtf

—ALSO

sces.

2

FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

OF-

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in ai
Newspapers in the Unued States and British Prov-

Advertisemen

Booksellers and Stationers.

AGENCY

ADVERTISING

Otis

Ron rsl

>11 WO single gentlemen can obtain board in a priX vate lamily, five minutes trom City HalJ, largo
airy front room. Address Box 717.
ap3
jvi

Accountant and Notary Public.

HOYT A

PORTLAND to
NKW YORK via

JPO.OU

All applicants over filieen yeors
old will be received.
ja21
*lf

BOARD.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Street.

’78.

Estimates furnished free.

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ol the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. R. A VERILE.
dtf
July31

7 o’clock,

at

a

apl3

For Sale !

PORTE AND.

REDUCED RATES.

April

Evening,

GRAND CONCERT by Chandler’s

W. Fourth

miles from Portold Yarmouth road
near
contains acres,a good two-story
house of 10 rooms, hard aud soft water in house, barn
40x50, stable 20x39. Cuts about 25 tons of hay. For
further particulars enquire of ALBERT J. MERRILL on the premises.
del5eodtf

Undergarments

Every Thursday Evening,

1S4 IVml direct. IO room.,
Gm and Sebag*. Rent low. Apply
HOUSE

Sale,

Book Binders.

—

lull Brass Band. Concert will commence at 7J o’clk.
Chandler’s full Quadrille Band will furnish music
for dancing. D. H. Chandler, Prompter.
Tickets, admitting Gent and two Ladies to Concert
ami Ball, St-00; Ladies’ Gallery tickets, 25 cents.
Clothing checked free.
Members are requested to appear la Regalia in the

1S6

Send for the Real Estate Advocate. It
describes a large number of Farms and
cheap Homes. It Is free.
ABEL L. LAWTON & CO.,
feb26d3g?AVER, MASS,
For

and

End,
Congress,
small brass door key. Fast Day afternoon. Tno
BETWEEN
Portland Fraternity.
finder will oblige by calling at THIS OFFICE.
d3t*

GEO. C. COD MAN,—Office No. 184 Middle Street, Portland.
iov26 6m*

EXCURSIONS.

ON

Easter Monday

IN

ja29eod3m

BALL,

HALL,
—

CO.,

(BOYD BLOCK,)

AT

CITY

Farms, Farms, Farms.

MIDDLE STREET,

178

will give their

ANNUAL

Si

Saddlery Hardware, Harness Leather*

THE

aprl6dlw*

Carpenter, and
H. H. PITTEE.

IRISH AMERICAN RELIEF ASSOCIATION

a

business as

at

NO.

Grand Annual Ball.

Together with

on

March 11th, 1878.«marlldly

FIFTEENTH

UPHAM,
SMITH, GAGE & CO.
E. E.

or

Cutting and Making Plain Dresses

decll

First

eodly

Class

Ambulance Wagon
FOR

Carrying the Sick
can

138 Exchange Street.

dim

Aslios Hauled.

Address
jmi

FOR

and Wounded

S. S, RICH & SON’S,
mar 25

Can’t be beat! 'This
Polish is made ot better materials anil gives a darker
and better polish than any in the market, its espectat qualities are that it
requires less rubbing than
any other, and it applied as directed is warranted
not to product any tiust, nor will it rust a stove if left
without rubbing. Try it. For sale by the manufacturer, N. W. CORLISS, Yarmouth, Ale. Wholesale
Agents, H. H. RICKER & Co,, 178 Fore St.. Port’
land, Ale. Agents wanted
apr4tffrw

—

be had by applying at

s. v. kicker,
■ lbbj.i Corner, Ueerier
dtf

cratic associates.
The Russian official idea of suicide is cera logical one.
If a man gets right in
front of a policeman’s pistol just as it is
going off is not that self-destruction ?

tainly

MR. REED’S SPEECH

J3ALEI

Stock and Trade of a good business, well
established, good location. Would require a
capital ot three to five thousand dollars. Business:
Doors, Blinds, Windows, Sashes &c. Anyone
wishing to purchase wilI address
BOX
jan!8tf
P»r land. Me.

THE

V/ Aults

Address

OleAued,

s. f. bickeh,
Llbby’e Corner,

Deerln^,

The Southern Claims.
The speech of Mr. Reed elsewhere printed,
in opposition to the bill for the relief of William and Mary College made a marked impression upon the House, and drew from
those sharp critics, the newspaper correspondents, the comment that it was an address of
unusual force and eflectiveness. It followed
Dr. Loring’s highly finished and declamatory
effort and its merciless logic and hard common sense were in refreshing contrast to the
sentimentalities of the Massachusetts member. Mr. Reed pointed out that the payment
of the claim in question would establish a
precedent for the allowance of other claims
of a similar nature, amounting in the aggregate to millions of dollars, and would reverse the practise of all nations iu dealing
with damages sustained in war, compelling
the victors to pay not only the cost of victory
but to pay as well for the losses of property
suffered by the vanquished. He showed that
behind this claim were many others quite as
justifiable, pushed quite as zealously, and having in equity and expediency as good rights
to a passage. He demonstrated that the introduction and passage of this class of qills
is demanded by public sentiment at the
South, and that not even the fear of arousing
■Northern suspicion and hostility can prevent
their presentation. The Southern Representatives have the strongest reasons for delaying
the introduction of these applications for aid
from the Treasury, but the feeling of their
section is so strong that they are forced
against their better judgment to ask for payment.

As will appear by the debate in the course
of the speech Mr. Rsed was eminently fair
in his presentation of facts and figures, understating indeed the number and aggregate
amount of the claims, as he gave only those
that had come under his own observation.
He took into consideration too only those of
a particular class and private
nature, making
no account of the vast demands for internal
improvements in the South and for subsidies
of enterprises of a more or less public nature.
From the beginning of the session up to Mar.
18th of the present year the claims for public
improvements in the South aggregate the
enormous sum of $192,000,000.
From the
beginning of the session down to March 28th.
there were 908 private claims similar m nature to the William and Mary College bill.
Of this number 477 ask for sums less than
$10,000, but reach the total of $1,010,000.
There are 111 asking for $10,000 or more each,
aggregating $5,747,793. The remaining 320
do not state the amount to which claim is
made, but it is only reasonable to suppose
that the sum required to satisfy them will
carry the total amount for private claims up
to at least $8,000,000 and for public and private claims to the vast aggregate of $200,000,000. That is the demand made by the South
upon the national Treasury in a single session.
But even these large figures do not show the
real extent of the demand. Judge Bartley,
who is attorney for a large number of Southern claimants, has published a letter in ono
of the Washington papers in which he estimates the total amount of claims, outside of
the demands for public improvements, at
$117,000,000, divided as follows: amount of
wbcuu

ta-A,
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and abandoned property,

01

capiureu

$14,000,000;

army

supply claims, $20,000,000, Accepting this
estimate the grand total is over $300,000,000.
That is what the South asks for while it is
doubtful of success. What will it do if It
gets hold of the purse-strings ? There is evidently need of Mr. Reed’s warning.
The Senate committee on finance oppose
the anti-resumption bill but recommend
four propositions which will, they think,
further resumption. The first of these is to
make legal-tender notes receivable after
July 1st for all dues, and payable for all except interest on the public debt.
The
second is to make these notes receivable
in payment for four per cent, bonds. The
third is to prohibit the cancellation of legaltender notes and require the Secretary to
reissue them. The fourth is to repeal that
section of the act of 1875, known as the
The Senate comeighty per cent clause.
mittee will do well to let the Secretary of the
He is pursuing a wise
Treasury alone.
course, and resumption will be an accomplished fact in a few months unless he is
interfered with. Coegress seems to have a
mighty fear that our demand debt will be

paid.
The House has appropriated $3,000 for the
erection of a monument over Thomas Jeffer.
son’s grave. Now let it show its regard for
Jefferson by taking to heart these words of
his: “ Capital may be produced by industry
aud accumulated by economy, but juggleis
will propose to create it by legerdemain tricks
with paper.” Action in the spirit of these
words is far better than heaping a burden of
stony memories on the dead patriot’s grave.
Glover and his smelling committee have
made another mistake. In their investigations they have stumbled upon the discovery
that the House Committee sent out to detect
Republican “frauds” in Louisiana took $32,000 of the contingent fand, and that $10,000
of the sum are unaccounted fer. It will take
Glover all the rest of the session to explain
away that discovery.
It is Donn Piatt who says: “The patriot
who will kill Count Johannes, Eli Perkins
and Jane Grey Swisshelm, will have erected
unto himself a monument more lasting
than brass.” If the “patriot” can be satisfied with a brass monument he has only to
add one to the number of his victims and
cast it out of Piatt’s remains.
Mb. Bakeb in the House Saturday easily
showed the fallacy of Mr. Blount’s reasoning on the expenditures in the Poetoffice Department. The proper test of cost Is the
amount of business done. If the expenditures have doubled since 1S60 the rece'pts
have trebled.
If American candidates for the Bulgarian
throne are admissible we would do well to
nominate Montgomery Blair. He would be
a curse to Bulgaria it is true, but his departure would be an unspeakable relief to us.
And then ‘‘what do we care for abroad?”
The Democratic
House
appropriation
committee show their
appreciation of
wounded Union veterans by cutting down
the pay of disabled soldiers on the DoorThat is how the
keeper’s role $200 each.
Democrats reward patriotism.
Thubman is said to be so fond of the classics that he reads in Horace every night. The
night before the passage of the silver bill was
probably an exception. On that occasion his
imagination misled him and he mistook old
red-eye for Falernian.
The third national bank of Chicago, which
announces the resumption of specie payments,
is one of the largest banking institutions in

the

West, having

a

capital

of

were completed to pay Dr. Beet bis money, the
enemy appeared and attacked the lort. That brave
man stood in the
cupola of his dwelling signalling
officers of our army, exhibiting the utmost loyalty In
the face of the enemy. The house was attacked and
captured by the enemy, was somewhat Injured by
them, and after their disappearance was raaed to
the ground by our troops. Dr. Best applied to Congress for relief.
Now 1 ask you whether this was not a case of
more merit than any that Is presented here? Her#
was property not burned by a straggler, but taken
by the United States authorities for a beneficial purpose-taken for oar own advantage and taken
from a patriotic man who showed his valor and loyalty on the very field where he loat his property.
Here is another case. In the town of Manchester,
Kentucky, In a loyal region of the country, silt
works owned by loyal men, to the valns of 132,000
were destroyed to prevent them trom
fitUlog Into tho
hands of the enemy. Thero the Government of tho
United States received a positive advantage. The
property was taken by order of its officers. It there
ever was a case in which the Government was liable
on the score of agency that was the case.
But perhaps you may say that that was not the
case of an institution of learning, and therefore Is not
a parallel to this.
Fortunately there Is a case directly in point—the case ot the East Tennessee University, situated at Knoxville, Tennessee. It was
not destroyed by any drunken
stragglers, but while
In the occupation or our officers It was
to the
extent of 918,300. In the second session ol the
Forty-second Congress a report was made In favor of
granting compensation for that Injury. I ask tbs
Clerk to read a paragraph from that report.
Mr. Eden—Who made that report?
Mr. Reed—I will toll the gentleman in a moment.
It was Mr. Wilson.
Tho Clerk real as follows:
Senate Roport.—Forty-second
Coogrees, second
session.—Report No. 17.
The committee on military affairs, to whom was
referred the bill for the relief of the East Tennessee
11CBBCe
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Ex-Congressman Vance is reported as
“insane but harmless.” It is in the latter
particular only that he differs from his Demo-
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AT THE BOOHS OF TUB
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Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

Austria has also-been Invited to join the
United States in the conference for the purpose of establishing internationally the use of
bi-metallic money. But Austria is just now
more interested in another conference.
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good careful family.
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FARM

The undersigned have this day associated them
selves together, under tne firm name

la

of years, to

pleasantly situated,
land in Falmouth,
the
A Graves
65
Hill. It

principal cities of the United
States, roakiDg over 1200 performances within a single
ever achieved by any
number
The
greatest
year.
comedy withiu tho same space of time.
presented

House lor Sale.
NICE house for sale very low, if applied for
soon. Terms easy.
Or will be leased for a

T. H. HASKELL.

mh28dim

—

A CAST OF COMEDY STABS,
as

for sale.
known as
Sufficient to say that the house is large and commodious with all modern improvements, and situated in one of the most pleasant and thrifty villages in
New England, and doing a first rate business; ofiers
extra inducements as a safe and reliable investment;
for a profitable and paying hotel business it is unsurpassed in Maine. The hotel and livery will be
sola separate or together as desired. Shall sell on or
before May 1st next. Correspondence invited as to
prices, terms, &c. Personal examination of tbe property preferred. Come and see. W. H. MATHEWS.
mart2
d2m

A

THEBE

dim

mar29

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

jan2«dtt

Heir Wanted.

Business

California rebuiring my immediate and personal attention have induced me to otter my hotel property, the
^eamport Home, in Searsport, Me.,
Tbis house is so widely and favorably
not to require a particular description.

Bank.

Savings

no7

a

FOR SALE.
and elegant Hotel and

mar9dtt

THURSDAY, APRIL 18,

“Emphatically

ot J. T. Merrill, 159 Federal Street, F. W.
47
Commercial Street, or FENWICK
marl5d8w*
MERRILL, near the premises.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

LOUIS STOTZ, ol Obergunzburg
(Bavaria,) who is believed to have
gone to Portland some years ago,
or
whoever knows liis wherea*
bouts, will address
?1I{. LOUIS WOELFLE,
Trenton, N. J.

SALE,

Enquire

term

Three Nights & Saturday Matinee,
commENciNo

d2m*

DESIRABLE
Livery Stable for sale.
interests in

Congress St.

W.

or

To be Let.

Homestead of the late Jofcn Merrill, situated
on the line of the Maine Centeral
one mile from the Depot in CumRailroad,
berland, contains about thirty acres of hrst rate land,
with good buildings, also wood lot of eleven acres.

D.,

J.

the stock and fixtures
Tea Store.
Any one
can bear of a custoo
same,
dispose
wishing
’‘CASH'
mer liv addressing tor ono week,
Post office Box 1537, Portland, Me.
apfidlw*

Talbot,

HI.

ical Studies

to

a

To Let in Deering.

OFFICE

AT

WEDNESD A Y|EYEN IN G, April

BANKS,

€. E.

Old Folks’ Concert
Pine Street

and bga/od

No. 37 Plum Street,

apl6d2t

Refreshments will also be for sale.

—

Job

^ook}

Yarmouth,

Stevens’ Plains, pleasantly situated, two story
house in nice order, convenient aud sunny.
Inquire of P. A. Smith, Federal St, or address D. W.
HAWSES, Knigbtvllle. Key next door.
eodtt
apr5

THEin Falmouth,
about

3ERRY,

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 16.

given to private pupils bj the subscriber.

House for Sale,

FOR

THE CHAPEL

IN

Instruction in English and Class*

Me.

Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modern improvements. Inquire at this
office.
au2dtf

Useful and Fancy Articles

THE PPESS.

A D. B.,

purchase
WANTretail Grocery
of the

A

DANIEL C. EMERY, Gorham.
Portland, March 23, 1878.
mch23

OF

—

A $3,000 HOUSE FOK $2,500.
MODERN built, two storied house, containing
nine well finished rooms—on Lincoln, near
Wilmot Street, only $1000 required—the balance to
suit the purchaser. WM. H. JERR1S, Real Estate
Agent.
apl312w*

IN

PORTRLAIV’D, ME.

THE

will hold

—

and 12. Must

Address

Oak St and West

Bay View House, Old Orchard
Beach. Saco. Me. 80 rooms, best situation on the coast ot Maine, fine bathing,fishing and gunning privileges, hotel nearly
new, cost $22,000. Will be leased-for a term
ot years to a responsible party—tarnished or unfurnished. Will sell or exchange tor city property if desired. Photograph of hotel caa be seen on application to
F. G. PATTERSON, 379* Congress Street,
mblSdtf
Portland Me.

DAIRY MAID’S RECEPTION !

of 9

Wanted.

application to

Sea Side Hotel To Fet.

apl5

parentage.
find a good homo.
aplSdlw*

can

F. G. PATTERSON, 379* Congress St.
d3w

mar30

CUPID.

a

SITUATED

40 of
beech.
The place will cut 2,000 cords ot >vood worth $4 00
per cord at market two miles distant, 30 tons of hay
per annu m; several hundred fruit trees. Farm well
fenced with stone walls. Formerly known as the
Moulton place, now Sanborn. Must be sold to close
an estate.
Terms one-hali cash, balance on mortgage at 5 per cent. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,

fllHE 1* story cottage house, No* 38 Melbourne St.,
-1. nearly new, 11 rooms, gas. Sebago and good
drainage, lot 40x76, is offered tor sale at a bargain.

s-

Wanted.
girl between the ages

adopt
TO lie
Intelligent, healthy, smart and of American
An orphan preferred. The right one

Fet.

379* Congress St.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce nts per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

or

GENTEEL first floor rent of seven rooms, gas
and Sebago, on Oxford street, near Pearl. An-

I Ply to
api0d2ff

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square, daily first week; 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or

Security,

collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 3791 Congress Street.
nolSdtf
cinity.

At 109

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADYANCE

EDUCATIONAL.

_WANTS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) fey the

PORTLAND

PRESS.

]

PORTLAND

$1,000,000.

They put “Big Six’s” body on ice when he
died. It might be more of a comfort to him
had they substituted his soul.

—
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William and Mary College BillThrowing open the Treasury Doors 10
Msu hcrn Claimants.

The

In the House of Representatives Friday
while the report of the committee on education
and labor in favor of reimbursing the college
of William and Mary for property destroyed
during tbe war of tbe Rebellion was under consideration in committee of the whole, in reply
to the speech of the Hon. George B. Loring of
Massachusetts in support of the committee’s
report, the Hoo. Thomas B. Reed spoke as
follows:
II.

flL.I.—

Injured

-Vll.T 1.1._1_ill___

upon this floor in congratulations to the
orator who has addressed ns for tho last

eloquent
hour, and
while I appreciate as fully as any other man the
graces with which he has surrounded this subject,
yet I confess I have listened to him with a feeling of
sincere regret. While any man who was concerned
in the great rebellion, any man who lives in the
South, surrounded and overmastered by local feeling, or by the similarity of the cases which he
himself has in hand to the one which is now presented to the House, may be in some measnre excusable for advocating a proposition of this nature
and character, jet I am entirely satisfied that in a
future not distant tho eloquent gentleman from Massachusetts himself will join with me in regret that
he had aided and supported a bill which, it it passes,
will in its far-reaching consequences, be of more
transcendent importance to this government than
any bill which is before Congress at this session.
Of course this is a fair-seeming claim. It presents
Itself to our consideration with a modesty of de
meanor which almost disarms resentment.
It does
not come as a claim upon which this House is called
to adjudicate. It is studiously denied that any
claim is proposed to be paid. It does not come before us with the stern and rugged aspect of a demand
founded upon law and appealing to the reluctant
justice of men. That expedient was tried yeaisago,
for this is by no manner of means the flrst time this
claim has been presented for the consideration of au
American Congress. Time after time it was before
the Committee of Claims, and time after time it
was rejected. Its friends found it necessary then to
seek some other coigne of vantage. Hence it comes
before ns to-day disguised as a charity.
To-day it may be a charity linked to our sentimental souls by the hallowed memories of Washington and of Jeflerson, and even of Milton aDd of Sir
Harry Vane. But it you once pass it, to-morrow it
will stare you in the face as a bill of rights for the
whole list of Southern war claims. It i s always In
this way that matters are presented. Always the

ragged

sense

of

right

is covered

np.

Always

and submit the following report:
It appears that the seven
university buildings and
the grounds adjacent thereto came Into the
occauatlon ot the United States military authorities In
good
condition in September. 1863, and were
occupied by
them tor military
until Juno 13, 1866: that
purposes
during this occupation one of the buildings was
totally demolished, and tne others were si tuaterlaUv
damaged as lo render then wholly unfit for am
that tne library, scientific
apparatus,
and geological cabinets were
destroved; that the
fences, trees, shrubbery &c. were nearly all removed
an«l burned, and that thd grounds were
mutilated
and greatly injured by
a fort and

miueralogieai

be
of the favorable consideration
It is the only educational Institution of
known loyalty in management and Influence iu
any
of the seceding States during the war. It is situated
at Knoxville, in the center or East
and is
Tennessee,
SMI ounded by a population known for
their loyalty
aoil sacrifices to the cause of the Union.
The committee recommend the
payment to the

particularly deserviug

university

mo

4WOOIIOU

nuctuci

WO

creases as

case.
Now I desire to ask the attention of this Houso to
this question of precedent. What is precedent? Is it
a thing which Is just what we are
considering? I
venture to

say to this audience, composed as it ls>
almost entirely of lawyers, that in all your searches
for precedents in your business you never found in
all thousands of volumes of law reports a case
precisely like the one you wero considering. But every
one of those cases In
ail those reports no matter
how insignificant it was, established some principle
which had a tendency to aflect all cases in all future
time. Now I ask what principle this ease will establish, Let me briefly call your attention to the
facts. In the first place this college was occupied by
our troops; our troops were
dislodged from it and
then retook the building and according to statements before the committee a drunken straggler belonging to our forces fired the building. That is all
there is or it. I believe the statement that our
people destroyed It is not true. I believe that letters
can be produced showing that it was not
so, but I
prefer to argue the case ou the bets as they are
stated by the committee, and no others. I therefore
leave the question to future Investigation.
If you pass this bill what precedent do you estab
lisbupon these facts? You establish a precedent
that the Government of the United States proposes
to pay for the loss and unauthorized destruction of
those objects deemed sacred by the laws ot war. If
you pass this bill you establish that principle, nothing more, nothing less.
I will not undertake to say that you will establish
the principle that all the Incidental damages of the
war are to be paid for, although I think that is involved. But I wish to be candid and make my
statement no broader than the example. Now,
if you
establish this principle, you estate
lish
a
principle that no other nation ever
had the Inconceivable lolly and
Imbecility to establish since the beginning of time. I know that
Louis
of France chose as a matter of
policy to please an ally
to repair in some slight manner this
college. I know
that General Washington gave
fifty guineas as compensation for an accident which occurred at Princeton, but does any man argue the question on a flimsy
basis like that? Why the whole world has been
searched through and through for the like or it in
vain. Ihe graceful learning of Massachusetts has
twined Itself with|tbe rugged persistence of Virginia,
in Its search for a parallel, but to no purpose whatsoever. You may bridge together Bunker Hill and
Yorktown, Massachusetts and Virginia, and tie them
together with all the flowers ot rhetoric that ever
bloomed since the Garden of Eden, but you cannot
change the plain, historical fact that no nation on
earth ever was so imbecile anil idiotic as to establish
a principle that would more noarly
bankrupt its
treasury after victory than after deteat.
Now If you are going to establish a a new principle oi this kind have yon any peculiar reason for it ?
Was the war carried on so cruelly, was the destruction of property so malicious as to call for exceptional
action on onr part? Why sir, the very man who
brings this petition here, President Ewell, declares
that no war of equal magnitude was ever
conducted
with equal mildness, and he is
corroborated in that
statement by Gcnoral Joseph E.
Johnstone, whose
authority I know will be accepted on both sides of
this House.
Now then, we purpose to establish this
,
principle
and establish it
contrary to the custom of all nations.
Worse than that, we intend to establish it contrary
to our own
precedents, because this thing has not
failed ot discussion in the
long years since the war.
Now let me mention to you a few instances in
which Congress has been actuated by motives similar
to those which are
suggested here—motives arisiog
out or the sympathies and not out of the judgment
oi mankind. In the first place I will refer to the
case of Dr. Milton liest who owned a houso o f tho
value oi $23,000 which was destroyed during the
war. It was within the line of certain iorts which
our Government purposed to erect at Paducah, I
think. The property had been appraised, its value
bad been estimated; but betore tbe proper proceed-

sum

oi

618,500.

to the

Out of its halls bad gone no officers to swell the
l>s country's foes. From the chairs ol its
professors the doctrines of secession had never been
try.

ranks of

preached;

BUUUIU

you go on.

oi tho

a case which
certainly
sympathy of men. Here was an tneiltuilon of learning. It was mined while under the
control of om officers. No dmaaen
soldier, In the
frenzy and hurry of recent conflict, wreaked on it his
private vengeance. It was situated in a lojal conn-

appeals

a

It is with profound knowledge of this weakness o
human nature that this matter is presented for the
consideration ot the House now. It is not merely to
obtain 965,000 for William and Mary
college, It is
to establish a precedent. “Oh 1"
they saj, “this is
not to establish a precedent; there can bo
nothing
ilka it agun on the face of the earth.” Of conrsa
tor
there was no other institution that ever
not,
graduated Washington; there was no other building
in
this
country that Sir Christopher
Wren
ever built; there is no other institution In which
Jefferson was educated and certainly none around
which the shades of Milton and Sir Harry Vane and
Cromwell cluster to this late date. But all these
matters are immaterial; they are the ornamental
fringing; they are not the real, solid facts of this

to

Mr. Reed—Now here is

the

burned building; but when it came to
the introduction of Milton, and for aught I know to
Luther and Locke, I contess I was astounded. [Applause and laughter.] We beard of Sir Harry Vane
and Cromwell. Why, said Cromwell, ‘‘The Lord deliver me from Sir Harry Vane,” and I say, upon a
question of this kind, the Lord deliver the Congress
of the United States Irom Sir Harry Vane and Cromwell too.” [Laughter.]
Now, Mr. Chairman, I desire to call this assembl y
back to questions not of oratory but of statesmanship. I desire this American Congress to consider
this question in the light of reason, not in the light
of rhetoric.
I cannot promise that I shall be as interesting as
the gentleman who preceded
me, for that would
transcend my utmost powers; but I do promise that
if you will listen to me I will
give you sonnd reasons
which will appeal to each Bide ot the House, why
such a claim as this should be rejected now and forever. The greatest barrier in this world is use and
wont. To say that a thing has never yet been done
among men is to erect a barrier stronger than reason, stronger than discussion. Such a wall only
pluck, perseverance, and in most cases, only right
can beat down.
To say we did the same thing
yesterday is to strengthen the thing we want to do
to-day. It appeals to our Bense of fairness, reason,
and justice. We say that it this was
proper yesterday why not do it to-day, and the evil, of course, in-

rifle-

Univorsity is believed

of Congress.

knife is placed under garlands. It never happened
that a claim like this was not advocated by most
eloquent men. It never happens that claims like
this are not disguised by classical allusions and by
references to history, English and ancient. I must
say that it seemed to me strange when Washington,
and Jeflerson and Sir Christopher Wren were brought

965,000 lor

earthworks,

pits being thereupon.
Ihe East Tennessee

*

tho surrounding population had never
been tainted by It, It was in the midst of a
people
whoso loyalty sMpassed anything that wo In the
North could exhibit. Our soldiers risked their
Uves;
their soldiers not only risked their lives but their
altars and their hearthstones. Our soldiers’ families
slept in their quiet homes; theirs listened with beating hearts to the gallop of marauding bands and the
tramp of marching armies. 1 hey experienced in
their homes and families all the horrors of war, and
yet were steadfast. It is not here and now that I
would undertake to speak theeulogium of those
patriotic men; but when the passions of the present
day have subsided the historian will teU oi their devotion and sacrifices with a pen as eager as that
with which he has recorded the deeds of embattled
larmers at Lexington or ot the brave men who fought
with Qreene in tho Carolinas. To this
Institution,
thus the nursery of patriotic nan In the put and the
future instructor of the children of the loyalists of
East Tennessee, the first loyal soldier of tho war refused the very boon that you ask for William and
Mary. For one, I cannot deem it good policy or wiss
statesmanship to give to those who were wrong what
we have wisely refused to those who
were right.
Bills of relief in all these cases which have been
enumerated were passed through the Congress of tho
United States under the influence of
sympathetic
feeling; but all of them were vetoed by the President
v. mo uiiiiwi
staiea wun tnorough reluctance but
with far-seeing and comprehensive
statesmanship;
and those cases have slept the sleep of death ever
since. The sober second thought of tho
Congress
invoked by the President under the Constitntion
ratified his wisdom.
Now I have another precedent; a precedent that
cannot tail to be satisfactory to our friends on
the
other side, because it is tainted by no memories of
the war. It is an act performed by that blessed generation of statesmen that preceded I860. When I
came to examino this ease of William and
Mary I
found that tbe original petition was for payment of
losses in tbe revolutionary war and in the late ciTll war.
Now, the circumstance I am going to mention escaped the notice of the author of the eloquent report
which was presented by the committee on education
and labor. It appears nowhere in the documents before the House, although it does
appear In the documents before the committee.
It seems that in 1776 the buildings connected with
this college were seriously lujured by our revolution-

forefathers, and for seventy years toe trustees
persistently urged their claim for compensation upon
the same revolutionary fhthers who did the
lqjury,
and upon the statesmen who followed
them, lncludI
ing have no doubt, Washington and Jefferson and
Monroe, the thirty judges ot Virginia, the twentyary

four admirals and other persons who have graduated
William and Mary. Bat they were
sternly
denied. The statesmen of that period had too much
wisdom to permit this Oovemment to be connected
with any principle so absurd as would be established
by this bill. Now I submit to you who listen to me
that here is a proposition which has met with universal refusal from all civilised nations since the
world began; which has met with direct refhsal from
the Uni ton Slates; which has been revised in the
instance of this very supplicant by our revolutionary
forefathers, and by the Democratic statesmen who
preceded the war, and which you are asked, under
the influence of conciliatory feeling, to paee; which,
if you do pass, will establish a precedent
fraught with
vast and dreadful menace to this country.
Put you Bay this is no precedent, for there is no
other case. No; nothing ever establishes a precedent until it is passed, and nobody ever found the
advocate of a measure like this ready to shoulder
the responsibility of its consequences while he wa*
urging its passage. But let us see what there is before this House on this very subject. Yen can tell
men’s minde better by noticing what
they are doing
than by what they are saying. ILaoghter ] Here ii
a bill (H. U. No. 2801) to
the
sum
of $4,006 foe
pay
the trustees of Stewart College, Clarkesvllle, ro'*t«
of Tennessee, ‘du full compensation for p."°Perty
taken from them for the use ot and used
bf'
United States army.” Here le a bill (H. B. No. ’,03*)
to pay the eum of $20,614 90 to Shelby Medical
Ct?lege in Tennessee, “for rent or said college building;
from
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erty taken from «al<l baililtng for tbe nee or tbe
United States army." Then here la a bill (H R. Ne.
2420] to pay Randolph County, in the State ot West
Virginia, tbe sum of 910,000 "for damage done the
court-house, pabllo jail and clerk's offices of said
county during Its occupation and possession by the
Federal troops daring the late war between the
States
And then here is a bill (E. R. No. 2033) to
lndemity Prairie County, Arkansas, in “the sum ef
930,000 lor the occupation, use, and destruction of
the court-house, jail, and other public buildings belonging to Prairie Connty, Arkansas, by the Federal
army during the late war." Here le a bill (H. R. Ne.
3021) appropriating 9175,000 to aid the State of Louisiana in rebuilding tbe State-bonse at Baton Rouge,
said building having been partially destroyed by Are
while under the control and in the custody of the
United States military authorities and while being
occupied by Federal troops during the late war between tbe United States and tbe so-called Confederate States of America. And here are half a doien
other bills.
A Member—Read them all.
Mr. Reod-They are for small
sums; they arc for
Masonic halls anil churches. Hero
you are at the
very outset of this matter confronted by over $300,000 ot these claims
Yet we are but in the green
tree now. Three hundred thousand
dollars, and this
is no precedent! Well, now I
want to go one step
further, because these things are all close together.
There is but a step between paying for institutlone
of learning and
county buildings and paying for tbe
bumble firesides of the poor, and for my own part I
would rather pay the latter than the former.
I am somewhat gratified to find that my views of
tho proximity of these various kinds of claims to
each other, are sustained by the counsel for private
claimants, who has been so kind as to lay on our
de.-ks to-day the pamphlet I hold In my hand. Tbe
counsel is the Hon. T. W. Bartley, somewhat
famous in these parts for the invention ot the
triple presidential arrangement. I am not sure
that 1 get the exact technical language about which
our friend from Ohio [Mr.
Southard] has had so much
trouble with the newspapers. [Lau*hter.) j ma8t
say Mr. Bartley gives good sentimental and rhetorical reasons for the payment of the
private claims of
which I am bound to speak. Says Mr. Bartley:
The rejection of a man’s claim to be compensated
for his pioperty—
Think of ail this, in the sonorous voice of some
gentleman from Massachusetts, advocating this
measure, just think of it! [Laughter and applause.)
The rejection of a man’s claim to be compensated
for his property taken aud used by the government
is a virtual confiscation of his property aud a
pun*
ishment for disloyaltv I And for the monstrosity of
this punishment after pardon this commission sijdms
especial credit To pardon a man first and then Danish him afterward is a mockery of the
constitutional
lh# wcarlty 01 "government was tu-

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 16.
Thiuk of all these claimants translated into that
magnificent upper air in which Massachusetts and
Virginia and possibly South Carolina alone can live!
I Laughter and applause]. JuBt think of them in
that blue empyrean, surrounded
by Washington and
•Jefferson and dead
heroes, and Milton and Sir Harry
Vane and Sir Chii topher Wren and the whole of
uur English
literature, and my friend from Massachusetts here betow emblazoning ..t all in gorgeous
language! I ask you how you could meet that.
Mr. Townsend, of New York—You must uot forget
that only a small part of Massachusetts favors this
bill.
Mr. Real—I beg pardon of gentlemen from Masschusetts. I know that and am g’ad to give them lull
credit for It.
Now let us seo what our Southern friends and
some of our Northern ones think of these
claims. I
liivo taken the trouble to look over the
matter,
Bided by the exploration made
by the very intelligent correspondent ot the Cincinnati Commercial
<t»nd I should not feel it was
right to speak of this
without giving him due
acknowledgment], and I
bave found, notwithstanding the fact there had been
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MRS. TILTON NOW SAYS

Her
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WAS GlILTY.
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new summer resort at Kittery Point, was burned at 1 o’clock this morning together with the
entire contents. Loss about $9000 on the house
and $300 on the furniture; insured.
The fire
was no doubt the work of an
incendiary.
Fire at Wells.

Kennebunk, Apiil 15.—The house and other
buildings owned and occupied by Leonanl
Wells, at Wells Branch, were burned last
night. The fire was caused by the breaking of
kerosene lamp. Lo3S $2000: insured $1200.
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REITERATES

HIS

INNOCENCE.
New York, April 15.—The following letter
from Mrs. Tilton will appear in tbe morning
papers tomorrow.
Mr. Ira II. Wheeler:
My Dear Sir,—A few weeks since, after
long months of mental aDguisb. I told, as yon
know, a few friends whom I had bitterly deceived, that the charge by my husband of adultery between myself and the Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher, was true, and that the lie 1 had lived
so well the last four years had become intolerable to me. That statement I uow solemnly reaffirm and leave tbe truth with God, to whom
also 1 Commit myself, my children and all who
muBt suffer. 1 know full well the explanation
that will be Bought by many for this acknowledgement—a desire to return to my husband,
iusanity, malice, everything save the trne and
only one—my quickened conscience and tbe
the cause of truth and
sense of what is due to
justice. During all tbe complications of these
years you have been my confidential friend and
therefore I address this letter to you, authorizing and requesting you to secure its publication.
Elizabeth K. Tilton.
(Signed)
Brooklyn, April 13‘h, 1878.
Frank B. Carpenter, the artist, tonight exexpresaed his belief in the genuineness of Mrs.
Tilton’s letter, and said that Mr. Wheeler, to

addressed,

has tor years been her leMrs. Carpenter added to the remark of her husband
that she was glad the poor woman had told the
truth at last.
Messrs. Sheaman, Morris, Pryor and Judge
Porter of the council in tbe “scandal case.” decliueu to give any information. Mr. Tilton is
on a lecturing tour at the west.
He has been
living some time in Second Avenue, New
but
his
York,
gave up
apartments by pre-arMr. Beecher lecrangement on Saturday last.
tured at Waverly New York, this evening,
The Tribune telegraphed him a copy of Mrs,
Tilton’s letter and received the following in rewhom it is

gal adviser and confidential friend.

worse

etate of things than

the mere presentation of these
shows that there exists in the South
a persistent southern element which not
only justifies but urges on men to present these claims. You
eee they have every motive not to
present them now.
They have a Congressional election before them.
They want peace, quietness, harmony, conciliation
and a general state of salubriousness such as we
have often, heard spoken of in this House. They
want everything quiet and peaceful, And
yet the
public sentiment is such that one-tenth of the public
business presented for the consideration of this
House consists of such claims.
Now, just here, it seems to me that we have got
one plaia path of duty before us it we wish to
protect the Treasury and the
people of the United
States. I do not speak now ot these large claims. I
do not talk ot the claims of
$83,000,000 for the
cotton tax.
I do not talk about the
$7,000,000
year tor the Mexican war veterans, presented by the
very men who are demanding economy and who are
seeking to cut oft’ a few thousand dollars from the
pay clerks here in Washington.
Mr. Luttrell—Will the gentleman allow me.
Mr. Reed—I decline to be interrupted.
Mr. Luttrell—Then I will have another opportu-

hills, because

REVIVED.

Innocence

unprecedented number of bills introduced in thi3
every man here
bad presented at least two bills for the
coinage of the
silver dollar of 412$ grains [laughter], and that every
man had presented a bill for the
restoration of the
finances, or to lend men going out West $2,000 and to
issue $400,000,000 of currency, or some such
thiDg
Daughter]; notwithstanding the great pressure of
public business ou the House here; notwithstanding
the fact there have been
thirty-five hundred bills
presented up to March 4 of this session against
twcuty-three hundred and sixty in the Forty-third
Congress, I found over 10 per cent, ot the bills presented to be passed
upon by this House were Southern claims
arising from incidental damage during
the war—damage to
private property by the Federal
armies.
Three hundred aud
ninety-eight of those bills are
pending before Congress to-dav aud thov amount in
the aggregate to the sum of
$4,309,000.
Now, you know every one of you,that this is only a
trifle compared with what is behind. You all of
yon
know that the law offices of the South,
Republican
and Democratic are stuffed with these
things. It is a
matter which you talk aboutjnow
by the hundreds of
thousands; by aud by you will talk about it by the
millions and perhaps by the hundreds of millions.
Now these things are here in spite of the adverse
decisions of Congress. They are here ia
spite of the
general sentiment of the American people. And the
worst thing I find about it is that somo of our
Repub_
can members of Congress in the
past Congresses, if
not in the present Lave been somewhat disposed to

why?

Potsmouth, April 15.—Frisbie’s hotel,

Repeatedly Protesting

an

And

strength in the Cabinet and among the people
though Prince Milan is unconditionally RusSVar preparations continue.
sian.
The Contest in the Constantinople Cabi-

Fire uc Kittery Point.

Congress; notwithstanding the fact

vote for them.

MAINE.
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Waverly, N. Y., April 15,1878.

To the Editor of the New York Trobune:
I confront Mrs. Tilton’s confession with explicit and absolute denial. The testimony to
her own innocence and to mine, which for four
years she had made to hundreds in private and
publio before the court, in writing and orally,
I declare to be true, and the allegations now
made in contradiction of her uniform, solemn
and unvarying statements hitherto made, i
I declare her to be innoutterly deny.
cent of the great transgression.
Henry Ward Beecher.
(Signed.)
The Sun publishes the following:
member
of
A lady
Plymouth Church called
Mrs. Tilton openon Mrs. Tilton last evening.
ed the door. The hair above her forehead had
blanched to whiteness and she seemed to have
grown ten years older within a few weeks. The
lady asked her:
Libby, what is all this trouble about?"
There is trouble enough; but what do you
mean?" was the reply.
“Did you write the statement that nurports
to be your confession of guilt and that has been
sent to the newspapers for publication?”
“I did,” replied Mrs. Tilton firmly, “and
every word of it is true.”
“Then I wish,” said the lady, “that you were
forty feet under the sod.”
“Well,” replied Mrs. Morse, who had entered
the rooms, “X don’t think grief will ever kill
us.”
“How could you,” (continued the visitor
holding her attention fixed on Mrs. T.) “sit for
all this time perjuring yourself every day.”
“X don’t know how X could do it” replied
Mrs. Tilton, “but I did.”
“Did your daughters know what you now
say is the truth before they went to Europe?”
“Yes, they did.”
Mrs. Tilton was almost broken dowD. She
displayed wonderful courage in maintaining
the rightfulness of her attitude towards Mr.
Beecher, but she was in a state of great nervous excitement.
“Has Mr. Tilton been supportiog his children” asked the visitor of Mrs. Morse.
“Sumptuously” replied that lady.
“Has he seen Mrs. Tilton lately?”
“He has had two interviews with her after
his last return from lecturing, but he is now off
lecturing again thousands of miles.”
In other conversation the visitor ascertained
that Mrs. Morse had sent for Mr. Tilton. She
was told the bouse in which they live, 228
Madison street, Brooklyn, was to be occupied
by other tenants on May 1st and they did not
know where they were going to remove to.
The Sun has also an interview with Ira B.
Wheeler at his residence in Elizabeth, N. J.
The reporter asked Mr. Wheeler to tell him
the reasons for Mrs. Tilton’s change of front.
Mr. Wheeler—All X can say is what she
herself says, namely, that her true and only
motive is her “quickeued conscience” and the
Insense of what is due to truth and justice.
deed I do not feel justified in going bevond
what Mrs. Tilton says herself.
Reporter—Did Mrs. Tilton confess to you
prior to the writing of this coufession.
Mr. Wheeler that X decline to answer, but I
do not object to tell you that she did make practically tne same coufession to a number of
friends.
R—Do you and Mrs. Tilton’s other friends
believe this last confession?

nity.

Mr. Reed—I have no doubt you will. Your world
is very wide. I am pursuing a certain line of argument, my time is very limited, and if I yield to the
gentleman from California, I shall have no time for
myself.
Neither do I speak of the Texas Pacific Railroad
nor the claims for the
Mississippi levee3. The people
of the South have a right to demand some of those
if
things they choose and take their chance of getting them. But I do speak of these small claims
which are presented so insidiouslv. If this bill once
passes, the precedent it establishes you will find
will extend entirely beyond it. Talk ot precedents !
The gentleman from Virginia [Mr. Goode] says this
will be no precedent tor anythiug, and then himself,
in the very next paragraph, insist that tho
payment
to the Kentucky University, which wa3 under a contract for rent and which expressly excluded payment
lor burnoi buildings, is a precedent lor this claim.
That incident in his speech will illustrate how innocent cases once got through Congress can be
twisted into precedents.
In other words, people may coax you into this
thing by all sorts ot argument. But when they
once get it through you find it is the decision
they
look to, and not tho argument. The arguments will
be all printed. They will make a part of that great
monumental pile of eloquence which Congress is
rearing at tho rate of ten volumes every year; but
nobody will read them; while the decisions will be
tought for by every claim agent who loved the lost
cause and a good many that did not.
Now 1 want to say one word about this whole subject. I know that it is unkind to make any allusions
to anything connected with the last war. I listened
with a great deal of interest to the
very eloquent remarks that were made by the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. Blackburn) the other day, and to some
parts of them I gave my very hearty approval. I do
believe that after tho magnificent contest which
fcbook this entire continent, after millions of men
had been in the field and fonght each other face to
lace, it would have been a pitiful and miserable close
to have had halt a dozeu straggling wretches
kicking
oat their lives on the gallows. I had a
strong sympathy with what the gentleman said a3 to that. But
the rest of his remarks I protest against. He said we
on this sile were always
bringing up this question of
Confederate claims and of Confederates. Now, so
far as mere words are concerned, that
may be so.
Bat if the docket of this House is not full of provocations to this kind of discussion, placed there by
Southern men, I do not know Buck things when I see

W—Certainly.

R—Is it true that Mr. and Mrs. Tilton are
about to resume thpir relations as husband and
wife?
That I do not know.
R—Does Mr. Tilton know that his wife has
written this confession?

them.

Here is the William and Mary College bill. How
can you discuss it without
mentioning the Confederacy? Then thero is the bill in reference to soldiers of
1812 with its clause rendering it
unnecessary to prove
loyalty. In all probability that clause did not help
» hundred
raeD, and yet it. was pushed in here and
obliged to bo made the subject ot discussion or of the
gag law of suspension of the rules. And I say that
the list of billB read
today is fall of provocation to
this identical discussion. Now I ask
gentlemen on
xne oiocr side it under all tue
circumstances it is too
unreasonable to expect them to cease this constant,
persistent attack on the United States Treasury and
on the laws which
grew out of the war. They want
peace. Then why do they not cease to provoke con-
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Strike in Diver.

Dover, April115.-Four-fifths of the weavers
of the CocHeco Mill in Dover, stuck this morning, refusing to work at reduced prices. Many
claimed that they should not bo able to earn
their board. None of the other help manifest
any disposition to strike. The company say
that they were obliged to cut down in order to
compete with the Fallltiver manufacturers,
who recently cut down.

NEW YORK.
Resumption and the Banks.
New York, April 15.—Several New York
bank presidents stated today that they had
done nothing in the direction of redeeming circulating notes with gold.
They could resume
when the government did and not before.
The Bulletin states that the syndicate has
already sold over one-third of the $18,000,800 of
the four and a half per cents forming the first
installments of the $50,000,000 negotiation.

WASHINGTON.
mi

uoioia uguar.

Washington, April 15.—The committee on
coinage heard the report of the sub-committee
to whom was referred the subject of goloid
coinage which was submitted by Mr. Vance.
Provides reference of the matter for further
consideration to the international! monetary
conference,to which the President has been authorized to invite delegates.
Northern Pacific Railroad.
The Senate committee on railroads held a
special meeting for the consideration of the
Northern Pacific affairs, bat adjourned until
tomorrow without action.
Resumption Near at Band.
Treasury officials expect a number of eastern
banks to immediately resume specie payments.
It appears that only ten millions of four and a
half per cents have been subscribed by the Syndicate. All the rest is option. The demand on
the Treasury for resumption islnow unusually
light, owing to the fact that money is being unlocked and sent West.
Even doubting (inflationists admit that there will be ample coin to
pay balances, which is as much specie payment
as we ever had and all the trade demands.
The

The Clarksville Tire.
New York, April 15.—A special despatch
says the fire at Clarksville, Tenn., is believed
to be the work of an Incendiary.
The fire
broke out at half-past eleven Saturday night,
and when the hell rang alarming the towD, it
was taken for a riot alarm, and the people did
not turn out promptly, all dreading the result.
When the fire was raging furiously, th e negroes gathered in knots and refused to give
any assistance, openly expressing satisfaction.
F. P. Gracy’s tobacco warehouse, with 100
hogsheads of tobacco, covering over an acre of
ground, was totally destroyed.
Los3 $10,000;
insured for $2,500.
Five hundred hogsheads
were run down hill, bursting and scattering the
tobacco iu the streets, also causing a heavy

loss.

Among the more prominent buildings burned
the following:
Elder’s new ball, valued
$0,000;uniu8ured; Elliott’s Central Hotel.

The stealing from the burning stores was immense. A grim feeling rested over the people
Sunday. The negroes are exultant and threaten
to mob policeman Phillips, who Saturday afternoon shot and killed a negro named Scott,while
On this account,
resisting him with stones.
and for the protection of goods on the street, 50
deputy policemen have been enrolled. Phillips
is in jail for protection, and everything was
quiet last night, but the least disturbance will
precipitate a row between the whites and
blacks. There is no doubt that if the incendiarism was not by the blacks there was a certain understanding that they would not lend a
helping hand. But there were many worthy
exceptions. Some prominent colored men were
heavy losers, with no insurance.
Several persons were bnrt, hat no serious accident occurred.
Fifteen acres of buildings in the most prominent portion of the city wereidestroyed, leaving
a mere suburban shell.

Sunday Spans in Texas.
New York, April 15,—At a bull and lion
fight at San Antonio, Texas, yesterday, three
bulls refused to fight, although teased with
bauderillos and dogs. The third bull, to escape
the torments, broke through the enclosure,
flrattprinir t.hA nnnnla

rinrhf

ami

luff

A

African lion was then led into the ring, and a
few momenta after a furious bull, which immediately threw one of the keepers and gored him
shockingly in the leg. The bull then assulted
and gored the lion several times.
A lioness
was led in, and the bull fought them both and
finally vanquished them. About 2000 people
were preseuc. The wounded keeper’s leg was

amputated.
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Typhus in.Constantinople.
Constantinople, April 15.—lu consequence
of the spread of the typhus to this city from the
Russian camp all departing vessels receive lonl
bills of health. The projected visit of the Khedive to the Sultan is postponed.
Austria Wants to Occupy Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
It is stated that Count Zichy, Austrian amhas renewed his proposals for the
eventual occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina by Austria, pointing out that unless the
Porte agrees to this measure it will be impossible to bring about the return of BosDian refugees to their homes or to establish the security of the frontier. Russia is in accord with
Austria in this matter aud would conseut to
modify a requisite portion of the San Stefano
treaty if the Porte should consent to Count
It is untrue that Count.
Zicby’s proposal.
Zichy has also asked to occudv the Salon i™
xs.au way.
Belgrade, April 15.—Prince Milan ie expected to start for Nisch Thnrsdav and will
probably issne a proclamation.
Suleiman's Pasha’s Trial.

bassador,

Under the call of States the
following bills were introduced and referred:
By Mr. Willis of New York, a bill reciting the near
approach of specie payments, and directing tho
President to mnk« a nnhiu

Mr. Garfield—It is to
for consideration.

at a congress.
Shnmla Occupied by the Russians.
London, April 16,—A special from Constantinople announces that the Russians have

There is said to have been an amioable semiofficial interchange of views between the London and St. Petersburg cabinets. The former
declares a sincere desire for a peaceful solution
and disclaims a wish to put uuncessary obstacles in the way of negotiations, but adheres to
the desire to have the whole treaty placed before a congress. The latter alto adheres to its
previous attitude.

For New England
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falling barometer, northeast to sontheast
winds, stationary or lower temperatare, partly
oloudy followed by rainy weather.
The Kanina Tornado.
Topeko, April 15.—A tornado struck Cottonwood station ou the Atichisoo, Topeka and
Sante Fe ltailroad, about 4 o’clock on
the
afternoon of Saturday the 13th, the Cottonwood Hotel and several buildings were blown
down, two persons were killed*and many others
seriously injured. The sterm reached Emporia
about 4.30 o’clock, Soden’s mills were badly
damaged and the roof of the Normal School
building was injured. In the country the
destruction of property was great.

The Eastern Situation.

Becoming

^ouf^deracy,
yh

«•-

GREAT BRITAIN.
The Ilouurale Parly Likely to Splii Orer
the Leitrim Murder.
London, April 15.—It is thought probable
that Friday's scene in parliament, during the
discussion of O’Donnell's motion
declaring
that the government’s action in
regard to Lord
Letrim’s murder was unconstitutional, will
lead to a split in the Homerule party. Several
Irish members indignantly repudiated the attacks of O’Donnell and Powell ou the late
Lord.
The episode has created much bitter
feeling. It is said its instigators intend to
raise the question of privilege in
consequence
of the publication of the proceedings after the
clearing of the galleries.

a,8UD-* luainor a memorial.

MINOR TELEGRAMS).
The steamship City of New York bruuzbt
eighty-two bars of silver bullion from England.
Chace, the defaulter, is held in the eum of

^Petition
Mr. Garfield insisted

The Gordon press works at Rib way, N. J
have been closed and all hands discharged.

The funeral of Col. Hitohcock in New York
yesterday was one of the most imposing for
years.

A fire damaged the property of several manufacturing tenants of a building on CliDton
street, New York, Sunday.

Hudson

heavy.

Irvington
yesterday.

the
Loss

on

A Paris letter states that parties in that
city
who decided to give prizes for the
projected regatta have failed to raise funds and have
abandoned the project.

Gen. Sheridan has ordered Gen. Pope to rethe Ute Indians from Colorado to their
reservation in New Mexico. Their are
22,000,
and military men consider their removal without trouble doubtful.
A stroDg movement is on foot
among the cotton operatives of Manchester, Eog., to avoid
the coming strike, An effort will be made to
secure the acceptance of 5 per cent, redaction
by masters and men.
Ellis Holmes of South Duxbury, Mass
shot himself seven tfmes Sunday and them
took a dose of laudanum.
He was all right
yesterday however. He says he was tired of
and
meant
to
kill
living
himself.
A sharp and general advance in slocks in
New York has caused heavy losses to the backet shops, as they are familiarly called,
nearly
all the small speculators having been long of
stock.

Daring

was

*-'*'-*»
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It asked nothing of Con-

at

Portland Whole.air Market.
markets are rather quiet
to-day and goods are selling slow at rather weak
prices. We quoto Sugars at 9|c for granulated and
9ic for Extra C. Corn is selling at 58c for Yellow,
56e lor High Mixed by tho car lots and 6Uc
by bag
lots; Meal is quoted at 57c and Oats at 13c. Pork
aud Lard are dull and
selling slowly.
FBEIGHT5—There is little improvement in
freights. The transactions at this port for tho week
18 reported
comprise the engagement ot ship S. F.
Hersey to load deals at Musquash, N. B., for Liverpool, at 07s 6J; Schr Henry, hence to
Ponce, F. R,,
and hack north ot Hatteras with
molasses at 3 50 per
Schr
hhd;
Minnie C. Taylor, to load lumber at St,
John, N. B., for north side Cuba at 6 50 M gold; Schr
Bello Brown hence to Martinique for round 6iun ol
S600 gold, and Schrs Abbio H. Hodgman,
Mahasha,
VlOla. Dplmrinf T,fw>lrfi Qoroli I? nn,1 w:ii;nn, rni-benco to New York with lumber at 175
M; Schra
Cambell and S. E. Hart, iee from SoarBport to Phila-

freights—Wheat

Shipments—7,000 bbls flour, 21,900 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, April 15.—Pork is nominally at

9 75
at 74 @ 74.

isked. Lard nrmer; steam at 7; kettle
Bulk Meats are quiet; shoulders 34 fal 36
shorr'rih
it 4 894 @4 90 ;shor clear
I&eon quie
boulders at 4J @ 4J; clear rib
54;
1
Whiskey in fair demand at 103.
Live Hogs quiet; common at 3 00 ® 3 25- lieht at
30 @ 3 4o; packing at 3 35
@ 3 50; Mir butchers at
I oO @ 3 69; receipts 1900
head; shipments 1100.head.
15-—Wheat is steady; extra White
at 1281 ® 129; No 1 Wmt®
Michigan at

middles^5J.
“clear sldes a"!).’

ii?k?R0IT,.4?.S

U26JUgan

Receipts—0000 bbls flour, 35,000 bush wheat, 0000
msh.com, 0,000 bush oats.
busb Wheat> 000
nsh ?^fc?’?U°KbbH,l0Uri 30>000
1 luen

design.

Mr. Jones of Florida Introduced a.bill
authorizing
railroad companies to construct and maintain
telegraph Hues lor commercial purposes, and to
6oeuro to the government the use of the same
for
military, postal and other services. Referred to tho
oommittee on railroals.
Mr. Bumsido introduced a bill to repeal the
several sections ot the Revised Statutes relating to
tenure of civil officers. Kelerred to tho committoo

on

judiciary.

cal,e(1 “P

Boston Slock Market.
the Broker’s Board, April 15 ]

at

1 'ortland. Saco 02 Portsmouth Railroad.. 85

New Fork Stock an* Money Market.
New York, April 15—Evening—Money steady at 6

PATlL fill null nrirno
/r.-v
(^ 7
per cent. Sterling Exchange dull and lower, clostor
488
sixty days anil 488} for demand.
i ag at
Gold firmer, opened at 100}, declined to 100} and
t dvancing to lOOf, tho closing price, with 100} bid.
( lurrying rates 4 per cent, to flat and finally 3} per
Cloarings $24,911,000. Tfie customs receipts to1 ent.
The Treasury disbursements
ay were $578,000.
Governments are active and steady.
rare $40,000.
‘‘ (ate bonds dull. Kailroad mortgages strong and a
1 raotion higher. Stock market was v baracterized by
1 reat buoyancy and activity throughout the day, tho
1 dvance ranging from }to2| percent.
Business
ras well distributed, but the stocks most promiueut
i the upward movement were North Western, St
1 ‘aul, Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Kock Island,
’ ruion Pacific, Western Union and the coal stocks.
1 a final transactions the market was strong and
1 ight on tojthe highest point of the day. Thcirmueiate causes of the improvement were tho favorable
I rogress throughout tho country towards resurnp1 lon, (he extraordinary crop accounts from the West,
t be contests for control ot the North Western Sc
I lichigan Central roads at the approaching elections
a nd geueral purchase of all kinds et stocks by public
nnr

__

improve?

purpose

bameronoPwN-

CFer;v

AlcDonald,

«SdSan^SaullS-e’;Ul0Uy'

{

15--°°tt0n(luiet!

«P-

Galveston, AprI115.-Cotton Is dull; Middling*
at

iplauds
1

1

tr

Senate hill approptiating
of continuing the
1
ments of Gaivcston harbor, Texas. Passed
The Vice President laid betore tho Senate a commumcation from tho Secretary of War trausmittim?
a statement of Lieut. Gen. Sheridau in
regard to tbo
campaigns and expeditions in tho department of
Dakota to show tho hard labor the
troops in that
department are required to perform. Ordered to be
printed and to lie on the table.
Also a communication from tho Secretary of War
enclosing a letter lrom tho General of the army
suggesting certain amendments to the] Revised
Statutes in regard to certificates of merit to
soldiers.
Referred to the committee on millitary aflaira.
At the expiration of tho
hour Senate
morning
resumed consideration of tho pill to
repeal the
bankrupt law, and Mr. McCreery spoko iu lavor "*
of
the repeal.
Mr. Ingalls moved to recommit tho bill
to tho
committee on judiciary with instructions to
a tlarge.
report
such amendments as would bejdeemed
The transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day agproper, at an
early day. Ibis motion was opposed by Messrs,
f regated 293,003 shares, of which 50,800 shares were
Keman and
and rejected.
II torth Western, 53,000 shares Bake Shore, 46,000
Whyte,
After further discusssion tho bill to repeal bank» bares Delaware & Backawana, 39,000 shares St
rupt law passed-yeas, 37; nays, 6-as tolbms:
1 ■aul, 24,000 shares Western Union.tisuo shares MichYea9—Messrs. Armstrong, Beck. Blaine
li rau Central, 6600 shares Morris Sc Essex. 12,300 do
Butler, Cameron of Pennsylvania,
1 lock Island, 6600 Chios, 6600 Erics, 6300 Wabash, 3,H) Union Pacific, 2100 New York Centra), 2800 UliVirginia, Eaton, 011 ois
^
°! W- Grover,
Lustis, Ferry, Garland,
Central.
Harris
Gordon,
Hereford, lDgalls, Johnston. Jones ot Florida, IverThe following were the closing quotations of GovMcGreery,
™'1S5
McPlierson, e rumen t securities:
nited States 6s, 1881 reg. ..107}
nited States 6s, 1881, coup......107}
nited States 5-20’s, 1865, new, reg.,.,...104
BurBSile>Cunover'
nited States 5-20s, 1865, coup.,. .104

$750,000 for the

Sch Yreka, Drlsko, Salem.
Sch Owen P Hinds, Clondennin,
Sch

lOJc.

i?amla0lOi(fAlffl,Al>ril 15,~Cotton easier; Middling
.p°anaflSoF@V.Prn,5,_COtt0n 9,,iet: MiddliDf!
iKFupianis‘it1 i;^°Uon is qaiet and steaJy;
ldtndfa^ll5cAPriI 15,~0otton

11

8

u^piQr9R3cfprU

*8

steady; Middling

15-Cotton is nominai’Mijis ^iet a,ld d™•' MId‘

llngFplanasat

1

•r

money and

~12,3® P- M,—Consols at 9113-16

OljJ for account.

u

nita

d

mount

ti

of

at 3 per cent, ''per
hnHirf8 8teattymt0
tbe B:l,,kuf

SSS^SSSr1*

annum.

Eu*land

Liverpool, April 15-12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
,1
Middling uplands at 5 15-16; do Orn
inn at
smi'TIioi’.
ana
b 3-16d, sales
7,000 bales, including looo bales
f,
reCeil)t8 lti’50U bale3’ includ, .g lMOO

Ame??^!
p *rvatS^F 32 •' lyi,!'32 cheaper; May and June de29-JBhiipped Aprd and May, sail, 6.
*

s
ci
_

i'’ur,

M

25@25b; Winter Wheat

at

II

(g| lls6;

averages lls@ 11 S;
bh'ii'a'ja^ao10*.’ California
25 9 @ 26; Peas at 37. Pro5jL“ i® Vi2\; Corn
at 18 6; Beef at 80.
Bacon at 27 6

“°"f *c_P0rko36 B‘
*

„

=

in*TkllowM**

Ehoe80 63..Tallow 39. At Lou-

Pabib, April 15,—Rentes 1C81971c.

Dr. Palmer, of
Westerly, B. X,, says: "HUNT’S
n EMEDY is
tbe most effective medicine I bave ever
u icd iu my
practico, for Dropsy and Kidney Dis.
ei ees. I can safely
say HUNT’S REMEDY has aU

S. 5-20 BONDS,
bdoo<1

Has received his selections for
—.

Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.

Spring

—

[from our correspondent.
13-Sld, sch Stephen
Waterman, Boothby, for Boston; Canton, Kaukin,

KENNEBUNKPORT, April

A portion oi these goods

Bangor.

SPRING

vt'o

DRESS SUITS,

a vnn

New
15th, barque Jose E More, Carlisle,
Bchs Margie, Snow, Jamaica; Mary J Cook,
Cook, Matanzas; Starlight, Reed, Baracoa.
Passed Highland Light 15th, brig Ada L White,
White, from Palermo for Boston.
Ar at Boston 15th, barque Sarah
Hobart, Pinkham,
Gloucester.

PANTALOONINGS,

Sagua;

At the

fflEnORANDA.
Barque Chas T Russell, Russell, from Liverpool
Bombay, was abandoned at sea March 17, cargo

on fire.
Crew landed at Queenstown 14th inst. The
vessel registered 731 tons, was built at Harrington in
1875 and hailed trom New York.
Sch Oatawamteak, Kennedy, from Rockport, Me,
with lime, arrived at Wilmington NO 13th
inst. with
cargo on tire.
Sch Kate Foster, trom Calais for Bridgeport, which
put into New London leaky, will discharge and haul
on railway for repairs.
Sch Concord, Gray, of and from Rockland for Portslime, was wrecked off Capo Porpoise
Ll^ht 12th inst.

Lowest Possible Prices.

signed.

No. 99 Exchange St.
apr6

Newman, Newman, at Philadelphia from
a heavy weslerly gale 7th inst and

* reP°rts
Bhilted cargo.

iltfsu

SWAN & BARRETT

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 9th, sch Clara L Dyer,
Beers, Port Antonio, Ja.
Cld 13th. ebip Normandy, Tnkey, Liverpool.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 9th, ech Seth W Smith, Allen, Havana.
ACOLA—.Ar 8th, sch Geo E Young, Marshall,
New Orleans.
l8aac CarT0r> Gray, Cardenas.
GA—Ar 9th, sch Sarah Eaton, DU,
New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 12th,sch Ruth Darling, Swazey,
Caibanen.
13tli, ship Itaska, Cotton, Liverpool,
A,r at,
for New

OFFER FOR HALE

!

Lewiston Municipal
“
Auburn

Cleveland
Cincinnati

CM 13tb, brig Carrie Purington, Doane, Rio Ja11 *lreW8,
Andrews, Hamburg.
RICHMOND, Va—Sid 11th, sch Maggie Bell, Hall,

To all persons Interested In either of the
estates hereinafter named.

I3th, schs E & O W
W S Jordan, Baker, Providence,Hinds, Hill, Calais;

Court of Probate held at Portland, within
the County of Cumberland, on the
of April, in the year of our Lord,
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, the following
matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Presi
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may api»ear at a Probate Court, to be
held at said Portland on the First Tuesday of
May next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
BENJAMIN ESTES, lato of Harpsweli, deceased.
Second Account presented for allowance, by Samuel
E. Smullen, Administrator.
ISAIAH SNOW, late of Harpsweli,
deceased.
Fifth Account presented for allowance, by
Stephen
Purintou and Hosea Hildreth, Trustees for the benefit of Henrietta L. and John L. Snow.
MARY P. SNOW, lato of Harpsweli, deceased.
Fourth Account presented for allowance, by Stephen
Purinton and Hosea Hildreth, Trustees for the
benefit of Henrietta L. and John L. Snow.
EMMA A. BROCKLEBANK, minor child and
heir of Nathan Brocklebank, late of Bridgton, deceased. Account presented for allowance, by Caleb
A. Chaplin, Gnardian.
JOHN E. PALMER, late of Bridgton, deceased.
Account presented for allowance, by Caleb A. Chaplin and William F. Fessenden, Administrators.
BENJAMIN R. MORSE, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate, presented by Clarissa H. Morse, widow of raid
deceased.
SOLOMON H. CAMPBELL, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Account presented for allowance, by
Solomon H. Chandler, Trustee.
J03EPH D. WEIXHI, lato of Raymond, deceased.
First and Final Account presented lor allowance, by
Samuel S. Browne, Executor.
ISAAC D. BREWER, late of Freepoit, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate, presented by A. Ursula Brewer, widow of said
deceased.
JEREMIAH LIBBY, late of Pownal, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal
Estate, presented by Elvina Libby, widow of said deceased
W.HILL. l lte of Yarmouth, deceased.
Petition that Henry Hutchins may be appoiuted Administrator, presented by Mary P. Hill, widow of
said deceased.
RICHARD POMEROY, of Yarmouth. Account
presented for allowance, by E. D. Freeman. Assignee
JOSHUA WINSLOW, late of Yarmouth, deceased*
First and Final Account presented lor
allowance, by
Charles Davenport, Administrator.
JACOB P. BETTIS, late of Gorham, deceased.
Final Account presented for allowance, bv Fivmnaii

ar

a

AT and for

Thomas, Crockett, Kennebec;
PHILADELPHIA—Ar I2th, sch E S Newman,

First

Newman, Caibanen.
A1.13.?* 80118 Jaa A Brown, Collins, fm Cardenas;
Lizzie Mage©, Magee,
Boothbay; Jennie M Carter.
Carter, Farmlngdale.
Cld 13th, brig
Henry B Cleaves, Cummings, Matanzas; schs Nellie J Dinsmore, May, Sagua; Nellie
Bowers, Slackpole, Matanzas; o Whitebouse, Farnbam. Bath; Hyue, Rogers,
Boothbay.
12th» br*»« Isaac W Parker, Kane,
p SH
for Port Elizabeth; H Houston,
Staples,* tor Barbadoes.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, barque Chas F Ward. Gay,
Guantanamo 1°days; brigs Kremlin, Haskell, do,
Sarah E Kennedy,
8paulding, Seville 36 days; ache
wm Connors, French,
VeraCruz; Daniel Webster,
Foss, St John, PR; Annie L Palmer, Lewis, Baracoa
Jaaya; Wesley Abbott, Johnson, do 9 days; Allred
Keene, Keating, New Orleans.
Ar 14th, ship Gen
McLellan.Wheelcr.SanFranJisco; barque Sandy Hook, Nichols, Matanzas; brig
Shannon. Moore, Cape Haytien; schs Ada J Simon-on, Hall, Pensacola; John N Colby, Wilcox, Bath;
Decora, Berry, Machias.
Cld 4tb, ship Golden Rule, Lewis, for
Philadelphia:
schs Dexter Clark, Curtis.
Barbadoes; B L Eaton.
NB; Gertie E Merrow, Dunning,

Jacksonville^°^m*

Passed through Hell Gate 4th, schs Teaser, Orr,
St John, MB; JO Rogers, Oils, do for
Portland.
Passed do 14th, sch M W Drew, from
New,York for
Portland or Belfast.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 12th, sch
Lord,
md Laura Jones, from Calais. Abby Wasson,
Fcb Kate Newman,
T.Ar,
11Jbr
Ponce; Mattie Holmes, Richardson, trom
Sew York for

Jewman,

)C^>A)^TUCKET—Ar 13th, sch

Louisa Smith, Web-

Sld

Prague, Pawtucket for Calais.
Nellla Bello, Margaret, Globe,
lS«iaAV'rnwCU 1?r’,<5*ni0 Belle' “ni1 othars- Port
Ar3h*801)3 Ganges. Wall, for
obnaon for Bangor;
Globe, Remick, Providence

^OSTON—Ar 13tb, sch J N Gamewell* Berry, from
A Staples, Crockett, Bangor.
5^I3th,scb Emily
Acacia,
Matanxas; soha

■£rTJr4th’ barTqT,ie

Anderson,

Wyman, Urann, Aqain; Albert L Butler, Eaton,
F A Pise, Noble, Weehawken; Mary
French, New York; Geo W Snow, Rob‘ ins, Machias ;
Sattellite, Adderton, Harpswell;
►exalo, Brown, Franklin; S Waterman, Boothby,
l{ .ennebunk; Franklin, Greenleaf, Wiscasset.
Ar 15th, brig Julia F
Carney, Collins, Hoboken;
:hs Lucy Holmes, Teel,
Jamaica; A P Emerson,
*S
ienruegos;
5 ymburner,
1

merson, Mobile.
SALEM—Ar 11th, sch Yreka, Drisko, lrom Perth
1 mboy.
b8rqUe Cb8' Stew8rt'

owen^Trepan uToay»d*b’

“lor,LSBtRJo,hnfNB!d

10th’ ** MlnDie' C Tajl0r-

FOREIGN PORTS'
Sid fra Calcutta prev to 10th
inst, ship Susan Gilore, Carver, Dundee.
Geno® M<:il
*>arquo Ironsides, Tapley, tor

l

Dghorn

*
R

ew

Ar at

Lisbon Mch 23, Clara M Goodrich,Look, from
York.

Ar at Helvoet Mch
27, sch Ella M Watts, Watts,
B oston.
at Marseilles Mch 2*. barones Sarah A
Staples,
F
Jas E Brett, Gibbon, New York.
a
Ar
at Corunna prev to 13th
inst, brig Mary Fink,
s >encer, New York.
Sid fm Cardilt 12th
inst, brig Hiram Abiff, Brown,
^ mteu States.

AJ.

®^lmor©»

baU3!unU?^uteL3tl1’
Dublin
Ar at

2d

b8rqUa M8rtb8

inst, ship Kufus

At Baracoa 4th Inst, scba
n J &peedwdl,
Whittier:
L,
Gregory, tor
Ar at Kingston. J, March
S' iiro, from Now York.

d,

A'Snow,

lo rATlTPo/tA?to,11°.
Uuitod States.

E

A

MoNeil-

Wood, Davis,

Sarah W Hunt. McFadJ W Sawyer, Orchard,
New York.
—, brig F U Todd, Ma-

Mch 23, ech Lucy Holmes,Ted,

8POKEY.
Feb 21, lat 2 S, Ion 27 W, ship Thoa M Reed, Small
£r )tn New York for San Francisco.
March 29, lat 30 24, Jon 63, barque Adelia
Carlton,
P ickard, trom New Orleans for Queenstown.
*a* ^5
,on 70 05, ship Caledonia, Potter,
a^xt
fr >m New Orleans tor Liverpool.
—

■

—

SPECIAL
=

NOTICES"

Information Wnnted.
[f the lady, who, some veare
ago, married the
bt other of GtORGIANNA B1XBX and
who called
to see her on Albany St.,
in the Bpring ot
BoBton,
« 16 and who was visited
at her
by
her s, near
or her son or
any of her fauior friends will address L. M.
HALL, 56 Pearl St.
pton, Mass, they will learn something to their ad-

Portland;

^

Georgianua

ata«e-_

apl3sneod3t*

B- ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle St., lias
Dj ANflS ...Eld-celebrated
Weber Piaeea, and
A'rT"
makers’ at
low
■

•

ni

sneodft

PROBATE NOTICES.

0
^vAr,?4l£\?h.Kuth
Charlie Cobb, Boston.

=

BONDS.

ehiP Oakland, Purington,

Also

o

5-20

JOO MIDDLE STREET,

Jy2

York.

r

J

S’g
5>s
u’s
<;N
7’s
(i’s

Tbe highest price paid lor

Hattie McG Buck, Woodbury, George9aib*0ir^ebJ
town, SC, M K Rawley, Hawley. Matanzas.

1

“

^CALLED”

NORFOLK—Ar 11th, sch Irene E Meservey, Me-

C

“

BANK STOCK.

York.)

servey, Kennebec.

<

•

ALSO

GEORGETOWN, 8C-Ar 9th, sch Merrill C Hart,
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld lllh inst, Bch ZetaPel,
Francis, Waldoboro.
New

•

...

Maine Central B. B.
Portland & Kennebec B. B.

Brown, New York.

n

ML

These goods will be made up with the same regard
for pertection in fitting and thoroughness
of workmanship as has horetolore
characterized the garments
made by the under-

for

(and sailed

MR. KOHLINU’S

OVERCOATINGS,

York

Sch E S

of

BUSINESS SUITINGS,

The new fishing schr oi Mitchell & Brooks has been
named Sunrise; she measures 62tons,is neatly rigged
and about ready for sea; is for sale.
vrvirrm a

are

importation, and are of the finest
quality and most desirable styles for

sharp.

f ntnw

Summer,

own

April 14—Ar, sch Hattie Turner, Hupper, Wilmington, NO.
Launched 13tb, by Boothby & Wells, a clipper fishing schr of 28 tons, (new measure,) 47$ It keel, 53 It
over all, width 15 It 10 inches,
depth 0 It 4 inches.
She is for sale and can be fitted lor sea in one week.
Charles H Thompson launched 9th a nice schr of
about the same dimensions as above, but not quite as

Ar at

and

CLOTHING,

Clark.

_

!5—12.30 P. M.—American securl^Pril
States bonds,67’s, 1081; news’s, 1013;
Erie 111
Preferred at
il™ Illinois
nmio^iVnirlpTcl8’
2 If
Central 763. 1W»
Bank of biii,rland
ot
t es—United)

STOCK, GOLD &C.

K 0H LING,
TEG FASBIONJBLE TAILOR,

CLEARED.

ai

Barapean market.,

BONOS !

Bonds,

“CALLED” U.

Steamship Chesapeake, MaDgum, New York
Henry Fox.
Sch Nancy Smith, Hodgkinaon, Buenos Ayres -C S

0000 bush oats.

1

—

Highest prices paid for

Friendship.

ipI?aiiI£I'lijjcG’ Apr1113--Cottou is (quiet; Middling

_

BANK

13th, sch Alcora, Robinson, New Yo'k.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, barque Florence Treat, Veale, Havre 29 days.
quiet. Wheat
is
12th iMt- 8011 S"al).
*■_< wJ?™T#KV‘1SAVFN-Ar

05.Xn easier; No"

coin,

Olty

Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, Boston for Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch G C Morris, Mason, Philadelphia, (ar 13th )
Sch Delmont Locke, Dodge, Boston, to load lumber
for New York.
Sch Three Sisters, Blckmore,
Boston, to load lor

irec.

lirm: Nn 1 MiIwmuItaa
1 fu. f,-.,.
No 2 Milwaukee atllOi: seller April 1101- spllftr
«»y »Milwaukee 1
it 40 @ MJc. Oats are
steady; No 2 at 25c. Rye is
steady; No i at 68c. Barley quiet; No 2 Spring at
)«c .seller April at 53c. Provisions
Mess
Pork at 9 00. Lard—prime steamer atnominal;
7 00.
to Buttalo at 3} ® 4.
Receipts—8,000 bbls floor, 9,000 bush wheat

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bUBh corn meal to 0
V True & Co.

[Sales

$uc

DEALER IJT

GOVERNMENT

Monday, April 15.

3$.
Receipts—14,000 bbls flour, 63,000 bush wheat. 220,32,000 bush oats, 3,600 bush rye, 900

bush com, 30,000 bush oats,
15.-Flour is

Foreign Import*.
PONCE. Sehr M E Van Cleaf—398 hhds 70 tee
nolasses to Plnney 02 Jackson, 3 bbls do to order.

—

ARRIVED.

28$c.
Receipts—0000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat, 55.000
Dash com, 0,000 bush oate, oo hogB.
Shipments—000 bbls Hour, 4,000 bush wheat. 9J.000

Foreign Export*.
LIVERPOOL.
Steamer Dominion—38,729 bush
wheat, 8084 bush peas, 900 bbls flour, 6750 bush oats,
GO,000 lbs oatmeal. 111 bbls apples, 44,700 lbs bacon,
1400 do pork, 3800 do beef, 432 canned meats, 35,700
lo butter, 1 cask phosphate. 303,000 lbs cotton, 10,229
lo tallow, 29 head cattle, 21 homes, 10 sewing marines, 3 packages leather, 22 do merchandise.
BUENOS AYRES.
Schr N Smith—331,927 feat
lumber.

3‘1 EXCHANGE STREET,

oc27

No 2 at

Clearing Blouse Transaction*.
Portland, April 13.
The Clearing House of the Portland Bauks report
tho transaction of business as follows to-day:
Sross Exchanges.$114,999 60
Net Balances. 20,616 53

II. HI. Payson & Co.,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

barley.

per ton.

* 12000 Eastern Railroad 3*8,1906. 634
3 Boston 02 Maine Railroad.107
Sostou 02 Maine Railroad 7s. —@111*
1 Sastern Railroad.— @ 8*

at

F. T. MEAHER & CO.’S
martstfro

MARINE NEWS.

Toledo, April 15.—Wheat is quiet; No 1 White
Michigan at 1 28; Amber Michigan on spot at 1 27:
seller April at 126$; seller for
May 128; No 2 Red
\\ inter on spot held at 123$ ;seiier
May at 125. Com
easier; High Mixed at 43jc; No 2 on spot at 43$c; for
14$c; rejected at 40$c; damaged at 36c. Oats dull:

“uuragoupon

and the committee were discharged from its women,
further
consideration.
Mr. Ingalls from the committee on the
district of
Columbia reported favorably tho House hilt regarding the appointment of justicesot tho piece, commissioners of deeds and constables in tho District of
Columbia. Placed on the calendar.
He also presented a resolution from the Washington Monument
Society layering early resumption of
the work on the Washington monument, and
that it
be completed in accordance
with the
original
°

uu

uu^utueu

In These Days

minalMre Almanac.April 16.
Sun rise*... .5.111 High water....... 10.00 AM
Bun sets.0.451 Moon seta...,.,.. 4.31 AM

Shipment£~l0,COO bbls flonr.145,000 bush wheat,280.0M bush com, 36,000 bush Oats, 800 bush rye,
8.000 bush barley.
At the afternoon call ot the board the market closed
with Wheat active and higher at 1
09$ g 1 09} seller
May. Corn Iairly active and shade higher at 41S®
41$c|for May. Oats in fair demand and higher at
2t>$e asked for May. Pork active and higher at 9 024
g 9 05 seller May; 9 15 g 9 17$ for June. Lard firmer bnt not higher.
Bt. Louis, April 15.—Flour dull and
unchanged.
Wheat firmer; options higher; No 3 Red Fall at 112
for cash; 113$ g 114$ for May;
No4atl06; No2
1
iit
07.
Cora active and firm; No 2 Mixed at
Sprihg
f°r
38J@39$c fur May. Oats firm;
5*@
ca?h: at
N“ *
59$c. Barley is dull and unat,26t£B?e
changed. Whiskey quiet at 1 03. Pork is dull; jobbing 9 25. Bulk Meats and Lard nominal. (Bacon
firmer at 3g g 5 40 g 5 50 g 5 60 for
shoulders, clear
rib and clear sides.
Receipts—4700 bbls flour, 33,000 bush wheat, 84.000 bush oom, 13,000 bnsh oats,
10,000 bush rye, 6,060
bn.h barley, 00,000 hogs.
Shipments-10,000 bbls flour,10,000 bush wheat,51,000
bush corn, 11,000 bush
oats, 33,000 bush rye,1000 bush

Monday, April 15.—The

phia at 90c

umu

NOTICE.

of moulds and forms, and machines and scraps and
stems, and old stamps ground up and perfumod
what a comfort it must ho to the smoker to tind a
pure Havana, long tilled, hand made, old fashioned
cigar like the BASTIANELLI, at

34

2{

000 bosh oom,
bash barley.

financial and commercial

ei

Scandinavian.Halifax.Liverpool.Apl
Britanic..
.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Wisconsin.New York ..Liverpool.Apl

Chicago, April 15—Flour is firm and unchanged.
is in fair demand and
higher; No 1 Chicago
Spring at 110$ g 111; No 2 Chicago Spring gilt edge
at 109; do regular at 1 07$ for cash and
April; 1 09
g 109$ for May: No 3 do at 104; refected at 854c.
Corn is unsettled and generally higher; High Mixed
at 40e; new do at 38$ @ 38$c; Nog Miked
gilt ed»e
at 40c; regular 37$o cash and April; 41
$c tor May; rejected at 34Jc. Oats firmer hut not higher at 224c
cash and April; 26$ g 26$c for May.
Rye is steady.
Barley steady. Pork is active anil higher at 8 90 ®
g 8 95 for cash; 8 95 for May. Lard is active and
higher at 697$g7 00 for cash and April; 7 00®
7 02J for May. Bulk Meats steady and unchanged.
Alcohol nominally at 33$c.
Freights—Corn to Buffalo at 3; Wheat to Buffalo

speeches were made by
Messrs. McKinley of Ohio,
Bridges and Evans of
Pennsylvania. Bacon of New York and Brower of
Michigan ugainsUhe District bill. Adjourne i.

Washington, April 13.
A bill authorizing tho issue of
passports free to
colored ciuzeus going to Brazil passed.
Mr. Sargent submitted an amendment to the
House bill to place the name of Jas. Shields on
the
retired list of tho army with tho rank of
brigadier
general, so as to strike out all after tho enacting
clause and
insert in lieu of this a provision
authorizing tho President to place on the retired
list of the army a large number of officers named
with fall rank held by them when mustered out
ot
service. AmODg theso are the following: Generals
U. S. Grant, John A. Dix. Geo. B. McClellan, N. P.
Banks, B. P. Butler, A. E. Burnside, J. A. Logan.
Carl Schurz, A. Pleasanton, Jas. Shields, J. A. Garfield, Chas. Devens. J. D.^Cox, and some 15 or 18
other well known officers in the late war.
Referred
to the committee on military attairs.
Mr. Rollins from the committee on manufactures
submitted a resolution directing that the committee
consider and report to the Senate the probable effect
of any changes in the tariff laws
upon manufacturing
industries or the country. Agreed to.
in favor 01 the resolution sub-n,r'.iIlertfi0rd,f!>0k,0
mitted by him March 21st,
requiring the committee
on finance to report the House bill
to repeal the
specie resumption act to the Senate within ono
week, and gave notice he would ask the Semte
to vote thereon to-morrow.
Mr. Morrill, chaitnran of the finance commitlee.
said he thought the committee would
repor t tho bill
with certaid amendments to-morrow.
He said
perhaps the fact was not known to the Senator that
specie payment was resumed in some cities on Saturday last, and there would be 6pecio resumption
throughout the country before action could be had
in the Senate.
Mr. Anthony from the committeo on
printinz
reported favorably on the Joint resolution pi ovidin*
tor distribution and sate of the new edition of
the
Bevised Statutes of the United States. Passed.
He also reported from the same committee adversely upon resolutions to print extrn copies of tho
report ot Prof. Hayden’s geological and
cal survey of the territories, and also geographiarguments
before the committee on
privileges and elections in
regard to a 16th amendment to the constitution of

Ontario.Portland.. .Liverpool.Apl

Wheat

took a recess till evening.
At the evening session
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15
18
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
23
23
31
21
25
25
27
27
27
30

Peruvian.Halifax.... Liverpool......Apl
Atlas.New York..Aux Cayes... .Apl
Montana.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Kussia.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Alsatia.New York. .London.Apl
City ot Montreal.. ..New York. .Liverpool.Apl
City of VeraCru*. .New York. .Havana.Apl

Sts.
Exchange BDeodtl

Wo would call special attention to tlie A
r*’
Notice, which appears in our column-4 to-day with
reference to Taxes, that all persons interested may
comply with the tenor of such notice, jarticalarly
the fast clause with reference to the U. S. Government, Bonds, and Deposits in Saving-4 Banks, and
thns save bard thoughts, and poesibly bard words,
when too
mar26end3ir
late._

DATS

WOt

ot Wasbington.New York .Havana.Apl
Adriatic. New York. .Liverpool.Agl
Colon.New York. .Aaplnwall._Apl
Lake Megantic.Portland.. .Liverpool.Apl
California.New York. .Qlaagow.Apl
Ailsa.New York.. Aspinwall.Apl
Mosel.New York. .Bremen.Apl
City ot New York..New York. .Liverpool.Apl

lor steamer Mixed; 51c for steamer
White; 514c for
steamer Yellow; 53g53$c lor No 2; 524c for iow
Mixed and No 2 White; 51 g5l$c for steamer Mixed
seller April, closing at 51c bid, 51 jc asked: 511c do
for May, closing at 50$c bid, 51$c asked; 4331c,lor No
2 seller April, closing at 63$e bid, 63$c asked; 53 g
53Jc do May, closing at 53c bid, 53$c asked. Oats—
receipts 57,924 bush; firmer and more active; sales
130.000 busfi; 33$ g 34c for New York No 2; 344®
34$c for No 2 While; 34» g 35c for No 1; 40c lor extra
White; 33$ g35c for Mixed Western; 31® 40c for
White Western: 34 g 35$c for Mixed State; 35 g 38
for White State, including 50,000 ibusli No 2 Chicago
in store for export at 34c; 10,000 No 1 seller
May 34c.
Coffee—Rio scarcely so firm and unchanged. 8a*ar dull and unchanged. Molasses unchanged.
Kice quiet. Petroleum dull and heavy; crude at
6$; rettuedat 11$; 25,000 bbls united at 1281® 1 31$
Tallow is steady. Naal Siores-Itosin is unchanged. Turpentine is firm; Spirits held at 31$.
Pork is firmer and quiet; 200 bbls mess at 9 874 ®
10 00; May at 10 25 askoi. Beefdull. CulMeau
quiet; middles steady; Western long clear at 5 30;
150 boxes city long clear at 5$. Card
steady; 750
tes prime steam at 7 32$ g 7 35, closing at 7 35 ; 500
tes for May at 7 32$ g 7 35, closing at 7 37$. W hiskey shade firmer at 1 08.
Freights to Liverpool shade firmer; Cotton per sail
15-64; per steam $d; Wheat per steam at 8 g 8$.

police commissioners, fire commissioners and school
trustees are to bo abolished and their
powers conferred upon the District commissioners.
One or two unimportant amendments were
adopted and then Butler moved the
suspension of the
rules and the passage of his fractional
curreucy bill,
but the Speaker ruled it out of order and
the House

free fight at the Bowery, a saloon
barkeeper fired into the gang of fighters, fatally
worn ding Maurice Moore and
badly wounding
two others A detective covered the
barkeeper
with his revolver, or he would have killed two
or three more.
All were arrested.

If BOM

City

Harley Mall dull and unchanged. Corn—receipts 66,680 nosh; the market is a shade firmer and
iairly active for export and and home trade demand:
sales 229,000 bush, including 119,000 bush on
spot: He
for hot Western Mixed; 4T g 52c for ungraded Western Mixed; 49$ g 50$c for New York No 3; 47
g 474

credited to the aunual appropriation
by Congress,
lu ueu ot the board ot health a
physician is to be appointed by the commissioners as health officer with
a salary of $2500, and six
sanitary inspectors to be
appointed at a salary of $1200 each. The boards of

a

wu

Cor. Middle and
J‘*22

UKPARTTRM OF NTEA.USUIPW.

momenta markon.
Nani York, April 15—Evening.—Colton market
dull and easier; quotations unchanged; sales 301
bales; Middling upands at 10}c; New Orleans at
10$; futures in moderate business, closing 6 to 12
points decline, mainly on later months. Floor—receipts 12,561 bills; the market is without decided
change; medium and choice grades are in buyers favor; low grades of shipping extra steady ;sales 17,000;
No 2 at 2 80 @ 4 00; Superfine Western and State at
4 10 @4 75; common to good extra Western and
State at 5 00 @515; good to choice Western and
State at 5 20 @ 5 85; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 5 90 @ 6 50: Fancy White Wheat
Western extra at 6 50 (a; 7 75; common to good extra Ohio at 5 05 @ 6 75; common to choice extra St
Louis at 5 10 @ 7 75; Patent Minnesota extra good
to prime 6 75 (g 7 50; choice to double extra at 6 55
@ 8 40. Southern tlonr—sales 700 bbls. Rye Hour is
quiet and unchanged. Cornmeal is unchanged.
Wheal—receipts 67,950 bush; the market is irregular and unsettled, opening slightly in buyers
favor,
closing qniet at about figures current Saturday last;
sales 238,000 bush, including 138,000 buBli on Bpot ;1 05
for rejected Spiing;120| for steamer No 2 Spring;
1 234 @ 1 24 for New York No 2 Spring; 1 24 ® 1 25
for No 2 North Western; 1284 @1304 for No 1
Spring; 1 34 @ 1 37 for No 2 Winter Red; t 384 for No
1 Winter Red; 1 38 @ 1 384 for No 1 Amber long; 1 34
for Winter Red Canada; 1 39 @ 140 for No 1 White;
142 @1424 for extra White; 132 for No 2 steamer
White; 1 35 for No 2 White; 1 244 for No 2 Spring for
seller April, closing at 1 23 bid, 1 244 asked; 1221 <a
1 23 do May, closing at 1 224 bid, 1 23 asked; do lor
June at 1 214 bid, 124 asked; No 2 North Western
for April closing at, 1 24 bid, 1 26 asked; 1 234 ffl 1 234
do May, closing at 1 234 bid, 1244 asked ;t 35 for No 2
Whiter Red for April, closing at 1 33 bid, 1 37 asked;
do May at 1 314 bid, 136 asked. Bye a shade easier
and fairly active for export demand; 40,000 bush
State at 744c; 10,000 bush Western 70 ® 72Jc.
Barley is steady; sales 20,000 bush No 1 Canada at 70c

put. Would the House now consider the motion to
refer.
The Speaker—Tlio chair thinks that it is not a
proper motion; this paper has a right to reference.
Mr. Conger—That is a question that the House
an«l not chair is to decide.
“r9:1* ot ??w
Y.?rk contended that under the
rule petitions
like all other matters coming up in
tho morning hour ot Monday, must be referred
without debate. There was
only ono question to be
considered in the matter.
Every male inhabitant of the District over 21 years
ot .the United States is to bo en? citizen
2£S8?*ftud
titled to vote
for councilman.
Ho must, however,
be a bon a tide resident for three
years aud must have
paid his poll tax. No compensation is to be paid to
the council.
Its secretary may be al?nemi>®!c?«2£
lowed $1000 a year.
The annual estimates are to be
presented to Congress and to the extent to which
they shall be approved. Congress is to appropriate
one half and the other half is
to oe collected from
taxation on the property other than that of the
United btates, the rate of taxation not to exceed 14
on rea^
personal estate. The Secretary
or the Treasury i9 to pay the interest on the 3.65
bonus of the District and the amount is to be

the i per cent loan yester-

mansion at
river, was burned

resomuou

4

WOODBUBY& MOULTON,

In Windham, April 9, Miss May L. Elder, aged 35
years.
Ip Brldgton, March 29, Prentice, son ot Elbridge
and Olinder Nason,
aged 2 years.

su.

Transfers made.

Telegraphic

Ferry Village.

at

Providence Prim Claik* market.
Providence, R. I., April 15.—The Printing cloths
markot is quiet and inactive without in price—33 @
3 5-16 for standard and extra 64 x 61’s and 3 @ 3 1-16
for 56 x 60 goods.

on tho right to say whether
a paper Bhould be referred to a
committee or not. If
it was not referred then it remained
upon the table
oi the House.
Mr. Conger demanded that the motion should be

8300,000.

Bishop

me

Raymond&Ely

25

Dividends Cashed.

please copy.
[Funeral notice hereafter.]
In Ferry Village, April 14, Abigail, wife of George
Bloom, aged 75 years 4 months 17 days. [New York
and Boston papers please copy.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,

34 Silver Hill.1
3
Savage. 10 124
Crown Point.4
4J Seg. Belcher.!
Exchequer.. 2}
31
24 Sierra Nevada.. 3
CoulaiiS Curry.... 5j
64 Union cou__43
43
Hale!* Norcross... 8J
Yellow
61
6
Jacket.
9J
Imperial.
Eureka con.49
484
Julia consol’id’td. 33
61
3| Grand Prize.... 61
Justice. 6)
Df Alta." 71
Commonwealth. ..33

SB*"}1“

London, April 16.—The St. Petersburg correspondent of the Times telegraphs as follows:

The

Chollar...26J
Confidence.34
Caledonia.2

committee

Cox of New York read rale 130 of the House,
which provides that bills introduced
during the
hour he referred without debate.
Mr. Garfield said the House was
the conalways
troller of its own business. For
instance, it a bill
were introduced to subvert the
government the
House could refuse to refer. That
right the House
hau never given away.
Stephens-In such a case as that when any
bill is introduced into the House
the question of re*
be raised by
anybody, and it may be xeJW
jetted on
its first leading. That takes
precedence of
the question of reference.
11 the gentleman direct the attenv.rT7i
tion of the Chair to any such rule.
Mr* Stephens—I speak
of.parliamentary law. In
to gentlemau from
ni!?AC('rol.fi0M\TfrV1r'sri8ll1t^say
Ohm (Garfield) that I trust he will
withdraw all obto tbm measure, it comes from
ono of the
States cf the Union. Let it
go, let it be, do not raise
a question of this sort on
this preliminary motion.
I trust tho gentlemau will withdraw it and
let this
resolution be referred to the
Judiciary Committee,
Mr.
New York—No motion to reject can bo
made. 1 he States have some
rights yet left. When
they present resolutions we are bound to receive
them, lhe rignt ot petition on the
part of the people and States cannot oe abrogated.
^r* Oliver—The first reading of a bill is for interaUd lf 0pp03ltl0a be made tbe biil
be rejected
lhe Speaker—This is not a bill. It is a communication from a State
Legislature, embraced withiu the
right of a petition.
Mr. Springer desired to read Sec. 6ot tho bill inthe electoral commissiou.
C0J[Poratmg
Mr. Reagan objected to debate.
the,n rca:i section G of tbe electoral
commission bill Which
provides that nothing in the
act shall ho held to impair or attect tho
right of any
person to test the title of any person declared to he
elected tf any such right exists.
Mr. Gartielu demanded a vote on the
of
reference aud called for the yeas and nays question
Mr. Thompson of Pennsylvania—If it will
be in
order I move that this memorial and ail the accompanying papors be referred to a special committee ot
lilteen members appointed ba tbe
Speaker.
Mr. O’Neil—I hope my esteemed
colleague (Thompson) will withdraw his motion as such motion gives
importance to a subject which in my opinion is insulting to the House, and designed to create unrest
in the country
upon the settled question of the
Presidents! title.

Circassian Massacres.
A despatch from Volo says the Circassians
and other irregulars under Assaf Pasha have
massacred between 800 and 900 persons of all
ages and sexes at Palatza.
Austria and Russia Reconciled.
A sensational correspondent at Pesth believes
that the aDderstaodiDg between Russia and
Austria is reestablished, Russia having consented to limit the occupation of Bulgaria to
one year, modify the western frontier of Bulgaria, curtail the extension of Servia and Montenegro and permit the establishment of an
Austrian protectorate over western Tuikey.
Russia and England on Better Terint.

a

SAN FRANCISCO.

April 4, Charles Jarvis and Mrs. Althea

In this city, April 13. Randall Doyle, aged 67 years
and 4 months. [Brunswick Telegraph please copy.]
[Funeral services Tuesday forenoon at 11 o’clock,
at No. 3 Arsenal street.
April 13, Philip Hayes, aged 57 years. [Boston papers please copy.]
In this city, April 15, Mrs. Ann, wife of James
O’Donnell, aged 57 years 7 months. Western papers

..

^question
Mr.

occupied Shumla.

8123,000.

a

c«j

»n2m

Bought and Sold ia

DIED.

Apr. 13. Apr. 15.
24
(>| Kentuck..
Belcher.21
3j Leopard.
Best & Belcher. ...15£
15
Mexican. 9}
9i
Bullion..3|
3} Northern Belle. 7
73
Consolidated,Va,.. 15} 194 Overman.104 104
California.. 294 264 Ophier.30
284

consideration asked for

ba referred to

Durham.
In Surry,

L. Farrar.

discount

sales at a oo

very low prices.

SHORT & HtRM.

LORING,

In Gorham, April 5, Stuart H. Hooper and Miss
Sarah I. Scribner, both of Standisb.
In Biddeford, April 13, by Rev. John Cobb, Llewellyn E. Holt and Martha A. Joy, all of Biddetord.
In Durham, March 24,
by Ai Waterhouse, Esq..
Amos D. Larrabee and Miss Rosa A.
Jordan, both of

Apr.l3.~Apr715.

The Speaker-Under the the rules of the House it
is not allowed for consideration.
Mf* Garfield—It is my
only method of objecting to
the consideration of tho paper at this
stage. If it
were brought into tho House and
offered for action
we could raise the
question of consideration. Mow it
is put in trim for action, and
my only way of raising
ot consideration is to object to its iefer-

question

were

no

iu-wub;

At

MVYIiitlKD.

Alpha. 5}

could refuse to receivo it.

1'he Speaker—Their is

iBUMij

NEW DESIGNS. LATESTS TYLES.

!

api8

California mining blocks.
San Francisco, April 15 —The following are the
closing official prices of mining stocks to-tlav compared with those of Saturday.

mode
providing
for trying the title of President aud Vice-President.
By Mr. Swann, the resolution of the Maryland
Legislature reopening the President ial question,
Alter the reading of the resolution Mr. Garfield
raised the question of consideration. Ho
objected to
its reception now. This was a matter settled bv the
authority of Congress. The majority of tho House
^

uu.

Paper Hangings

Congress.—Tbe “Congress” yeast powder is
made of tbe purest and most healthful materials. It
a the best in the world for
making delicious white,
iweet and healthful biscuits, cakes,
pastry, &c. Use
none but the “Congress.”
Vienna Rolls made with Congress Yeast Powder.

ments42heau; the market is shade better: choice
heavy at 3 55 ® 3 80; light at 3 40 ® 3 60; mixed
rough at 3 20 @ 3 50.
Cattle—receipts 2700 head; shipments 1900 bead;
shipping nearly nominal; sales at 4 00 @ 4 85; feeders
and stockers at 2 75 @ 4 25; butchers steady at 2 00
@ 4 00; closed with pens full.
Sheep.—receipts 4500 head; shipments 360 head;
m*1*

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Class’s Toothache Drops cure instantly.
aprl6
eod&wlw

silver, gold..*.118

Coin... 4@1

I

REMEDY,

Chicago Cattle market.
CaicAOO.Apr.15—Hogs—receipts 12,000 head ;ship-

that It is tho firm determination ot
Congress to
enact no farther laws
affecting tho currency or
finance until specie payment is actually
resumed,
and authorizing the
Secretary ot tho Treasury to
prepare 4 per cent, bonds ot the denominations of
$20, $50 aud $100. payable in standard coin at tho
expiration of forty years, to be exchangeable at no
less than their value into United States legal tender
notes.
Mr. Kimmell introduced a bill
a

England and Russia.
London, April 15.—Additional correspondence on the Eastern question is published.
It
shows that Connt Sehouvaloff informed Lord
Salisbury April 11 that Prince Gortschakoff
never told the Roumanian agent that Russia
would oppose the broaching of the Bessabirian

day

Do

HOUSE.

15.—The trial of
Suleimau Pasha has commenced.
His con*
demnation is regarded as extremely probable.
Additional
Between
Correspondence

to

Bar

adjourned.

Constantinople, April

Subscriptions

raised the dead.” All Diseases of the Kidneys,
Bladder and Urinary Organs, are cured by HUNT’S
nosl

a

move

Dbp’t, Office Ohtef Signal
Officer, Washington, D.O.,
>
April 16. 1 A. M. J)

War

FOREIGN.

WUmoth.

net.

In consequence of Russian remonstrance,
the Porte promised immediate evacuation of
Varna and Shurnla.
It is stated that Dervish
Pacha declares he cannot evacuate Batoum.
Pro-Russian advices from Constantinople
state the struggle in the Cabinet fur ascendency
continues.
The British party is still in power.
The Iusiirrcclisu in Tin—at) anil Crete*
The insurrection in Thessaly is almost overwhelmed by a large force of Turks sent from
Thrace and Bulgaria.
In Epirus it completely
liaDgs lire and can only be renewed by considerable efforts of the Greek sympathizers.
The Cretans are still able to hold their owu,
but feared Turkish reinforcements will be sent
to the island. The Greeks much discouraged,
They believe Rnssia iutrigures against them.
The Qacct'i Reply to the Address of Parliament.
The Queen replied to an address of Parliament, thanking her for calling out the reserves.
She thanks both houses for loyalty and says
she feels sure she can always rely upon their
adopting measures for the stability of the em-

were

at

lieve that be knows anything about it.
K—Do you think that in making this confession Mrs. Tilton was swayed by her desire
for reconciliation with her husband?
W—Not iu the least.
The Sun has also an interview with Eev. Mr.
Haliday, assistant pastor of Plymouth Church.
He was shown the cocftssion of Mrs. Tilton,
and asked if be had known of it. He replied:
I have not seen it, but I am not in the least
surprised by it. In fact, I have anticipated
something. As soon as 1 knew that Mr. Tiiton
was visiting bis wife I expected some development, and in fact I said he would of course influence her to make some false move. Mrs.
Tilton mast be insane. She has crossed and
recrossed her track so often. Why, she once
troversy?
wrote a confession of her sin against Mr.
Now are not all the losses and destruction that may
Beecher
to the chnrch, and unless I am misliave happened, under the Jaws of war and of
good taken the original is in the hands of Mr.
eense, fairly resting where they ought to rest? When
Sherman now. If she be insane it might not
a man undertakes to enter a rebellion it
be fair to excommunicate her, if she be sane
may be well
enough to say that his goodness depends upon his she ceitaiuly deserves to be put out,
RUSSIA STILL SUSPICIOUS OF
convictions of right, and when ho comes to the day of
Q.—What will Mr, Beecher do?
A.—What cau be do.
He has denied the
judgment I have no doubt that he will be judged on
that basis; but no nation can afford to j
charge already. What more can he say. I
ENGLAND.
udge on any
think this will not disturb him especially.
Buch principles. The gentlemen
did
do
not
opposite
The Suu also has the following:
it themselves. When they came to
report the bill in
The threat of war seems first to have come
relation to payments for postal services rendered in
Mrs. Morse, Mrs. Tilton’s mother. A gentle-the South prior to the war, they put in that bill an
man said last Digbt that early in the winter
Recon*
cxcrur.,ion of those who had not been ioyal to the Mrs. Morse visited Mr. Beecher and told him Austria Fast
that Elizabeth bad to be taken care of and if
aQd they did rightly enough, and we
she was not liberally supported there would
^*oing rightly enough now.
be trouble.
died.
Y*ou gentlemen on the other tide began a war
Mr Beecher consulted with some friends and
icb resulted in the destruction of fifty thousand
they agreed that it wonld not do for him to be
‘killed on the field of battle on our side and as many
a
known as
supporter of Mrs. Tilton
after all the
scandal and they endorsed
more upon yours; and hundreds of thousands of
him
not
to
her
London, April 15.—Affairs with reference to
pay
any
money.
others are now dragging out a miserable existence
the Eastern question are substantially the
Mrs. Morse renewed her demand and it is said
from the effects of that war,
same.
and
There is no change in the attitude of
it
with
abusive
lanaccompanied
strong
Now, whatever may be the question of right or
the powers.
The mooted point between Engguage, and wrote several pointed notes to
for
wrong
land and Gussia is still nnsettled.
any individual, the only justification of
While this
Beecher, but without effect. Mrs. Tilton was
rebellion is success. The consequences are too fearis the case, the prospect of a congress and a
induced to start a school in Henry street under
ful for men to be allowed to make it the
of
the
whole
the
of
from
liberal
families
of
peaceful arrangement
difficulty is
promise
support
escape of
There is a strong feeling in
their passions. It involves death to men and doPlymouth church. Persons from whom she as far off as ever.
expected favor expressed the opinion that after both countries that war is inevitable.
Btruciion to property.
You do not need to be told
At St. Petersburg a belief is stated to preher coarse she was not a fit person to instruct
1
its miseries, for you have suffered them.
Any set of
vail that England’s willingness to continue
chiidree. This stung her to desperation and
men who propose to plunge their
people into these
she threw up the school. She complained of
negotiations is ratber for the purpose of isolatliorrors are bound to be successful or take the conseharsh treatment by Mr. Beecherand his friends
ing Gussia than arriving at an understanding.
Some
influential persons believe that Eoglacd
cjucuces. You were beaten and yet you want us to
as
she
bad
used
her
for all
after,
said, they
will go to war alone, hence earnest efforts
their purposes, and she blamed herself for detake the consequences.
continue to satisfy Austria. Some moderate
serting her husband who had been magnani.
You gentlemen opposite come forward and insist
men in official circles have begun censuring
mnus to forgive her sin and promise her prothat
riAtAp!A„0
_„U„ll_.1,1_
the Gussian generals, diplomatists, and newstection.
Inflicted by it upon its enemies.
I ask you if this is
Sae wrote a letter to Mrs. Raymond, wife of
papers for pushing the government into a posireasonable and sensible? I ask you whether in the
tion where an issue between Gussla's indepenProf. Rossiter W. Raymond, which the rejireseut condition of the country it is wise? Gentleporter’s informant said had been seen and read dent action and European control is unavoidaBut the majority of the public continue
ble.
in
several
church.
He
Plymouth
by
persons
men, the business interests of tbe country will not
to declare that the government has been too
understood also that she had written a letter
allow you to succeed lu this attempt; and you owe a
saying she was no longer going to live a lie, to conciliatory, and the press opposes any concesgreat deal of your liberties to the business men of
sions.
Mrs. Anna Field, who accompanied her daily
the country.
Why will not you on your own part
to the,trial to the Tilton-Beecher suit.
Germany’s efforts to bring about an underliow a disposition to let
standing coutinues. but the task is rendered
Mrs. Field was shown the confession the conby-gones be by-gones and
©t us have rest and peace and
returning prosperity? fession this evening and said she knew nothing delicate and difficult b; the existing intimate
Mr. Cummings—I trust the
relations between Germany and Russia. Bisof it and bad nothing to say on the subject exgentleman from Maine
before be takesibis seat, will allow me to correct a
cept that the truth would he disclosed. Subse- marck is reported to have said recently in rea
from
member
was
learned
ply to a suggestion that he should mediate,
it
leading
statement which he made.
quently
He puts the proportion
—•‘We cannot offer counsel to Russia, for
of Plymouth church that Mrs. Tilton had writ©t war claims at one-tenth. I have
just looked at the ten Mrs. Field declaring her intention to make
advice on oar part wonld almost look like
Congressional Record and find the total number of
menace."
Field in vain tried
a confession, and that Mrs,
WUs introduced into this Honsa up to and
her
her
According to trustworthy information from
from
intention, telling
to dissuade her
including
Berlin, the chances of successs of the present
yesterday is forty-two hundred and eighty-two. A it would draw her down to shame.
■pour parlors are thought pretty evenly balweek or two ago the clerk of the committee on war
S, V. White said he had heard that Mrs. T
would not anced.
was very angry because some one
claims informed me that there were then
pending
A Vienna despatch says that Russia has rein
brother
the
af
her
procure the reinstatement
Before that committee over twelve hundred hills.
plied favorably to the demands of Austria.
custom house.
He had beard a lady describe
T hese bills all grow out of the war and aro almost
Humors or a Coming Dissolution of ParMrs. Tilton’s dramatic aotion in a friend’s parliament.
entirely for the relief of persons in the Southern lor,
a
where
at
pattern
looking
Hates. Besides these, there are bills pending befo re
od
the
Tilton
Mrs.
said,
carpet
Rumorsjof the'dissolntion of Parliament still
“There’s adultery.” Then pointing to another circulate, but the Liberals declare Parliament
several other committees. The committee on claims
pattern she said, ‘‘There's lying, X am guilty of
cf which I am a member, has betoro it one single bill
Cannot be dissolved without cause and that the
both. Oh! I am a champion liar, X can lie sc
recent abstention of Liberal officials from
which proposes to give to North Carolina ®43,000 for
would
not know it by looking in my face.’’
you
opposition to government measures removes
totton seised. Instead of the number of these claims
The City l’rees Association says that Mr.
the semblance of cause.
The ministers have
Being but one-tenth of the bills introduced into this Wheeler on being interviewed said that Mrs. begun to leave London for tbe Lister
holiday.
Tilton authorized him folly to publish the docHouse, they are really more than one-fourth—that
Boumuin’i Mituation.
is, tbose belore the war claims committee alone aro ument.
Roumanian
The
press renews the accusation
Fonr weeks ago he said she verbally consnore than one-iourtb.
This you observe does not
against the government of secretly abetting
fessed to Mrs. Anna M. Field and four other Russia.
include the cotton bills, the bills for the
The opinion is shared by many of the
improve- ladies of Plymouth church, stating all the
ment of southern rivers, for captured and
people that unless the country receives powerabandoned
details and circumstances of her adulteries.
ful extraneous support Russia will succeed in
yttoperty, and others of a like nature.
In addition he said be held a private lettel
her designs in consequence of internal dissenMr. Keed—I coufinod my remarkB to the results
not yet to be published from Mrs. Tilton resions. Prime Minister-Bratiano’s return withmerely of my personal observation. There area garding the whole matter. He said Mr. Tilton out assurances from Vienna and with advice
knew nothing whatever of the confession, and
great many other claims of the same class which
from Berlin to yield, will not strengthen the
further that he has not made any overture to
have been referred to the committees from the fiiodisposition to oppose Russia, although the feelhis
wife
for
reconciliation.
vooin from other Congresses of which I meant to
ing against her in the army as well as among
Hundreds of empty
citizens is very bitter.
Bave spoken. 1 thank the gentleman for his supplecarts are passing throngh Bucharest from RusToe revenue collectors in Randolph
mentary statement because such figures are calculatVa
Co.,
to
Danube
to
the
transport supplies
"ave
sia, going
ed to call the attention of the House and the
country one broken np several distilleries and arrestea from depots along tbe river to troops in the
to this matter. To
Wilmoth, a distiller, who was pnt under field.
say that it is alarmiDg is to uso $10,000
bonds. Subsequently Wilmoth and sevVery mild language.
Russian offices in Bucharest have been leased
eral others ambushed the
collectors, and fired for another
I now yield the remainder of
In Servia an actisix months.
time
to
on
I
them.
the genThe latter returned the fire and remy
ilcinau from New York, Mr, Towusend.
Uus8ian feeling is said to be developing great

I

Chrlstiancy, Thurman ami Cockrell who wonld I United States 18C7, reg...107
affirmative were paired with Davis
United States 1867, coupon.1063
of Illinois, Matthews and VVindom, who would have
United States 1868, reg.,.,..
.109
voted in the negative.
United States, 1868, coup
,1093
Mr. Whyte said his colleague
was absent i United States 10-40’s, reg.....105?
(Dotmis)
account of sickness. If present he would
United States i0-40s. coup.
vote in
105?
the affirmative.
United States new 5’s
annouuced that bis colleagc was
United States new 5s,reg.103?
coud, .....104l
»ck, but did not say how he would vote.
United States new 4}s reg.......
102|
Ihe following is the text of the bill as it
United States new 4 is, coup. 1023
passed:
Bo d enacted by the Senate and House of RepresenUnited States 4 per cents,
reg.,...10u|
tatives of the United States ot America and ConUnited States 4 per
cents,coup..ion?
gress assembled:
Pacific 6 e, 95s..118
the bankrupt law
March 2d, 18C6,
approved
were tho closing quotations of
following
and all acts m amendment or
supplementary thereto Stocks
or in explanation thereof be and the sarno are
hereby
& Essex. 80}
repealed, provided, however, that such repeal shall Morris
Western Union Telegraph Co..
81
in no manner invalidate or affect
any case in bankPacific
Mail..
<77
instituted
ruptcy
and pending in any court prior to
New York Central & Hudson B B.'!..I'."'..!*'...1071
the day when this act shall take effect, but as to all
such pending cases and all future proceedings thereErie.....1,5
in the acts hereby repealed shall continue in full
Erie'preferred.......V... .24
Panama.
force and effect until the same shall be fully disposed
.,.126
Michigan Central.......7..’.7.7
7,1
ot in the same manner as if eaiu acts had not been
Union Pacific Stock.
70?
repealed.
Lake Shore. ..
The Senate bill to authorize construction of a nar883
Illinois Central.
..70
row gauge railroad from Bismarck to the Black Hills
Pittsburg B.!, 76}
reported trom *he railroad committee ou the 29th ot
Chicago & Northwestern...,77"!!!!.. 548
March was amended and passed.
& Northwestern preierrad
75}
Subsequently Mr, Eaton entered a motion to recon- Chicago
New Jersey Central...
the
17I
vote.
sider
Bock island.
105
Mr, Teller called up the Sena te bill to incorporate
St. Paul.
491
National
the
Pacific Railroad and Telegraph CompaSt. Paui preferred... 7.7.7.’"’.7.. 744
nv reported by Committee ou Railroads on the 28th
of March.
Chicago & Alton.
74I
Several amendments were submitted, and pending
Chicago & Alton preferred..77777'."" 99}
the discussion further consideration of bill was postOhio & Mississippi. 70}
till
tomorrow.
poned
Delaware & Lackawanna....7777" 573
On motion of Mr. Edmunds the
Judiciary Commit- Atlantic & Pacific
Telegraph.7 20}
tee were given permsssion to sit during the sessions ot
The following were the closing quotation, ol Pacific
the Senate.
Bailroad securities :
Mr. Anthony submitted a resolution that ou WedBoston, Hartford & Erie ltt. 134
nesday next at 1 o’clock Senate proceed to consider
the bills on the calendar and continue such consid73J
Guaranteed.
Central Pacific bonus.,...1054
eration from day to day till the same be
through
gone
Union Pacific...
with, and each benator shall be entitled to speak
log?
once on one bill, not
exceeding five minutes. Laid Land Grants. 702I
over till tomorrow.
Sinking Fund.,-..*..77.727; 94
Bar silver, currency.1184
Senate theu went iuto executive session and at 5
have voted ia the

Jf1.1;.-

UJ IGANS

.r

extremely

^T^r9^or Zinins Qtternled

prices.

foaujumoi.

Tuesday

naming, Trustee.

JOHN M. CUMMINGS, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Augustus Cummings, the Executor
therein named.
ISAIAH VICKERY, late of Cape Eli zabetb, deceased. Final Account presented for allowance, by
Walter B. Nutter, Executor.
FLORENCE M. JOY «& ALS., minor children aud
A. Joy, late of
Jeirs of Edward
Deering, deceased.
Petition
lor license to sell and
convey Real Estate,
presented by Emery S. Ridlon, Guardian.
AUDA E. AUSTIN <& ALS., minor children and
Austin, late of
dePetition tor license to sell andPortland, Real
ceased.
convey
Estate, presented by Susan A. Austin, Guardian.
MARY D. BARRETT, late of Portland, deceased.
l{e^tion for the probate thereof, presented
)y Franklin R. Barrett, the Executor therein named.
BENJAMIN I). CHASE, late of Shreveport, in
ho state of Louisiana, deceased. Petition lor license
;o sell and couvev Real Estate, presented
by Albert
Jhase, Administrator.
JOSHUA S. CLARK, late of Portland, deceased
Hnal Account presented for
allowance, by Jerusha
1 i. Clark, Administratrix.
of Poland, deceased.
*,rc8eutci* *or allowance, by Lewis
J

*F#

Mcroe^Trustee

lat?

HUGH KELLEY, lato of
Portland,
| Ilion tor allowance out of Personal

deceased. PeEstate, presented
y Catherine Kelley, widow of said deceased.
JOSEPH W. MANSFIELD, late of Portland, de( eased. Will and petition for the
probate thereof,
re&entcd by Mary S. Mansfield, the Executrix
herein named.
NATHANIEL WIHTNEY, late of Portland, deto sell and convey Real
\ based. Petition for license
Estate, presented by Pcrcival Bonney, Administra)r.
Also, Petitiou tor allowance out of Personal
\1 Jstate,
presented by Jaue M. Whitney, widow of
s aid deceased.
WILLIAM WILLARD, late of Portland, debased. First and Final Account presented for aliwance, by Wflliam H. Willard, Administrator.
FK VNKLIN M KNIGHT, lat0 of I'ortlanJ, ,IePetition for license to sell and
e sased.
convey Real
state, presented by Alvaro M. Tyler, Administra-

5
t

,
..

HATTIE R. DEANE, minor child and heir of
enry P. Deane, late ot Portlaml, decease).
Pell011 that William H.
Morse, Guardian, may be disissed and removed from said trust,
presented by
nine S. Deane, mother of
said minor.

JAMES F. MILLER, late ol Portland, deceased,
iconu Account
presented for allowance, by Char,l tte A. Miller, Administratrix.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy ol the original Order.
Attest
HORACE J. BKADB URY, Reg*t,

w3w!3

Supreme Judicial Court.

THE PRESS.
IVESI)AY MORMNG, APRIL 16.
THE PBEHH
obtained at the Periodical Depots oi Kee
semlen Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., oa all trains that ran out of the city.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H, B. Kendrick,
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw,
At Lewiston, of Stevens & Co

May

be

CITY AND VICINITY.
HEW

ADYEKTIBEHEMTS

TO-DAY

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fanny Marsh's Theatre—Our Boarding House.
I. A. R. A.—Grand Annual Ball.
The Ladies of State St. Parish.
Old Folks Concert-Pine St. Church.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
O. S. T.
i
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
«
Hall to Let—R. M. Barton.
Notice—William Noyes.
O. S. T.—2.
Notice—Augustus H. Burbank.
Housekeeper Wanted—A. T. Stevens.
Lisle—H I. Nelson & Co.

one

Stated Meetings.
CITS GOVERNMENT. 1
The regular meetings of the City Council take
lace the tirst Monday evening of each month.
The Bchooi Committee meet the fourth
Monday
evening of each month.
MASONIC.
At Masonic Ball, No. 95
Exchange Street•
YORK

APRIL

Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S, P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December,

At Odd FelUnct' Hall, Farrington Block, Congrct
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday In the
month.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancieny
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
3, on WedneHlay evening; Ivy, D. ofK., second and
fourth Saturday of each month.
Encampment—Maebigonne, first and third WedBtar, second and fourth Wednesnesday; Easternfirst
and third Friday; Falmouth,
day; Portland,
No. 11, first and third Tuesdays.
Benefit association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
metis first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.

An

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

Templars’ hall, An. loo Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Monday in each

month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
evening.

on

America and

was

a

l|U

charming

the first used here for many

Ellsworth paper, and has accepted.
The Biddeford Journal says the Democrats
of this district are preparing to nominate W.
A. Cromwell as their candidate for Congress.
Mr. Cromwell is engaged in the railroad agency business in Boston.

produced in public.

piece is
particularly

the

The music is

fine.
and don’t pay his
board” was the endorsement on a hill which
was returned unpaid to a Commercial street
firm yeBterday.

at 7J

o’clock.
Mercantile Library Association—Farringtom
Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery
of books daily, 2 to 9, day and evening.
Payson Literary Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 74 o’clock.
Portland Public Library and Heading
Boom—Open and free to all from 10 a. m, to 9 p.

j.uo

a

beer

meiuaume

shop

A^iurary

wm

dui oa

irauB-

ferred to the Public Library until a meeting of
the latter institution is held to ratify tbe action
of their committee.
The county commissioners
were
liberal
enough to provide the Superior Court room

City Building.

with new chairs for the use of the jurors, but
they don’t like them, hence tbe array of fancy
chairs within the bar.
The plans submitted by the Mayor to the
School Committee last evening were the same
as1 referred to in the Press of yesterday.
They
are meeting with much favor on all sides and
will doubtless be adopted.
The ship Bertha, while riding with one anchor down in the roadstead at Moville dragged
during a squall and grounded on a sandbank,

Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Tuesday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday
evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings, at
heir Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. FirBt Thursday In each month.

Independent Order of Good Templars—
Arcana, Monday, Congress Hall, 4204 Congress
Bt.; Mission, Wednesday, Williams’ Block, Congress
street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sons of Temperance
Hall.
Portland Temperance Union—Congress Hall.
Business meetings Thursday evenings; public meetings Sunday evenings, at’* o’clock.
Juvenile Templars—Perham Temple, No. 24,
at Congreas Hall, every Wednesday evening at 7
o’clock. Temperance concerts first Sunday in every
month.

off

day

any cargo.
A ten year old boy,

boasting of his father’s
accomplishments, put it thus: “My father can
do almost anything; he’s a notary public, and
he’s an apothecary, and can poll teeth; and

month.

Fraternity—No. 41 Free St. Block

Every evening.

Young Men’s Christain Association—Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day and
evening. Union Gospel Meeting every Saturday
evening.

at City Hall, Wednesday and Thursthis week.
will be tabof
There

leaux ana

witu

statuary,

goou

music

uy

me

Portland Band. The hall will be open for sale
of fancy articles aud refreshments at G o’clock
The entertainment opens at 8
on Wednesday.
o’clock each evening. Oo Thursday the hall
will be open from 2 o’clock.

Octit Boarding House.—The amusing, and
Our
many respects
improbable play,
Boarding House,” will be produced at the Museum three nights and a matinee, commencing
Thursday night, by a New York company. If
the piece is made half as attractive as the bills
represent it, large crowds will be in attendance
at each performance.
Beal Estate Transfers.—The following
transfers of real estate were recorded in this
county yesterday:
Freeport—Paul C. Pinkbam to Isaac B.

Pinkham,

lot of land.

STATE NEWS
KNOX COUNTY.

Mr. Willard B. Bobbins of South Hope, died
on Wednesday last at G p. m„ and at 9 o’clock
in the evening his mother, who was the widow
of Mr. Christopher Bobbins, also died. Mr. R.
had been ill of consumption for a long time.
The cause of bis mother’s death was a complication of disorders incident to her advanced
»ge.
WALDO COUNTY.

A fire in Belfast Friday morning destroyed
an old store on Main street near the shoe facThis is the sectory owned by Mrs. McKeen.
ond time lately the building has been set od
fire. Loss small; not insured.
The post office in Belfast was entered Thursday night by breaking in the door, and the contents of the money drawer, some $15 or $20
stolen.
Last Friday morning as Mr. E. Vose, the
of the jail at Macbias, was going his
morning rounds, Moses Barsley, who was serving an alternative sentence after running away

keeper

from the Reform School, struck him on the
back of the head stunning him severely, then,
with the assistance of a fellow named Knight,
The door leading
they locked him into a cell.
to the jail was locked inside so that no one
could get in. An alarm was raised and an excited crowd soon assembled with Bbooting
irons. Soon however, Chas. Handy, a former
employee, found a key and opened the door, at
which those whd were engaged fled to their
cells. The ringleaders soon found themselves
in separate dungeons.
Wm. Morton & Sons, the seedsmen at
Allen's Corner, are doing a good business in
Their stand in
plants and seeds this spring.
front of City Hall is well patronized by the la-

dies every pleasant day.

he’s a horse doctor, and can mend wagons and
things, and can play the fiddle; he’s a jackass
at all trades.’’

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

The Suit tor Damages.—The item in re.
Office Bonn.
gard to the suit for damages in the Press yesFrom 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
terday morning caused much comment for sevSundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
eral reasons. Alderman Cushman says he did
from 9 to 10 a m.
Portlajid, Me., Dec. 29, 1877.
not strike off tbe name himself, it being done
Arrivml u«l Departure of Mails*
Mr. Douglass, the assistant assessor who sat
by
I
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
by his side. He says, however, that if Mr.
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m, and 2.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.20 p m.
Douglass had not done it he should, as the
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
board voted to drop it. He is very certain that
8.20 p m. Close ad8.15
Arrive
at
12.20
and
Bailway.
a ro ana 2.45 p m.
James A. Conwrll was on the list sent in from
Arrive at 12.20 p.
Great Southern and Western.
the overseers, but their books only show the
tn.
Close at 8.15 a m, 2.45 and 9.00 p m.
name of James Conwell.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes
Mr. Cushman has
in.
a.
at
11.30
Arrive at 3.15 p. m. Close
always been opposed to the promiscuous strikAugusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
ing off of names whether they were Democrats
Morning Northwestern by G. T. B. Arrive at 8.35
or Republicans.
His fight for tbe rights of the
am. Close at 7.15 a m.
Arrive at 2.15 and 9.00
Dewiston and Auburn.
coloredl pauper will bs remembered by many
m.
11.30
a.
6.30
and
Close at
a. m., and 3.15 p m.
connected with the Board of Alderman.
and 5.00 p m.
No suit has yet been commenced, aud it is
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.20 p. in. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
not yet certain who will be tbe victim. Tbe
North Conway and other offices on the B. & O. R.
board cannot be sued as they are not an incov
B. Arrive at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m. Close at 10.00
* m and 2.15 n m.
porate body. The suit will either have to be
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, 8. W. Harbor, Mt.
livon rrVi
ea/vninat
MI
,L
Desert, Jonespert, Machine, Machiasnort, East Machias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamboard
or against the city.
the
off
Striking
m.
An ive at C a. m. Close at 9 p.
er.
names of paupers would be rather expensive
Kaetport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.C0 p m.
business if done according to the statutes,
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to Baliwhich provides that every man shall be cited
ng ot steamers. Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
before his name is so stricken off. There were
at 2.15 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the northi 90 names stricken off this spring, and as it
Arrive at 3.15 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
costs $1.50 per man the cost would be nearly
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p m.
8150.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. B. Arrive at 2.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
Close
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island.
A Handsome Show Case.—At the salesat 11.30 a. m. and 9 p. m.
rooms of George A. Whitney & Co. was seen

j

nn

Mystery and Unity are mingled in SLIPPERY ELM LOZENGES, for coughs. For
sale by all druggists.
P.Aswtrt.r. fir.

Washington

Comer of

and

Winter

handbills, 1 cent lor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. Ail other miscellaneous matter, including
onBealed circulars, book manuscripts, proof-sheets,
photographs, Ac., and also seeds, cuttings, bulbs and
roots, and merchandise not exceeding four pounds in
weight, 1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof.
the postal rates with Europe:
The following
The rates for letters are lor the half-ounce or fraction thereof, and those for newspapers for lour
ounces or fraction thereof:—
To Great Britain and Ireland, letters Scent;
newspapers 2 cents; France, letters5 cents, news2
papers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers
cents; all paits of Germany, including Austria,
2
letters 5 cents, newspapers
cents; Denmark,
letteis 5 cents, newspapers 2cents: Switzerland,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Italy, letters 0
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Russia, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 cents; Norway, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Sweden, letters 5 cents, newspapres
a cents; Turkey. European and Asiatic, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 ceBts.
For Asiatic countries, the half-ounce limit for
letters, and the four ounces for newspapers, still

holding good, the rates are :—
To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except
15

to

cents,
New South 'Wales) 5 cents,via Southampton
via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via San Francisco
t cents.via Southampton 4 cents,via Brindisi 6 cents,
Ckiua, letters, via San Francisco 10 cents, via Southampton 15 cents, via Brindisi 19 cents, newspaper!
2,4 and 8 cents, by the respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 cents, newspapers 1
cents; -hipan. letters, via San Francisoo 5 cents, via
10 cents, via Brindisi 31 cents, newspapers,
via Sen Francisco 2 cents, via Southampton 4 cents,
8 cents.
Brindisi
Via

Our assortment of Ladies’ and
Children’s Fancy Hosiery never
presented so many attractions in
the way of Novelties in Designs and
Combinations ot Colors as we are
able to show at the present time.
There are so many different
styles that it would be impossible
to enumerate
them all or say
which was the most fashionable—
so much is left to the taste of the
purchaser. We will simply men*
lion a lew ot our best bargains in
Chihlften’s goods:
25 doz. Fine Pencil Stripes in all
sizes at 25 cts per pair.
20 doz. Plain Colors pith Fancy
Colored Silk Clockings at 37 1-2
cts, equal to goods sold last year
for 62c.
50 doz. Very Fine Full Finished
Hose, sizes from 5 to 8 1-2 at 50
to 65 cts per pair.
This lot includes EIGHT different lines, and all the Latest Novelties in Fancy Embroideries and
Combinations of Colors. In quality these goods are fully equal to
those sold last season at from 75
cts. to $100.
All are invited to examine onr
Stock.

A

OWM,

MOORE & Bill,El.
dtf

ap6

~

PUGS!
The lalestlNovelty in

O J\. 3NT E5 S

!

England,

Freight Scarce.—The British bark Tan
jore, which recently arrived here, was unable
to
freight, and the captain was compelled

get
to send to Montreal where grain was purchased
It will come on the
on the ship’s account
Grand Trunk at once and be loaded for Europe

Th* New Musecm.—Last evening the So
in conferenw
ciety of Natural History were
with Mr. Fassatt, the architect, who presentee 1
for a museum to be built on Elu
his

plans

will hold a fair before lonj ;
to raise the balance ol funds needed to build.

street

The

society

Pets made useful as well as ornamental.
A lot of Canes of all descriptions
fresh from the New Fork markets.

Vow Sfvloe in

Ditson’s &

dtf

Pai

Monthly.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
mar23eodly&w

A Patriotic

Woman.—Mrs. Hume who
resides at No. 35 York street has observed
every anniversary of Lincoln’s death.
Hu
custom is to drape her house both inside and
out with crape, ana also to put out an American

flag. Sunday her house was draped as usual.
There is probably not another case in the
state where the anniversary of the death ol
that good man is observed.

®2fT*In no case where the assessors have been pnt
to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
the possession of Government bonds or deposits in
the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation
ot such doom.
WM. O. FOX,
)
STEPHEN K. DYER, Assessors.

H. I. NELSON & CO.,
443 CONGRESS STREET,
VARRINGTON BLOCK.

AUGUSTUS

Edwin W. Hill, ot said Yarmouth, hy his deed dated
September 8fcb, A. D. 1875, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said county of Cumberland, Book
421, Page 77, mortgaged to said Augustus H. Burbank, a parcel of real estate, with the buildings
thereon, situated in Yarmouth village, in said town
of Yarmouth, and bounded as lollows:
Southwesterly by the road way and Gad Hitchcock
lot; Northwesterly by Central Clmrch lot; Northeasterly by land of I. G. Lorine’s heirs; and Southeasterly by land ot Matthias Allen, and being the
same premises conveyed in separate deeds
by Alfied

R True.
Bradbury True, and Matthias Allen, to
Perez Thoits by deeds dated respectively October
17tb, A. D. 1855, October 17th, A. D. 1855 atd May
26tb, A. D. 1856. and recorded in said Cumberland
Registry of Deeds, Book 277, Pages 62, 63 and 64.
The condition ot said mortgage has been broken,
and I claim for said breach of condition to foreclose
the same upon all the above described mortgaged
property, and hy this notice, do thus foreclose as

provided by statute.

AUGUSTUS H. BURBANK.
Yarmouth, Me., April 15th, A. D, 1878.
dlaw3wT
apr!6

Notice of Foreclosure.
Pnwnnl. f!nnniv nf
▼ ▼
Cumbeiland and State of Maine, by Ids
mortgage deed, dated Nov. 20 A. D. 1874 conveyed
to William Noyes, of said Pownal, a certain parcel
ot land, with the buildings thereon, situated at
North Pownal in said County of Cumberland, tor
metes and bounds reference being had to the said
Bracketts’ deed as above dated and recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 417, Pago 88;
and that the condition of said mortgage has been
broken. Notice is hereby given that the said William Noyes claims a foreclosure of the same in accordance with the statutes in such cases made and

Ordinance Relating to Dogs.

it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the City of
Portland, in City
Council assembled, as follows:
Section 1st—Every owner or keeper of a dog shall

BE

auuuauj V.4USC iiwu«

rcgisuereu,

uescriueu,

city.

of

tor

li-

dogs are hereby repealed.

0. S. T.
further particular s tee the next issue of SUNDAY TIMES.
For

Building Committee invite proposals for
THEplans
for tho Normal School building to be

be of brick, two stories high,
with a cellar under the whole of it.
It must contain rooms as follows, viz: One large
room, to be on tne second floor, having a floor surface of not less than 2880 feet; five recitation rooms,
each having a floor surface of not less than 600 feet;
two model-school rooms, each having a floor surface
of not less than 560 feet, a library and a teachers*
room, each having a floor surface of not less than
300 feet; two cloak rooms of suitable size and convenient for-say two hundred pupils,
Also suitable water closets.
The rooms are to be finished in black ash, wainscoated to the height of the bottom of the windows,
and with hard pine floors. The stairs to be of hard
wood.

HALL TO LET.
undersigned, will he let on most reasonable
for Lectures, Concerts, Sociables, Meetings,
Suppers, Fairs. &c. Apply at the Hall, opposite
terms

With each plan must be given

a specification of
and cost of the different materials
used, and cost of labor required to fully complete the building according to such plan, and a
statement whether the person presenting it will
agree to construct it accordingly at his estimates.
Proposals will be received until April 24, 1878.
The committee reserve the right to reject any of the
plans offered, but will pay for the one accepted.
The person whose plan is accepted will, subject to
the approval of the Trustees of the Normal School,
probably be selected as the architect for the building
and be employed accordingly.
Proposals should be addressed to the undersigned,
at Gorham.
JOHN A. WATERMAN,

quality, quantity

We will sell common, medium
and Flue FURNITURE, now
and throughout the season

of SUN-

i
_

f

Sets.!

BEST

\ N American Woman. One who has lived in the
ell country preferred. Good references required.
Call at 15 Vine St.
A. T. STEVENS.
wit*
ap!6

as can

be purchased in

NEW

ENGMND,

and keep a slock two or three
times larger than can be found
in Portland to select from,

FURNITURE
Drapery and Decorative Work
made in the most satisfactory

manner.

Dan’t bay till our good, have been
and prices obtained.

seen

dtf

feblG_

NEW

BEST MADE,
BEST DECORATED
—

AT

GOODS.

I would respectfully Inform tbe citizens of Portland and vicinity that I Inve leawd and fitted up for
tbe TAlliOKUVIi BUSINESS,

CHAMBERS.

249

MIDDLE

STREET,

where witli first-class workmen and a well-selected
of WOOLENS and TKIMMINGS, I am prepared to give the best of satisfaction to all who may
mw

some

No. 46 Exchang

euvu

(iuuund);o.

of the latest novelties in

SPRING

inj

cl von.

LOWEST PRICES.

dtr

the wants of my cuctomers to merit a share of
your
patronage, I am
Yours Respectfully,

D.

E.
249

CORNISH,

MIDDLE

STREET.

Portland, April 4th, 1878.

aprlOdlf

ORGANS

TRIAL

will prove that you can

Dress

fei>16

Corey

&

SWEETSER k

dtf

(FORMERLY

ROOMS,
JOHNSON’S.)

This popular saloon having been
refitted and painted, is again open
The prr-scut proto the pnbiic.
prietors will endeavor to merit the
liberal patronage heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

popularity by generally reducing
the cost ot food, while fully maintaining the quality and quantity.
49 EXCHANGE STREET.
inar5dtf

Portland Mutual
ance

Fishing Insur-

Company.

Books of the Company are now open for Insurance of all State of Maine
Fishing Vessels
engaged in the cod and mackerel fisheries. For particulars enquire of the Secretary.
I
mai402m
GEO. W, RICH, HeereUrj.

THE

Upright

Congress Street,

yuui muiiuy,

Luenu udiu

uuits,

store.

oy pUrCuas*

feb23ti

TO CLOSE AN ESTATE.

AND

PI-

„

We shall offer oar whole stock of Gold
and Silver Watches. Clocks. Gold Chains,

Finger Rings, Jewelry, Opera Glasses,
Plated Spoons, Knives and Forks, Fans,
Wallets, Vases, Toilet Sets, Mathematical
Work
Brackets,
Instraments,
Baskets, Work Stands, Travelling Bask-

ets, at cost and less for the next 30
days. Also Trout Fishing Tackle consisting of Poles, Lines, Reels, Flies, Hooks
Ac., at cost.

€.
aplO

DAY, JR.

& CO.

94 Exchange Street.

dim

Ladies’ Colored and White Skirts
in good variety and very low price.. Also

COTTON AND MERINO UNDERWEAR
in complete liae. and low price*. Also
CALICO WRAPPERS, LADIES' AND
CHILDREN'S APRONS'
Call and see.
adlidtf
A, B. BCTLEB.

AT AUCTION.

^ese

°“

TRULY

Seats,

Samuel
8

S3.00 !

at,to

_dlw

m CH1MF0R ran
The subscriber in lends to retire irom business; he
will oiler

FOR

me.

To-Day

OPENING !
WE SHALE OPEN

Opens something New and Fine in

Monday, April 15th,

Soft and Stiff Hats !

ALL THE

—

Somcihine New in the Glove line. Geutlemen's Two and One Button.
337 MIDDLE STREET.

apl3eo»Hf

E.

Black Dress Goods

ALBEMARLE

DRESS GOODS,

TUKESBURY & CO
dtl

PR. ID.

Qtf

GRASS_ SEEDS
N. N.

I., and
Western Clover. Alsike Clover
and Orchard Grass. For sale by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
J*_d3m_

War Declared
VS. SHODDY. I shall open after April 1st, a
large
stock of medium and low-priced Boots and Shoes
tor
every day wear—good styles, easy fitting and every
pair warranted. Prices as low or less than the shoddy stock of cheap stores.
P. S. My Btock of Fine Boots will he the best, and
M. (i PALMER,
prices reduced.
mfaZOdtl
SI30 Middle Street.

a

special attraction

mar!6

537 Congress Street.

Customers about to furnish with new shades will
appreciate this low price.
'V

a

Boy’s

Shirt Waists,
FANCY,

at

HILL & GO’S.
ai'9

_eodtl

In BOOTS AND SHOES now being received at

Lace Boots a specialty. Gent's Boots and
Shoes all widths, sizes and prices.
421 CONGRESS STREET. Sign of the Gold Boot,
Side

12eodtf

marl6

dim

Gents’ Custom Boots
made to measure out or the finest French stock at

Ladies’ and Gents’ Boots and Shoes
LEAVITT* DAVIS,
aplSdtw

1 Kl,m STREET.

(Trees,

Seeds and Plants at 119

Exchange St.. ODDOSite City Hall.
Wm. Morton & Son.

We would most respectfully in*
public that we have just
received trom a failed house in
New York a bankrupt stock o*
Clothing which we will sell at 35
per cent less than any boose in
Maine, as this s ock was purchased
at 50 cents on the dollar. Job lots of
all-wool Coats, sizes from 34 lo 43,
which we will sell at a fearful
sacrifice.

New York Clothing Store,
FORE

STREET.

F. SXSTSL.

Marble Works!

Sole Licensee for the New and Beautiful CARBON
PICTURES.
ap8
dtt

HORSES.
SALE
81

STABLE,

FRANKLIN

KNOX

St,

clas* three story Brick Honse near Spring
Street. Apply at 182 Brackett Street.
aP1#
Isdtf

Merry,
Tb.o

a

Hatter,

PILE ST, SlfiB

OF BOLD BAT

PAINTED

Chamber Sets.
NEW STYLES.
Best decorated ever seen In Portland at Lower
Prices than can be bought in New England, at

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Tinted Sets Painted to Order.

THOS.
39

P7BEALS,

MARKET

STREET.
cod2«r

WE HAVE A FEIV NICE

All Wool Pants

17

I intend to keep

on

Free st.,

hand

a

well

TRUNKS, MUSES

Boys’Salts

No 17 Free
®Pl9

&

BIGS,

NIXON,

Street,

near

Middle.
eod2wis

ADJUSTABLE
SPRING BED!
now in nse.

mANUFACTUBED BE

THOS. P.

at $2 and

$2.50.

Also in stock a very large assortment of "O * H' and % UlIl HS’
CLOTHINU that we have just
mannlactured. Please give os a call
and examine and note tbe very low

prices.

©BIN HAW KES * CO.,
191 MIDDLE STREET.
dlw&wlt
ap13

Elegant New Styles

assorted stock of

manufactured especially for retail trade. I make a
specialty of making SAMPLE TRUNKS and SAMPLE CASES to order ot all sizes, description and
qualities that may bo desired. Goods delivered to
Also persons having Trunks
any part of the city.
that they wish to have repaired can have them called
tor and returned free of extra charge by leaving their
order at the store.

EDWARD

93.00,
ALSO

dtf

Having taken the store

No.

At

Turner.

S.

NECK-WEIR,
GLOVES, &c.,
Jnst from tbe New York markets.

HILL db CO
eodtf
ap9

BABY CARRIAGES.
Just received, a flue assortment of
Baby Carriages of new designs, at
greatly reduced prices.
We have a number left over from

last year which we will close out at a
sacrifice.
Also boy’s Carts, Veloci,
pedes. Base Bails, Rubber Bails, Bats,
Croquet, Feather Dusters, at wholesale and retail, at manufacturer’s prices.

BEALS,

8To, 29 market Street*
aP9

€. DAY, JR. A CO,
mar‘27

94 Exchange Street.

<13w

ecxI2w

Health Lift
237 middle

Rooms,
Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
J. H.

GAUBERT,
PKOPKIETOK.

OPERA HOODS !
very pretty in these goods
will be opened mONDAV
tlOKltl.Vb. Also

303 PUNCHEONS ST KITTS.
40 PONCHE lN. NEVIS,
OS HAKRECS ST. KIT I S.
now landing at
Widgery’s Wharf, and for sale hy
J. H. HAITILEN & SON,
NO. IT EXt HANGE gT.
ap!3istf

FIRST

New Vark.

Peering Bridge,

New Trunk Store.

Something

CROP.

To Be Let On Brackett

A.dyowaMMIk Hat will bay the laleal
Hpnag Style from Knox, the Halter,

FOOT OF GREEV STREET, on the direct line ol
the Horsecars to Evergreen Cemetery, where samples of work may be found, together with a large
number of new and very appropriate designs for
m«rble and Granite TIo..ume otw. Tablet*,
and GravestaneH. suitable for all
ages, executed
by first-class skillful hands who have worked for many
years in the best shops in Boston and other places,
and who can duplicate the best work erected in our
cemeteries, aiso oia wont remodelled, lettered and
reset, all at ptices to suit customers.
Thin marble
work, Shelves, Bowl Tops, Table and Stand Tops,
made to order.

RUFUS RAND.

a_s
NEW

,

eod3m

ap9

STREET.

aprU_dlf
mol
s e s.

■

mch2?

The undersigned having had long experience in
Marble business, respectfully calls the attention of
the public generally to his place of business at

This bed has been long tested, and a score of recommendations could be given in its praise.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
244 Middle St,; Portland, Ha

m

—

form the

Ladies Hats are as much
consequence to talk about
as Gent’s Hats.
Therefore
all are advised to get their Wm.
old Straws made oier at marl

notice wil please mention
it to their famiUes.

■

Opposite Che.taat afreet, Porllaad.
Our 50 cent Gilt Baud Opaque Shades are unequaled

25 Per Cent. Leas than Coat to
Make.

Eastern Side of

BROWN’S.
mar

Bankrupt Stock

J,?

Styles

a ■

$3.50

m

Spring

■

408 CONGRESS ST

dtl

FOR TBE BOVS !

11

BROADWAY SILK HAT,

-OF

SOUTHING NEW AND NOBBY

offer to furnish

Silk Tanela all ready la
pat ap at 91 Each.

20 CENTS.

TOKESBllKY & CO.,

we

ture. and

seams

I1AM8ON.

Owen, Moore & Bailey

As

Scotch, Holland Shades with Spring Fix-

Spring Shades

—

THEM.

WINDOW SHADES.

tOc. file. 13c. 20c. 23c. pr. yd.

Tbe Best Spring Bed

PRICE $1.00 EACH.

Mew Stock J ust Received,

that can he louud in any market,

40 laches

Hosiery, finished

PERRY.

ROOM PAPERS.

IN

LATEST_STYLES! 537 Congress Street.
Wide,
ap!3

Ladies’

N.

Brown from 6 cts. per roll upwards.
•«
White
8
«*
Grounds “ 12 M
«•
««
Satins
15 “
«
•*
••
Gilts
25

Fringes, Buttons,&c

KTEW

1 Case

Temple Sts.,

dtf

Large

SILKS, VELVETS,

$1.15, $1.50 AND $1.75

—

To be sold at the following prices in order to tmake
room for April goods:

The Latest Novelty is the

In five very handsome patterns.

1ST THE STOKE

mar2»

KID GLOVES.

Gents’ Neckwear.

Timothy, Red Top,

OF

OPP. THE VAUIOVTH HOTEL. This
is one of the most prominent
corners, and the best
location for a Hat Store, in Portland. Stock clean
and good. Dntil ruch lime a. the stock is sold I
shall sell all kinds of Hats lower than can bo
bought
at any other store In the
city.

Merry, the hatter

_dtf

mar22

SALE

THE STOCK

—

Corner of Midlde and

in all grades, very low.

Thurston,

CALL AND SEE

Top Buggies,

This steck consists of fine custom work from some
of the best makers, and our orders are
positively to
sell without reserve.
F. O. BAILEY 4k CO.. Aar.llnneen.

—

Free street Block, Portland.

PQV20

Carryalls,

open Box Buggies, Side Spring Wagons,
Express Wagons, &r.

FURS, &c.,

ANO CLOTHS.

No. 28 Free Street.

EXCHANGE DINING
|

MERRILL’S,

the very lowest market prices.

ing such articles at their

Co.,

&

STOOLS, OTTOMANS,

Trimmings,

Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,

MANUFACTURER*!* HALE OF

50 New and Elegant Carriages

the Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum Street, Portland, Me., we ahull sell peremptorily by order of tbe
manufacturers,
50 new Carriages, consisting of Extension Tops, 2 and 3 Spring Phaetons,

House, Congress Street,

REASONABLE PRICES,

buy first

SILK AND CHENILLE FBINGES

he examined any attemoon after 2 o’clock.

at

PRICES,

POBTLAND,

ish.

oavc

Walter

Under the Preble

SWEETSIR’S Bleaohery,
MASON & HAMLIN, 544 Congress Street, on the
new shapes.
There’s monAND OTHER ORGANS
in
it.
Gents
ey
seeing this
New and beautiful styles at

Pianos, of unsurpassed excellence, at the lowest prices possible, varying with the style of fin-

FAIR

THE

21

NO. 28 PARK STREET.
House contains 18 roomB, and Is In good order:
good cellar, closets, gas. &c. Lot 27 j hy 100 feet.
Can

On Saturday, April 20th, at 10 A. M.,

€. D. B. FISK & CO.,

chasing elsewhere. Clothes made and trimmed at
reasonable prices, and satisfaction guaranteed.
Hoping by square dealing and careful attention to

Square
A

Wear!

j

;

and

m/

re-

at

We will not be Undersold.

2.30

OVERCOATINGS,

to which I would Invite your attention before pur-

St.

Valuable Beal Estate by Auction.

shall sell THURSDAY, April 18th, at
WEo’clock
P. M., the valuable Real Estate,

Terms at Bale.
P. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer.
apll
d6t

priccs

REmEfflBER

ciuuiaaa

SUITINGS & TROUSERINGS,

GEORGE A. WHITNEY A CO.,

BY

Pair to Select From I

BARGAIN™

juBt received

stock

398

—

WONOEREUL

STORE,
NEW

NO.

For the next sixty days we shall
se>I all kinds of furniture at a lower price than it has ever heen of.
fered in this city. Any one think*
ing of purchasing any kind of
furniture about the first of April
or may, can by buying of us now
make their money pay them a
very much larger interest than
they can get in any other way. Our
stock is lull and complete. All
furniture not manufactured by us
has heen bought tor cash and we
will sell at prices that defy compe.
tition. Please give us a call.

STYLE

17, at

Exchange St., a largo stock of
Coftee*» Molasses Syrr,eas’Entracrs
aud Oils,Pickles,
w’iw andi'v!””1
Go0,J!’>
Sardines
Vinegars,
So.p &c., Arc Platform and
Meat Benches. Tin aud Wooden
Scales,
Counter
Ware, Show Case, Stove &c &c.
F, O. BAILEY 4k CO., Aiclitieert.
8P13d4t

OYER 50 DIFFERENT STYLES ON OUR COUNTER S
and numerous customers can Jump
v^hdli^ iave b*®n sol,J already,
eMren,e ,OW

IN WHITE AND

Over A. Itowell’s Jewelry Store*

FURNITURE I

_and

Nearly 2000

MADE TO ORDER AND REPAIPED

THE

and all kinds of staple Fancy Goods, at

STILES,

for tlis

d5t

Housekeeper Wanted.

many of

WE salesroom,

OURSELVES

IN SIX DIFFERENT PATTERNS,

28 FREE STREET.

apr!6

ieb4

strictly ALL WOOL Goods, manufactured by
the leading Woolen Mills in America.

MADE UP IN SUPERIOR

FURNITURE.

Walter Gorey& Co.,

For further particulars see the next issue
DAY TIMES.

$3.00

and

Treasurer, and for Building Committee.
April 9, 1878.
aprlOdlw

R. M. BARTON.

0. 8. T.

by auction.
on
WEDNESDAY, April
35

shall sell

to he

Loaf Bread Baker
of Loaf Bread at

GROCERIES,

Store Fixtures Ac.,

Hats, Caps

erected in Gorham.
Said building is to

aprlfld5t

BLAKE’S
BAKERY, Congress
Street.
aplCdlf_

Regular sale of Tornltara and General Merchanevery Saturday, commencing at 1# o’clock a. m.
fconsignment* solicited
oc3dt*

Proposals lor Plans lor the Normal
School Buildings at Gorham.

apl6_

Casco Engine House.
apliieodtf

Made from

Si.

0. w. UUf.

dise

ONLY

PROPOSALS.

WILLIAM NOYES.
Dated at Pownal, this 16th day or April, A. D. 1878.
*law3wT

charge

$3.50

Kxchaag*

_

Pantaloons

ana li-

censed for one year in the office of the City Clerk, by
paying therefor to said clerk the sum of twenty-five
cents, and shall cause it to wear arouud its neck a
collar distinctly marked with the owner’s name and
registered number, and shall pay into the City Treasury for such license one dollar.
Section 2d.—Whoever keeps a dog contrary to the
provisions of this ordinance shall forfeit ten dollars
to be recovered on complaint to use for the city.
Section 3d—All fines and penalties provided in the
preceding sections may be recovered on complaint
before any court of competent jurisdiction in this

provided.

to take

AT

the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-Eight.

Section 5th—This ordinance shall take effect on
after its approval.
Approved March 30, 1878.
apr3dlm

gives notice:

Wool

of Portland.

Section At A—All other ordinances relating to

Notice ot Foreclosure.
H. BURBANK, of Yarmouth in the
county of Cumberland and State of Maine,

All

J

censes

YHTHEREAS John "Rmrlrfitt.

Mei’s

3T

'. 0. BAIUT.

OF

STEPHEN MARSH. \
; V”Blank schedules will be lurnished at the room
oi the Assessors.
Portland, March 26, 1878.
ma26d3w

An

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s
New Lisle Thread Gloves,
Spring Shades.

We have on hand of our own manufacture the
extensive stock ever seen In Portland.

Cleaves for the town.

Aid de-

And
any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the laws
of the State, and he barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners lor any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby
apJ

In

LISLE.

SALES

over.

City

apl601w

UNEQUALLED

pointed.

Nob. 11 ami 12 (each No. 25 cts.; $2.00 per year),
contiuues tho good work ot supplying the best music
at the lowest price. 20 pages of choice music in each
number, selected from Ditson & Co.’s valuable copyrights.
Any book mailed, post-free, for the retail price.

most

that the defect was a reservoir which the defendants bad constructed and consequently
they needed no notice of its being there. Nominal damages of 820 were claimed.
The court
reseived its decision. Mr. Parker appeared for
himself assisted by W. H. Leavitt, and Judge

Morton,

Co.’s Musical

class

morning action was
Court by Cbailes Parker against the inhabitants of Cape Elizabeth, for damages on account of injuries by reason of a defective highThis action was brought under the
way.
amendment of the statutes of 1877, requiring
twenty-four hours notice of the defect before
the accident occurs, and is the first case of the
kind under the statute.
The plaintiff claimed

Cbas. B.

(40 els.) Provides admirably for all tho wants of
Clubs and Lodges. Just the book tor GOSPEL TEMPERANCE MEETINGS.

243 Middle Street.

Highway.—Yesterday
brought m the Municipal

_

Glee

Temperance
Hook.

EM B. DRESNER & CO.,

the

Aid-de-Camp; Capt.

By H. CLEVELAND, Jk. Cl. $1.; Bds 80c.;
Paper 60.
'J his is a good manual for dancing, and also a sort
of “Chesterfield” ireatlse on etiquette and good manners, and is worth reading by everybody.

OALIi !

order.

Camp.

and

T.foTtf lints ?

ap6

F. O. BAILEY *
CO*
Auctioneers and Commission
Merchant*.
SilwrMW 33

to all persons liable to taxation in

duced prices.

to the skill of Portland mechanics. In contracting for it Mr. Pomeroy got the figures of
several Boston firms, but could get a better article for his money iu Portland, and so left his

Resignation of Military Officers.
Maj.-Gen. J. L. Chamberlain has issued the
following general order:
The resignations of the following officers
have been accepted, to take effect Feb
4, 1878:
Lieut. Col. John Marshall llrown, Division
Inspector; Maj. Frank E. Nye, Assistant Adjutant General; Maj. Andrew M. Bensop Division Quartermaster; Maj. Benj. B.
Murray
Jr., Judge Advocate; Capt. James M. Andrews

at Home
Abroad.

THEgive notice,

said city that they will be in sessiou every secular
day from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to saul Assessors true andperiect lists of
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1878, and bo
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change; anu in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

by

lower part is nicely fitted up in apartments for
putting away jewelry, while the upper pait has
large shelves and glass doors for displaying silver ware. The case is a beauty and is a credit

in

Dancing

lULL. Williams’ Block, (formorly
MISSION
known
“Arcana Hall,) having been leased
the

SPRING HOSIERY.

AUCTION SALES

mammoth

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby

as

a show case which attracted no little
attention. It was built by this firm on contract
for.E. .E Pomeroy, jewellers at Lewiston, and
is probably as nice an article as can be found in
any store in New England. The case is of
solid black walnut, with French walnut veneering. It is fourteen feet long, eleven feet high,
and thirty one iuches deep at the base. The

Defects

Music size, and about 120 charming pieces.

streets,

Boston.

yesterday

and

Bv \VM. H. CLARKE. Price, Cloth $3.; Bel $2.60.
Mr. Clarke’s celebrated “New Method for Reed
Organs’’ Is universally recognized as a standard book
lor instruction. A book by the saiuo skilful hand,
aud in which the same fine taste is displayed, will be
universally welcomed. It has 200 large pages, Sheet

f!r*

_

The Rates ol Postage.
Postal cards, one cent each, go without further
charge to all parts of the United States and Canadas
with an additional one-cent stamp they goto all parts
•f Europe.
All letters, to all parts of the United States ano
Canada, three cents per half-ounce.
Local, or “drop” letters, that is, for the city or
carown where deposited, 2 cents if delivered by
riers, and 1 cent whero there is no carrier system.
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
weeklies, regularly issued and sent to regular subscriliers, 2 ceDts per pound, payable at the office ol
publication, ncwsraiiers and magazines published
less frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pound.
Transient newsiiapers, magazines, pamphlets, books

dies.

O. 8. T.
For farther particulars see the next issue of
Sunday Times.
apl9 5t

MISCELLANEOUS.

Clarke’s Reed Organ Melo- ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

The Daiby Maid Reception.—The ladies
are
Church
Chestnut
street
arranging a very enjoyable entertainment known
as
the Dairy Maid Reception, to come

where she remained for two or three days. She
afterwards came off uninjured, and without
having received any assistance or discharged

Portland Army and Navy Union—Come
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each

CITY of PORTLAND.

of

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

entertainment when

“Works in

Maine,

died

Mr. Clinton A. Woodbury, one of the editors
of the Somerset Reporter, has received a call
from the Hancock Publishing Co. to run the

is to be served iu the

men of promise who reside
in
the upper part of the city were at the police
station last night. Uncle Oliver gave them a
large amount of excellent advice.
The rehearsals of “Cupid” give assurance of

Pobtlakd Typographical Union, No. 7&—
second Saturday of each month.
Portland Society of Natural Hist y—
At their library room, City .Hall, on the first and
third Monday evenings of each month.
Sovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Council, No. 1

New Music Books!

in

years.
Foar yoang

evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters corner of Congress and Temple streets.
Open day and evening. Business meeting Tues-

Portland

antiquarian sapper

in

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS
_

Hull’s

last week at the age of GI years.

testimony closed.

occupied for the first time yesterday. Mr.
Bobins is principal of the school.
Beal palm was used at the Catholic churches
It came Irom South
in this city Sunday.

Tuesday evening, at Arcana Hall; No. 2 at School
House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday
Evening.
Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday

m.

no.

was

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No

Hall,

»(»

vestry of Pine street churoh oa Wednesday
evening next from 6 to 8 o’clock.
The new High school building at Deering

At

at Arcana

clergyman formerly residing

Easter Monday ball as nsnai.
The ordination services at St. Lake’s
Cathedral this morning take place at IX o’clock.
Arcana Hall is hereafter to be known as
Mission Hall.
The collection at Congress Square church
Sunday night amounted to $12.
The ward room on India street will be
occupied for a school room to-day.
Weather prophets say that there will be a
change in the weather ou the 17th inst, when
the moon changes.
A sale of useful aud fancy articles will be
held iu the Chapel of State street church tomorrow afternoon and evening.
The challenge issued a week ago by Frencby
Johnson to an; sculler iu Hew England,
Davis preferred, has been accepted by lteagan.

I. O. O. F.

Friday evening,

now.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

oration at

Bishop Neeley preached in Trinity church in
Biddeford, Sunday.
Rev. E. G. Brooks, D.D., a Universalist

The hotels are Ideing an excellent business
for this season of the year.
Chandler will famish music for the grand

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

meets every

Personal.
Rev. Mr. Emrich will deliver the
Mechanic Falls on Decoration Day.

Brief Jottings.

Friday.

at

end of the school year at City Hall.

Larrabee for plaintiff.
Cobb & Mealier for defendant.

BITES,

Saturdays of each mouth; No 1

The committee on mnsic were authorized to
a public exhibition of the
progress of the
various schools in that department near the

tween Scarboro and Portland and Scarboro and Gorto

generally

give

Superior Court.
TERM, 1878, SYMONDS, J., PRESID-

nam, amounting

work

for occupancy.
The Mayor exhibited plans for a new schoolhouse on Brackett street.

plaintiff for five dollars.
Scribner for plaintiff.
Purves for defendants.
Andrew J. Libby vs. Samuel It. Burbetick. Account annexed for carrying defendant to an fro be-

Council, Wednesday 3 p. in.; Grand Comsnandery, W’eduesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every mdhth.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month,

and the

ready

Sampson H. Stover vs. Benjamin Adams & Son.
Trespass for taking and carrying away some household furniture. Plea, general issue. Verdict for the

Grand

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH

CIVIL

goed,

satisfactory.
The school room in the hook and ladder
building on India street to accommodate the
surplus of scholars from the North School, is

ING.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C.,Hret Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S, Masters, second
•
Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Mon
Bay; St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;

40/ CIUUU1(D

week

RITES.

Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednes8CCOnd Wednesday; Atlantic, third

fiist and third

a

last evening.

condition as

state._

Wednesday111**

on

day in

of the school

committee was held at the rooms

There were present his honor,
the Mayor
Messrs. BurgesB, Stanley, Shailer, Chadwick
and Hill. Reports from the supervisors of the
work in their school districts represented their

Defence—Loose plank was not a pa’t of the run;
was not put there by our direction or knowledge, hut
was put there by plaintiff himself.
Verdict for defendants.
Cliffords.
Strout & Gage.
S. C, Strout et als. vs. Inhabitants of Otisfield.
Writ of entry. Evidence taken and is to be submitted to the law court.
Strout & Holmes.
Strout & Gage.
On motion of Hon. W. L. Putnam, Hannibal H.
Emery was admitted to practice law in the courts of
this

Wanted—Blake.

Blue

School Committee,

regular monthly meeting

The

VIRGIN, J. PRESIDING.
Stephen Earles vs. George W. Genre et als. The
plaintiff’s story is substantially this: September 25,
1877, 1 engaged to work lor defendants wheeling coal
at $3 a day. Before commencing work I examined
the coal run and suspended staging extending from
the shed to the vessel, whose cargo was to be discharged ; told the senior defendant that the ran was
shaky; he put posts underneath which made the
run firm for a little
while, but the run soon became
shaky as before. On the morning of the following
day Mr. Green came on to the run. I said, “This is a
dangerous place for a man to work.” Mr. Green
said, “Go ahead I will risk it.” That afternoon it became necessary to haul the movable staging, which
was attached by one end to the mast of the vessel, in
over the run to allow the vessel to move forward so
as to unload from the other hatch.
It was being
hauled in by means of guys, when it stuck. I thereupon took a roller, which was on the run near at
hand, knelt on the run, placed the roller under the
stage, and in straightening up I put my hand on the
outer plank of the run which, being loose and one
end not reaching to the beam, gave way and down I
went head first to the shed floor some twelve feet below. I was permanently injured in my back, confined to my bed two months; am able to work only

new

and

White and Black Spanish Lacc
Scarfs

at

very reasonable prices.

A. B. BUTLER.

middle earner dr*** Si*.

apedtf

Dress Making.
go ont by the day wHl be received by
P. G. YOUNG, at 419J Congress street, near
First Parish Church.
apr4d2vr*
S

ORDERS

to

LOCKE’S

GELATINE STARCH.

the beat and the cheap..! Starch
that haa been or tan be found,
It
l.ache'e lirlalia. march is that article.
iron
STICKING and BLISTERING;
the
prevents
It can he use! cither in boiled or raw starch; it gives
IluiBh and polish, tnat will
a very Una clear white
never turn yellow; it makes Ironing an easy and
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists,
&c. Warned—Two good outside salesmen; also a
few good local canvassers.
Manufactured and supplied wholesale by
you want

IF preparation

LOCKE’S RELATIVE STARCH CO.,
dec27

Ne. 3 Plum Si., P.rtland, M».
d3tteodtf

I. O. O.
fJVUE monthly Meeting of the Odd

Fellows’ Mutual
Relief Associatioo of Portland wUl be held at
Fellows’ Bad on TUESDAY EVENING
April Ititb, at 71 o’clock.
Attest:
I. F. CLARK, Bec’y.
ap!3d3t

JI

Odd

For sale.
Martin & Pennell side spring wagon. Also
one jump and carlole.
marltkltf
Enquire at This office.

ONE

Portland Wholesale Prices current.
Corrected tor the Pbess to April 10, 1878.

POETRY.
_

Apples.

April.
Next

cauio

forth April, fu.l of lustyhed,

And wanton

as a

kid whose home

Green. 5 50
5
Dri’d West’ll
6
do Eastern.

buds;

new

Which th* earth brings iorth; aud wet he seemed
in

With

sight

waves

through which he waded lor his love’s

Spenser.

delight.

^AGRICULTURAL.

BOASTING.

ple.

Pit Burned,
Cheese.

Cumberland
Pictou.......
Chestnut....
Franklin...-.
Lehigh & W.
Ash.

5 50
Cofiee.
24
ft
Java,
Rio. 16

Bronze do..-.
Y. M. Bolts.
Cop bottoms

Manila

winter than in summer. When a hen is producing eggs she will eat nearly twice the
amount of food that she requires at another

time. Hence the successful poulti y-breeder
will need to observe carefully the requirements of his fowls, and govern himself accordingly. The best'rule, both as to quantity
and time is to give the fowls fa full meal in
the morning, and a second shortly before going to roost. There is one important advantage dependent on having fixed hours of feeding, namely, that the birds soon become accustomed to them, and do not hang about the
house-door all day long, as they do if irregularly and frequently fed. They consequently obtain a greater amount of food for themselves,, and are less troublesome than they
otherwise wise would be.—American Cultivator,
Raise 1'olulocs.

One year ago potatoes sold quickly at one
dollar per bushel, and when spring opened
all the farmers planted more than usual of
them, expecting equally as good prices in the
autumn. They were almost sure to be disappointed. When everybody goes to raising
potatoes largely, prices are sure to be low,
and they have been low the past winter. The
voming spring the tendency will be to discard potato raising and engage in some other
enterprise. The consequence is likely to be
that the Colorado beetle will seriously damage those that are planted; that the crop
will be light and prices next autumn unusu-

ally high.
Farmers, like other people,

are much inclined to go with the crowd. It is pretty
sa fe to adopt as a rule to
go in the opposite
direction from that of the crowd.
When
else
is
everybody
raising potatoes largely,
When
others abandon poplant sparingly.
tato raising, then engage in it. When every-

wants to

buy sheep,

when everybody wants

to

sell

sell

sheep,

then

sheep buy
freely.
Acting on this precept we advise farmers to
plant potatoes the coming season not extensively, but according to the amount of fertilizers available to apply to them. The
ground should be fertilized sufficiently to
yield two hundred bushels per acre, and then

the owner can afford to take care of them
and fight the Colorado beetle,—Lewiston.

Journal

6
14
12

@
@

8@
7|@
9*@
10 @

;

I

28
90

35

Porgie.

65
25

45
5 50
| 30

@

@

J@

500
1 65
20
40
5 00
4 50

Duck.
No. 1.
@

@

No. 3.

No. 10.
@
8oz.
@
lOozs..
@
Dyewoodi.
Barwood..—
@
Brazil wood.
5 @
6 @
Camwood...
Fustic..
2|@
Logwood,

@18
@ 13
@ 22
@ 1 45
@ 75
@ 60
@ 48
45 @
@ 60

40
73
50
45

Linseed.
Boiled do...-.
@ 63
Lard........
70 @ 75
Castor. 1 20 @ 1 25
Neatsfoot.... 1 00 @ 112
Elaine. 52 @ 54
Paints.
Port. Lead.. 8 50
PureGr’d do 8 75
Pure Dry ao.
Am. Zinc....
Rochelle Tel.

1125

15
34

Red Lead....
Plaster.
Blue.
Grou’d,in bis 8 00
Calcined.bls. 2 75
Prodnce

Kaisins,
Layer,new
L. M.

New

new.

1 85
1 85

Val.

@

@

7
18
15

7

Family
and

Pains in

Cadiz,du.pd.

@
Cadiz in b’nd 137i@
Liverpool.
2 00

Extra C.
C.

25
9
8

T

Syrups..
Eagle Sugar Refinery'
C.
CC-.
Ex C.....
Teas

Souchong..„
Oolong.

8
10

9g
8J
55
7
7
8

@
@
25
25
35
25
30

@
@

45
30

choice
@ 45
Japan..
@ 30
do choice
@ 45
Tin.
Straits. 21 @ 38
English. 22 @ 23
Char. I. C.... 7 52 @ 8 00
Char. I. X... 9 60 @10 00
Terne....... 7 75 @ 8 75
Coke... 7 60 @ 7 75
@ 20
Antimony...
650 @700
Zinc...
do

...

Tobacco.

Fives and Tens,
Bestbr’nds 65 @
Medium... 55 @
48 @
Common..
Half lbs. 60 @
90 @
Nat’l Leaf...

75
60
52
65
10

65 @ 62
Tarnish.
1
25 @ 1 75
Damar.
Coach.. 2 25 @ 5 50
125
Furniture...
@ 2 50
Wool.
30
Fl’ce wash’d.
@ 55
do unwash’d 25 @ 30
Pull’d,Super 40 @ 47
Lamb Skins.
@

Navyfts....

market.

Corrected weekly by Locke, Twltchell St Co.
Brown Cottons.
Bags, good.... 18© 20
Sheetings width, price. Prints best.... 5)© 6)
8
mediam
Standard361n 7)©
5 ©
5
common
Heavy. ..36—
G)@ 7)
© 5
7
Pink & baft
Medium.36..
6$©
5© 6
Fine. ...36—
Woolens.
6© 8
4j@ 6 Bv’rs U’ns6-4.137)@2 28
Shirtings..28.
Flannels heavy 22)© 30
“Moscow6-4 .2 75 @5 00
medium 12)© 20 Cassimereblk.l 00 @175
Bleached Cottoas.
fancy. 62 @1 50

CatarrH
A PHYSICIAN'S TESTIMONY.
30 Years

Physician. 12 Years a
Sufferer. Tried Regular Remedies.
Tried Patent Medicines. Perma-

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE.
WEEKS & POTTER,
Sirs
MESSRS.
tised medicine for thirty years, and

I have prachave been a
sufferer myself for twelve years with Catarrh in the
nasal passages, fauces and larynx. I have used everything in the materia medica without any permanent
relief,until finally I was Induced to try a patent medicine
(something that wo allopathists are very loth to do).
I tried
and divers others until I got hold of
I followed the directions to the letter, and am yours.
nappy
to say have had a permanent cure. Your RADICAL
CURL Is certainly a happy combination for the cure
of that most unpleasant anu dangerous of diseases.
■

Delaines cotton
and wool-.. 12 @ 15
All wool.... 32© 40
Spot wool... 27)© 30

Ginghams good
Mediam.

Tcking good

Medium..,,,

Light.„

8©
©
15
11

Yours, respectfully,
D. W. GRAY, M. D.f
Gray & Son., Physicians and
Druggists, Muscatine, Iowa.
Muscatine, Iowa, March 27,1877.
Of Dr. D. W.

The value of this
the cure of those

@ 14

9)©

12

Affections

of tho

nach package of SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with full
directions for its use in all cases. Price *1.00. Sold by
all wholesale and retail druggists aud dealers throughout the United States and Canadas. WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.
Mass.

VOLTAIC PLASTER
IS SIMPLY WONDERFUL
Kingston, Minn.,

Drills.

8)©
7)©

9)

.STEAMERS.

GrO WEST

OIK DIRECT LINE TO FRAME

RE-OFEMG

General Transatlantic Company.

PROVIDENCE LINE

PORTLMD & WORCBSTLR LINE

UUUL,

1010,

Ub 1U

O C10C&

BANK RUPTU Y.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine, In the matter
John W. Jordan, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this twenty-seventh day of March
by John W. Jordan ot Brunswick, a Bankrupt,
praying that he maybe decreed to nave a full discharge from all his debts, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing b8 had
upon the same, on the|Third day oi June, A. D. 1878,
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at 10
o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting of the
creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before J. D.
Fessenden, Register, on the Eleventh day ot May,
1878, at 9 o’clock A. M., and the third meeting ot'
the same on the First day of June, 1878, at 9 o’clock
A. M.. and that notice thereof be published in the
Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the day of hearing, and that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot
said Petition should not he granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wM&wlwl6
apl5

Emma, III.,
got

>

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of Samuel L. Lyford, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to tho Court, this twenty-fifth day ot March,
by Samuel L. Lylord, ot Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a lull discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the Third day of June, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M„ and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be grantWM. P. PREBLE,
ed.
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wM<&wlwl6
apl3

bad nails,&c, so that
boot can beworn imme-

Low State of the System

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER
lameness,

for local pains,
soreness, weakness, numbness, and inflammation of the lungs, liver, kidneys.
Bpleen, bowels, bladder, heart, and muscles, is equal to
8n army of doctors and acres of plants and shrubs.

]Moeja5eent8*
Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists 'chron>v
out the United States and Canadas, and by WEEKS &
POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

l.eavc Boston at 7.30 a.m., 14.30 and 7.00
p. iu., connecting with Maine Central
and E. Sk N, A. Railway for Ml. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Oar attached

Through Tickets to all Points 8outhand West at
ovest rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Meats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
julldtf

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.

An Eminent Divine ot Boston says:
“I have used the PERUVIAN SYRUP lor some
time past; it gives me NEW VIGOR, BUOYANCY
OF SPIRITS, ELASTICITY OF MUSCLE,”

to

Europe is indefinitely postponed. I

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle ot
Cite Element, IRON, infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Idle into all parts ot the system.
Being FREE FROM ALCOHOL, its energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but
are permanent.

\OE WAIST

Newspapers

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 86 Harrison avenue, Boston.
Sold by all Druggists. Pampli
lets free. Send for one.

_aprlM&Tb

PURE BONE GOODS.
desire to call the particular attention of form
ers to our JBone Hoods all of which are
strictly pore, and for which, after a thorough examination by the committee at the New England
and Maine Slate Fair, held at Portland, September 3d to 7tli, 1877 we were awarded the highest
premium over all old competitor for that class of

WE

FOR WRAPPERS!

goods.

Ton

can

buy them for 50 cents

hundred

or

Checked Through.
J. W. PETERS,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
dec29

a

three hundred

for $1.00 at the

1st—Our ground bone, for fertilizer, being
contains a large percentage of phosphoric
acid, nitrogen, amonia and muguesia
which makes it the saiest fertilizer for all kinds of
crops. It is also very nice when composted with wood
ashes in equal parts.
2nd—Our bone meal has no equal in America.
It is ground from pure hard bones, and is very
white and sweet, it has no offensive odor or taste.
In fact it is as sweet as corn
meal, and cattle eat
pure,

it

PRESS JOB OFFICE

freely and

with

good

results.

We likewise make an extra article of
poultry
bone ofnniform size, no long slivers to choke
the
hens. It helps to form the shell of the
eggs, and
is what the poultry need at all
times. A supply of
it should be kept in a box constantly before them.
We would further say that it is

our

object to secure

good reputation for our bone goods and we believe the only way is to make them
strictly pare,
ana those who.favor us with their
patronage may
rely upon it, that all the goods purchased of us will
a

strictly

pure.

We also have constantly on
hand, ground beef
scraps which poultry should always have in a box
the same as poultry bone. It is also excellent t.)
feed to swine
€. W. BELKNAP & SON.
136 aud 138 Commercial St.
mar28wtf
Portland, Maine.
WHOLE

NEWSPAPERS lor Wrapping Purposes, 50c a hundred or three
hundred for $1,00, at th Office.
x

marld3m

dtf

9.30

a. m. from
m. from

2.20 p.

2.50 p, m.
6.00 p. m,

Gorham

(Mixed).

Montreal, Quebec and West.
from Lewiston and Auburn.
from Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris

Passenger

STEAM.

WOLCOTT A CO., Proprietors

FOR NEW YORK.

deodtf

auglO

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

AHEAD

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elem)it. and nonnkr Hfpumor Rtnnlnutnn bvptv Tups.
day, Thursday and Saturday, arriving In New Tork
always ia advance «1 all other linen. Bag-

Advertisers will find it cheaper to get their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising

Job

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston * Ualne and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins * Adams’, 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little;* Co.’s, 49} Exchange-St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.l, New Tork.
President.
ocl T3
dtf

INMAN

Printing.

l

Webt and

Southwest

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
jul8dtf

Maine

KOVAL. BAIL

Sew York to Queenstown and Liverpool,
Every Thursday or Saturday.
City
City
City
City

Fully appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has been bestowed by the public upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and wiLl spare no pains to make such patronagd deserved, We guarantee satisfaction in every respect.

COMPETENT WORKMEN
Are employed, and their highest aim is to give perfect satisfaction by

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at
12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For 8kowhegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Aagusta, Hallowell. Gardinev and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40,5.20 and 11.45 p,

of Berlin,
of Richmond,
of Chester,
of Montreal,

I

|

feb27

5775
3500
3081
2911

JULES

STEAMER

MASSACHUSETTS,

idence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, corner State street,
and at Boston & Providence Railroad StatiOD,
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Snp’t B. & P. R. R.
apr2
T.ThiSSCm

MTU GERMAN LLOVD
STEAMSHIP
BETWEEN

New York, Southampton, Loudon,
Havre and Bremen.
The Steamers of the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, loot of Th-rd Street,
Hoboken.
Kales of Passage—From New
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, gold; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICHB & CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
®* W. LITTLE, Ageat for Portland.
no28
dly

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly Line to New fork.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
Will nntil further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with Ado accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Room, $3. Meals extra. Good deemed beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

Portland, every MONDAY

Excb*\nge street.

decl6tf

PORTLAND. BANGOR & MAOHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Change of Time for Bangor, Mt.

P4iIE.ADEl.PmA

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

1

Wharfage,

’Railroad Wharf, Portland,
Tuesday evening, at lO •’clack, for
Rockland. Camden. Lincolnvillo. Belfast. Searsnort.
handy Bolnt, Bucksport, W interport, Hampden anu

every

Long Wharf, Boston, 8 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Phlla*
at 10 a. m.
►
Insurance one half the rate Ol
sailing vessels.
From
From

ih

trm

Baigor.
Returning

leave Bangor *yery Tharaday
moriiuf nt O o’clock, touching &£ above, arriving in Portland about 5 P. M.
Will also leave Portland for Machiasp«rt every
freight for the West by thePenn. R. R.,and South Friday eveniug at lO o’clock,
touching at
by connecting lines forwarded ires of Commission.
Gastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South-West
Rookland,
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge and
For Freight or Passage apply to
Jonesport.
I
Returning, will leave Machlasport every MonE. B, SAMPSON, Agent
day morning at 4..*IO, touching as above, arriv10 Long Wharf
oaten
Jn23-lj
ing in Portland same evening usually connecting
with the Pullman night train and early morning
trains for Boston and the West.
The Steamer ‘-CITY OF RICHMOND** will be repainted and placed on the Bangor route about the
SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. first of May, making three trips per week, as usual.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, uen. Ticket Agent,
Speed, Comfort and Safety Combined.
Railroad Wharf.
E.
The first-class Iron mall steamCUSHING, Assistant Manger.
ers of this line sail from H alif ax
Portland, April 1878.
apBdtf
every Saturday A. M. for
Liverpool via Londonderry
The Baltimore .flail Line
HOTEL DIRECTORY,
sail Horn Halifax every alternate Tuesday tor
Liverpool via Queenstown.
The advanced easterly position of Halifax ordinarily reduces the actual sea voyage by this line to. Embracing tbe leading Hotel, in the State, at which
the Dally f kkss mav always be found.
abont seven days.
The Pullman Train leaving Portland on Maine
Centrail R. R. on Thursdays at 11.45 o'clock p. in.
AIKIBT.
is due at Halifax on Saturdays at 9.15 o'clock a. m.
Elm House, Court. Mt. W, N. dfc A. Young
Cabin Passengers $80, $70 and $50 gold or its
Proprietors.
eqnivalent. Steerage $28 currency.
Return and
^repaid -tickets at reduced rates to and from all I
AC BUST A.
of
parts
Europe.
Apply to J.L. FARMER, General Agent for New
Augusta House, Mtule Ml., Id- W hitehead,
No.
3
India Street, Portland, We,
England,
Proprietor.
Sterling Checks issued in sums
to suit for £1 and upwards.
HATH.
febl2
Both Hotel, C. HI. Plommer, Proprietor
dly

delphla,

m

J

and for printing

(Commencing April 9th,

and until further notice,) the
.Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
‘Chas. Deerihq, will leave

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Ho

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS!

LINE.

Desert and Machias.

Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Winthrop and Waterville. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, and tor
lion lion, Woodstock, St. Andrews, St.
Stephen, St. John and Halifax.

ISLAND,

Irrivng in New York at 6 A. M. This is the only
inc affording a delightful sail through Nnrracaumtl Ray by daylight.
Returning leave Pier 29, North Elver, at 5 P.
M., arriving in Boston at 7 A. M.
No intermediate landing, between Prov-

AHD

—

Junction with

BAIL.

and the well known and popular

Steamship Line.
The .Job Department is thoroughly stocked with
type and other material for the

OF

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays exceptid) at 6 P. M. Connect at Fox Point wbarf, Provi dence, with the Entirely New and U ago id-

eodGm

"boston

Excel lence of Work.

For Farmington, Monmonth, Winthrop,
Readfleld, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows: —The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast. Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all mtermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.00 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
R. R. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.
Portland D«c. 3, 1877.
julldtf

City of Brussels,
City of New York,
City of Paris,
City of Brooklyn,

Passengers ot this class will find their comfort aud
privacy particularly studied, and the provisioning
unsurpassed.
For rates of passage and other information, apply
to JOHN G. DALE, A gent, 15 Broadway, New York,
or to T. P.
McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., Portland.

m.

For Lewiston and Auburn.

Tons.

5191
4607
4566
4490

These magnificent steamers, built in watertight
compartments, are among the strongest, largest and
fastest on the Atlantic.
The saloons are luxuriously famished, especially
well lighted and ventilated and take up the whole
width of the ship.
The principal staterooms are
amidships, forward of the engines, where least noise
and motion is felt, and are replete with every comfort having all latest improvements, double berths,
electric bells, &c.
The cuisine has always been a specialty of this
Line.
Ladies* cabins and bathrooms, Gentlemen’s
smoking and bathrooms, Barbers* shop, pianos,
libraries, &c.. provided.
The Steerage accommodation cannot be excelled.

RAILROAD.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for JLewiston via Brunswick at
7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Rath at 7.00 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.

LUSTE
HTEABEKN,

Tons.

Central

MONDAY, DEC. 3, 1877.

O T H E B 8.

ALL

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Canada, Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, 8t. Louis, Omaha.
Bagiuaw, St. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
all points In the

OP

This is

To

and

LINE

feTOItflNGTON

Terms hereafter will be but (2.00 per day

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
1X3-

ONLY 41

STEAMER RHODE

of Custom House Wharf
Jones’ and Trcfethen’e Landings,
every day
and Hog Island, at 8.45, 10.45 a. in. 1.45,4,45 p. in.,
returning after each trip.
A Mailing Trip every pleasant afternoon,
at 3.00 p. m.
PABE, 43 CENTM.
oc2
dlwtM.W.S
lor

Offices

kEl’tif AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

)pens April 29, for the Season or 1879.

STEAUIF.R TOURIST.

PORTLAND. ME.
The best Located House for Business Men

PROVIDENCE.

em

^WilUeaveThe East Side

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
"BY

LOUIS DE BEBIAN, Agent,
35 Broadway.

I

FOR THE ISLANDS.

Supt.

HOTELS.

HEATED

VIA

sils.

J. M, LUNT,

ALLAM_LIHE.

POSTERS,

_

PORTLAND & OGDHBURG

PROGRAMMES,

RAILROAD.

Change

1

FLYERS,

of Time.

CARDS,

Commencing October 8, 1877.
Passenger Trains will leave Portland
10 SO

a. m.

TICKETS,

for all stations, running through to
Mwanlon.

‘4.45 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
11.10 a. m. from Upper Bartlett, &e.
4.43 p. m. trom all stations on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland.Oct, 8,1877.octlldtf

PORTLAND WESTER LIB

Train* will ran as follows

&C., &€•

_

Every Variety

andl Style ol Work
in

York, at

6.00

a. m.

6.05 P. M. Local for Borham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.45 a. m., and 1.15 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.50

COLORS

or

BRONZE

In fine, wo are prepared to print everything
can he printed in this State, irom the

which

TO

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLAOKSTONE.
and MoOLELLAN.
Frem Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
_
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jans

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places ia
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

THE

SMALLEST

LABEL.

For freight orpassage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash*
■gton, or other information apply to
E. SAM WON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCK. WELL, Agent,
»QMtf
B.I-

_Provrtncee,

PMMelpMa & Hew England Steamship Line.
—

FBOM

—

BOSTON,
OCR PRICES FOR WORK*

■

as low (or lower) as can be obtained (lo
flrst-class work in any REGOLABlJobiJ
Printing Oflice.

Please give us

a

call,

or

send your order to

parture*.
Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Cl>de Steamers, sail ins
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Pbil| adelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
V*

atai

Igauuu

iuuuuu

WU

BYU1U

apt_
Fail

Arrangement.
After Monday, October

On and

_

8, 1877, train* will LEAVE
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON
at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m., arriving at Boston atl0.45 a. m„ 1.30, 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m. For
Well*, North Berwick, Salmon Falla,
Oreat Falla, Dover, Rochester, Farmington, N. II., Alton Bay, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence, Andover and Lowell at 6.15,8.45 a.
m., 3.15 p. m. For Mancheater and Concord, N. U., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. ra.
For Scaborrougb, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Beach, Saco, Bidderord and
Kennebunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Morning Traina will leave Kennebank
for Portland at 7,20 a. m Tbe 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with tbe Shore
Line and tbe Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to tbe West. Through
Ticketa to all Pointa Sooth and West at
loweat ratea. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers juuning between Portland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt, Desert, Mac ias,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at Transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes tor refreshments at first class

fef

dinning

“

rooms.

JAS. T.

FURBER, Gen. Supt.

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
sept5

cltf

Kiarsarge School for Boys,
CONWAY, N.H. The Next Quarter
NORTH
Commence. September 7. Foi partiallars
admission address
or

Wtf24

FREDERICK THOMPSON, Principal

WHEREAS

in the county of Cumberland and state of
Maine, on the 21st day of October, A. D. 1870, by his
mortgage deed or that date recorded in the Cumberland county Registry of Deeds, book 379. page 505,
ci nveyed to the subscriber a certain parcel of land in
said Baldwin containing fifty acres, more or less, and
bounded northerly by land then of Isaac Dyer, easterly by land then of Benjamin and Eben Sawyer,
southerly by Saco River, and westerly by lands then
of Eben Sawyer aud Andrew J. Ricker, and being
the same premises
conveyed to said Sawyer by Christopher D. Sawyer.
Aud whereas the said Charles F. Sawyer by bis
mortgage deed dated Dec. 12, 1868, recorded in the
same Registry, book
363, page 478, conveyed the same
real estate to Caleb R. Ayer of Cornish, in York
county, and whereas the said Ayer by bis deed dated
Feb. 4, 1878, recorded in said Registry book 447, page
134, transferred and assigned to the subscriber, in

XV. B. Hlorrill, Proprietor.
E AMT PORT.

Passamaquoddy House,-A,
Proprietors.

prietor

LEWISTON
DeWItt Home, Quinby It Tlurrh, Pro*
prietor.

prietor.

NORRIDGE WOCK.
Danlorth Home, D.Danforth. Proprietor
PEAK’S ISLAND.
Cnion Home—W. T. Jane*. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Habbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

SPRING1

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIPs”PER

WEEK.

after Monday, Mar.
4th, the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. N. 8. Hall, and City
of Portland, Capt. S, H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State Sty every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., for Eastport and 8t. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on
and

etor.

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner Home, W. G. Heaelton, Ptonrletor.

WEST NEWFIELD.

W»ri*7irW,,W Home, R, G. Holmes,Pro-

days.

tercolonial Railway.
^-Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of rentes, Tickets, State
Rooms ana any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance

Co.,)

mh21dtt

or

A.

of

R. STCBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf,

y\OWA |?4>
Insurance

CHARTERED 1825.
8AMFEI, T.

ARRANGEMENT.

1878.

_w3w!4

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator with the Will annexed
of the estate of
AMOS CHICK, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands upon the estate ot said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
HIRAM KNOWLTON,
Administator with Will annexed.
Poitland, April 2, 1878.
apiUdlaw3wTli*

NOTICE

is

President.

Insures Against Loss

or

Samage by TItk

fob policies apply to

CARROLL & RAND,
PORTLASD, ME.

form, said mortgage, mortgaged premises and
mortgage debt, now therefore the conditions in both
and each of said mortgage deeds being broken, by
reason whereof, the subscriber claims a foreclosure
of each of said mortgage?, according to the provisions of the statute in such cases made and provided.
TOBIAS LORD.

SKIDMORE,

HMBX A. OAKLEY, Vice President

BOSTON STEAMERS.
SPRING

Company,

OF SEW YORK.

due

Steep Falls, Standish, Me., March 29,

Pike dt Co.,

PORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J.G.Perri.
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Coutren and Green St.
I. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw & Sou, proprietor!.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson *Co„
Proprietors.
C. S.
of Congress and Fed
eralHotel,;!unction
Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

..

Notice of Foreclosure.
Charles F. Sawyer, then of Baldwin

DEXTEB,

merchants’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, me.—

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbins ton, 81,
Andrews and Calais.
Connectlonsmade at St. John for Dlgby, Annapo-

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

DANVILLE JCNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hull, Brand Trunk Ballway Depot, M. W'. Clark, Proprietor

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

same

Utf

DAHIARINCOTTA MILLS.
Samoset House, Trask Bros. Proprietor.

U

___

Due notice of changes in Time
Tablo will he given.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.

CORNISH.
Cornish House,m. B. Duels, Proprietor

Insurance one-eighth of one per cent.
For Bates of Freight, or other information, apply
to
D. ». C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1 77.
janlldtf

On

MAINE.

BRCNMWICK, HIE.
Rooms, XV. K. Yield,
Proprietor.

P. * K. Dining

MILLBRIDGE.
Atinntte Home, Geo. A. HopUina, Pro-

TWO

PORTLAND,

Sl.-Chapin,

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.

connection

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N. B., Annapolis, Windsor nnd Halifax. N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Exchange Street,

etar.

Tremout House, Trem.nl
Burney * Ce. Preprieters.

LIMERICK.
Lint rick name,—D. S. Fob, Proprietor

MM PRESS JOB PRINT1M ROUSE'
109

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. It. Crocker, Proprl

*lth OLD COLON! RAILROAD,

In

Quick Time. Law Rates. Frequent De-

WilPbeJtound

BOSTON.
Parker House. Mchool Mt. H. D. Parker*

ni kaiti.
Ht. Ctllet Hraw,-Hiram Ballon, Pro-

CLYDE’S

Grand Trunk Railway

Company,

First Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Frem Boston direct every TUESDAY
aad SATURDAY.
AND

BOLSTER'S MILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprietor.

Passage $15,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

On and after that date all trains
Of said Company, both Passenger
and Freight, will depart from and
arrive at the Station of the

Washington

Boston.
To all points of North and South Cardlna. by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent,
219Wa&ningtonstreet,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.

a.m.

The station at the foot of Myrtle
Street, now used as the Passenger
and Freight Station of the Portland & Rochester R. R. Co., will
he abandoned on MONDAY, April
8, 1878.

&

STEAMSHIP EIRE

—

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
J. M, LTTNT. Supt.
apr5dftistf

Change of Station.

Norfolk, Baltimore

Four times a week.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Old

Trains leaves Grand Trunk Depot, Portland at

2.10 p. m. Berths in
Wagner Sleeping Cars secured
in advance.
Tickets and information can be obtained at all prmclpal ticket offices. Baggage

TO ISTEW YORK,

Pier 44,

Perf.ire, Danbe, Wednesday, April 17, 5.00 p. m.
Ville de Paris, Duband
May 1, 4 30p. in.
Saint Laubant, Lachesnez
May 8,10 a. m.
PRICE OF PASSAGE IN GOLD (including wine);
TO HAVRE—First Cabin, 8100; Second Cabin,
865; Third Cabin, 835.
Steerage, 826, including wine, bedding and uten-

On and alter MONDAY, Oct. 8, 1877
irSaSrs*"siS trains will run as follows:
7.00 a. m. ioi Auburn and Lewiston,
8 a. m for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. tn. for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.50 p. ra. for Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.
ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.

Leave Grand Trunk Depot,
Portland at 7.15 a. m.. ti.io
1
and 6.05 p. m. Leave Preble St. Station at 7,30 a.
! m., 2.30 and 6.20 p. m.
OR
| 7.15 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. ArRochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Protected Solution of Protoxide of Iron. rives at
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
One of the most Eminent Jurists
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m.,and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
of New England
9»10 P. HI. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. ConWrites to a friend as follows:
“I have tried the
nects at Rochester for Dover and Brent
PERUVIAN SYRUP, and the results iully sustain
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua for Lowell and
your predictions. It has made a NEW MAN of me;
Boston, at Aver Junction for Fitchintused into my system new vigor and energy. I am
burg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
no longer tremulous and debilitated,as when you last
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad
tor New Fork, at Putnam with
saw me, but stronger, heartier, and with larger ca“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
pacity for labor, mental and physical, than at any
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washtime during the last five years,”
ington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North

be

PATIENCE WORCESTER* Executrix.
Portland, ApeU 2d, 1878.
ap$dlaw3wS*

Mondays.)
RETURNING,

PERUVIAN SYRUP

PERUVIAN SYRUP

is

in
taken upon herself that trust as the law directs. All
persons having demands upontbe estate ot said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to

in.

APRIL 8, 1878.

1st magazine.

him

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executrix ot the Will of
GEORGE WORCESTER, late of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has

3.13 p.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

“Many of my personal friends have been cured by
the PERUVIAN SYRUP, but we have one proof
moropowertul than all these, and that is—OUR
OWN PERSONAL EXPERIENCE! No authority
can put this down—no argument can contradict it;
and no good word shall be spared on our part unti
a knowledge of this blessing shall be spread broadcast among the people.”

DC

Newbnryport,

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Asn Grove, Mo., )
March 22,1877. s
Accept my thanks for tho
good derived from the two Collins' Plasters sent me somo
time ago.
W. C. Moore.

the
diately. Remember Dr.
"SCarleton’s
Corn Annihila*
tor is a sure cure tor Chiland all Druggists.
Examination free. People can he treated at their
residence when desired.
oc21dt»m
Ont of town until April 17th.

AND THAT

They

CORNS I

ing or

Languor,

Lassitude

Between New York nod Havre.
N. K., Toot Morion Ml.

Only One Change oi Cars between Portland and Chicago.

3.13 p.m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Mleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.13 a, tn„ every clay (except

SPRING DEBILITY
SPRING DEBILITY

Portsmouth,

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,
Malein, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at

SPRING DEBILITY

arc the best plasters, no
doubt,
In the world.
B. L. McGill.

....

DU, D. «. CARLTON has returned to No. Itf MARKET 8Q.,
Mar. 24, for the treatment of all diseases ol the feet; Corns, Bunions, Ingrow-

Kittery,

Malein, l.yuu, Chelsea and Boston at
S.45 a. ui.
Saco, Biddeford, Kenucbunk, Kittery,

From the Trumpet and Universal*

>

18~
I like the one ,APril
I
well.
T.v

..

....

TRAINS leave Portland
for Mcarboro’. Mnco, Biddeford, Ken*
nebunk, Wells, North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Jnactiou, Elio t,

INUnited

ap!5dlaw3wM&wlw!6

—

Five Hours Quicker and Twenty-five Miles Shorter
than any other Route.

IN

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
States, District of Maine. In the matJohn Murray, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this second day of April,
by John Murray of Portland, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge
from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act,
and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing he had
upon the same, on the third day of June, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Adertiser amLPress, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of hearing, and
that all creditors who havo proved their debts and
other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

AND

HOOSAC TUNNEL ROUTE,

PA88E1TGEB

OF THE POPULAR

VIA

Dyspepsia,”

8)

Government 5- 20’s, July, 1868,.1099. ... 110
GoveramentlO-40’8,.........♦., I,,,. M ,1044 —- 105)
State ol Maine Bonds.-111),.,.112)
Portland City Bonds, Municipal. 105 .,..108
Portland City Bondsaid R.R...103). ...104)
Bath City Bonds,. .104 ....105
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.105 .... 106
Calais City Bonds..
..,,106
OumberlandNationalBank.... 40. 54 .... 56
Canal National Bank,. 100.152 ,,,-154
First National Bank.100...... .139 ,.,.140)
Casco National Bank,.100.143 ..,.145
Merch ants’National Bank,... .75.108 ... 110
National Traders’ Bank,..,,,. 100.139 ... 139
Portland Company,..
70—80
Portland GasCompany,...._..50. 73 ... 75
100 .,..102
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100..,
A. & K. B. R. Bonds,. ... 99 ...100
Maine CentralK. R. Stock,....100.....—.
15
...
Maine CentralR.B. Bonds,7’st. — 88 .... 90
Leeds & Farmington K.K.Bonds,100...... 93
95
Portland & Ken. B. B.Bonds, 100 .. 99
100
tConsolidated.

NOTICE

UdJ

notice thereof
toe published in
the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press,
in
said
newspapers printed
District, once a week for
three successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the day of hearing, and that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
.Clerk of District Court, lor said District.
dlaw3wM&wlwli>
apl5
that

have discovered the ‘Fountain ol Health’ on this
side of the Atlantic. Three bottles ot PERUVIAN
SYRUP have rescued me from the fangs of the fiend,

boy

101
gold.....100|.,,
Government 6’e, 1881,_... 107). ...1079
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,...101j....104)
Government 5-20’e, July, 1867,.107).,107|

by

KMLUU UU LUC L'UBU

M., and

“My voyage

)
IIume, III.,
April 18,1877. f

Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Faint. Offcred’Atked
Dacrivtlont

for sale

IN

Another Clergyman Writes:

It has done my
more good
than all other medicines. Ho
now goes to school, for tho first
time in three years.
Eliza Jane Duffield.

Crash.

blains;

BANKRUPTCY.-District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of John H. Gaubert, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to tbe Court, ibis twenty-seventh day of
March by John H. Gaubert of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that be may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be bad
npon the same, on the Third day of June, A. D. 1878,
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at 10
o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting of the
creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before J. D. FesBenden. Register, on the eleventh day of May, 1878,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and the third meeting of the

)

April 20,1877. J
I consider Collins’ Voltaio
Plaster the best plaster lever
saw, and am recommending
them to all.
C. McMorrow.

Portland Daily Press Stock Cist
Corrected by Woodbury St Mocltoh. Investment

_

STEAMERS.

—

River New

8
19

F rocking*.
All wool 3-4,.. 45 © 50
7-8... 55 @ 60
78 ex. 65 © 70

Es-e, Ear, Throat, Lungs and Bron-

troubles; and until the system has been brought
properly under the influence of the RADICAL CURE,
perfect freedom from them cannot be reasonably
exJ
pected.
It iB but three years since SANFORD’S RADICAL
CURE was placed before the public, but in that short
time it lias found its way from Maine to California, and
iB everywhere acknowledged
by druggists and physicians to bo the most successful
preparation for tho
treatment of Catarrh ever compounded. The
thorough
fact will ho deemed of moro importance when it is
coupled with the statement that within live years over
250 aifl'erent remedies for Catarrh have been placed on
•ale, and to-day, with one or two exceptions, their
names cannot be recalled by the best-informed
druggist. Advertising may succeed in forcing a few sales,
but, unless the remedy possess undoubted specific
medical properties, it is absolutely certain to fall into
merited obscurity.

501b bales 1 lb

Brown h’vy 30
Medium 30

WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
Ulaw3wM&wlwl6

Peculiar to the SPRING OF THE YEAR, are Immediately relieved by the

chial Tubes which in many c£Ses
accompany a severe
case d Catarrh. The inflamed and discasecl condition
of the mucous membrane is tho cause of all these

Blankets.

© 13
© 20
19.© 22
Wicking. 22 © 25

remedy must not he overlooked ii

SYMPATHETIC DISEASES,

Camp 7ft...,..100 @1 20
Colored ip pr .175 @3 00
White 10-£.. .2 00 @6 50
Cotton Batting.

8) Heavy. 12)© 18
Medium. 6}© 10

© 17

Railroad,

OCTOBER 8, 1877

—

3-4 1 00 @1 75
@ 11) Coatings
“
“ 3-4.150
7)© 8)
@4 00
Light....36.. 5)@ 7 Doesk’sbl’3-4 100 @4 00
Jeans Kent’y. 12)@ 35
Sheetings.9-8..
13)
10©
•
...6-4.. 11 © 15 Repellants..,„ 75 @1 00
..10-4.. 20 @ 25 Satinets. 23 © 37

rolls.........

:

—

Medium.36—

Warp Farn—
Twine.

a

nently cured by

8

Miscellaneons.
Denims good.. 13© 15
mediam. 21 © 14
Corset Jeans—
Bleach’d and
7 ©
9
slate.
Brown.. 7© 9
Sateens—
Blcb’d&br’n 9 @ 10
8 ©
9
Medium.
5 ©
Cambric..
5)

the

H£^“SoId by Druggists and Dealers In Median-'
mylld&wl

2 25
1 75

@
8 @
@

|

THOMAS H. GERRISH Lowell, Mass IN

Salt,

Good* Wholesale

Good-. .36in

medicine.

Srevention

■

3
7
7
3

Eastern

ter of

Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the

Tursr- IS. 4?
19
d.(- bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
Bonaire.

Lemons ^bx 4 00 @ 4 50
b 4 00 @ 4 50
Oranges
Oranges Val. 9 00 @ 9 50
OrangesJama 8.50
Itrr

eod&wly

and cure ot Fever and Ague, Bilious,
emittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

19
15

@ 2 00
@ 2 00

6|@

jan23

ulency

Provision
Mess Beef.. .10 60
Ex Mess. 1150
Plate.13 00
Ex Plate. .14 00
Pork,
Backs ....1375
Clear.13 00
Mess.11 75 @12
Hams.
@
Bice.
Bice p lb...
7 @
29
Saleratus.
27 SaleratJs^ ft
6 @

Shore No.l 14 50 @16 00
No.2..„ 9 00 @10 03
No. 3..«
@
Medium... 7 00 @8 50
none
Clam Bait...
Flour.
Superfine.4 50 @ 5 60
Ex-Spring.5 75 @ 6 25
xx Spring... 6 50@ 6 75
Pat’t Spring
wheats....9 00 @ 9 25
Mich’n Winter best.... 7 00 @ 7 25
Lo w grade
Michigan.. 5 50 @ 6 00
St.Louis win6 50 @ 6 75
ter fair..
Win’r good 7 00@ 7 25
best. 7 75 @ 8 00
Fruit.
Almonds,
19 @
20
Soft Shell.
Shelled.... 35 @ 42
Peanuts..1 50 @ 200
OiCron.-. 16 @ 20
8t
Currants. ^«.
7i@
12
10

this work, March 31, 1876, by the
National Medical Association.
Altogether, in its
execution and the richness of its materials, and
noticeable medai
this
is
the
most
decidedly
size,
ever struck in this country for any purpose whatIt
was
won
and
ever.
worthily bestowed.”
fairly
—Massachusetts Ploughman, June. 3,1876.
50
This book contains more than
orig nal prescriptions of rare excellence,
either one of which is worth more than
the price of the book.
An illustrated catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for
postage.
Address as above. The author may be consulted
on all diseases requiring skill and experience.
Oflice hours—9 A. m. to 6 P. M.
author of

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY cur
Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flat-

Starch.
Mackerel,^ bbl.
6 @
Bay No. 1.14 50 @16 00 Pearl.Bay Nj. 2. 9 00 @10 00
Sugar.
8
00
9
3...
50
Granulated..
@
@
Large

61@

“It should be read by tne young, the middle-aged
and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
“We earnestly hope that the book ‘Science of
Life* will find, not only many readers, but earnost
disci pies.’ ’— Times•
“The first and only Medal ever conferred upon
any Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of
skill and professional serv ices, was presented to t he

A

White,4? ton

1|@

Figs.
Prunes.*.,,.

npl5

Price $1.

Eng.Ven.red

Dnt.v naid.
In bond... 1 37J@ 178
2
Gr’nd
butter 20
box
Campeachy..
2 I Llv.hne sack 175 @ 2 00
St. Domingo.
l|@
5I
Seeds,
Peach Wood
@
2 t Glover, ft....
8 @
fJ
Eed Wood..
@
Red Top bag 2 00 @ 2 25
Fish.
H. Grass, bu. 1 55 @ 1 60
Cod, per qtl..
Soap.
L’ge Shore 4 00 @ 4 25
8
@
L’ge Bank 3 50 @ 4 00 ExSt’mR’f’d
7
Small.... 2 25 @2 75 Family.
@
Pollock....-,. 1 50 @ 2 00 No. 1.
@
6i
Haddock.... 150 @ 175
Spices.
30 @
32
Hake.. 100 @ 125 Cassia, pur.
Cloves..
43 @
45
Herring,
Ginger. 12 @ 14
Shore, ^
bbl.1.
| Mace.. 115 @ 120
95
Scal’d^bx. 17 @ 20 Nutmegs..« 90 @
12 @
No. 1....
15 Pepper. 20 @ 22

Dates.......

of

life.”—Philadelphia Enquirer,

..

Oil bereamot 4 25 @
Cod liver... 125 @ 1 50
Lemon..... 3 15 @ 3 25
Oiive. 1 25 @ 1 75
Peppt..... 2 50 @ 3 25
Winterg’n.
@ 2 75
Potass bro50 @
55
mide
Chlorate... 28 @ 30
iodide....
@3 75
@ 75
Quicksilver
Quinine.4150 @5 00
Et rhubarb.. 75 @ 1 50
35 @
Et snake....
Saltpetre..« 10 @ 17
15 @
25
Senna..
Seed canary. 2 40 @ 2 75
Cardamons 1 95 @ 2 50
4 @
7
Soda bi-carb.
Sal.
2i@ 3
4 @
4:
Sulphur.•«..
22 @
25
Sugar lead
60
55 @
White wax.
Vanilla bean U 00 @15 00
Vitrol blue.. 10 @ 12

|

Receipt

8
10
11

Nails.
Cask.
@ 2 60

@

Morphine.,.-.

on

81!

Barbadoes...

4
80
3

@
33 (g

licorice rt...
Cal ex.

Published and for Hale only by the Peabody medical Institute, No. 4
Bulliuch Htrcet, Boston,
Hent by mail

j

hearing,

OPPOHITE REVERE IIOUHE.

42

Kerosene.
Po.-t.Itef.P’tr
Devoe Brill’t
Sperm.1
Whale.
5 Bank..
14 Shore..

@

25
15

Ipecac.

STEWING.

morning meal at a fixed hour, and immediately after breakfast is usually a convenient
time. So much depends on the size of the
birds, that it is impossible to give a precise
rule as to the quantity of grain to be given
to each. It is obvious a Dorking of ten
pounds weight and a game fowl of four
pounds would require very different quantities of food. Again more food is required to
keep up the due amount of animal heat in

4}

13
8

Sagua.

23
7
45
42

@

@
75 @

Shellac....
Indigo.
...
Iodine.

Turkish myrrh diluted in water—at first
teaspoonful to a tumbler, and gradually
strengthened—and used as a wash four or
five times a day, will generally give relief.
There are only two causes for the above
trouble, viz., calomel and soda, and the use
of both must be stopped entirely.

thpir

@
5J@

New Orleans

3@
12

Brimstone...

Camphor..
Myrrh.,,.
Opium'..,.

a

rppAivA

9£

Cientuegos...
Muscovado..

12
13
14

@
@
@
@

Borax..

Gum Arabic.
Aloes cape.

SOUND TEETH.

Thpir sbnnlH

@

4

Porto Rico..

Copperas..li®
Cream tartar 30 (g 33
11 @ 17
Ex logwood

Patience and perseverance are required to
get rid of this vermin, when it once takes up
its abode in a house. Insect powder and borax are specific poisons to drive them away.
Paris green, a deadly poison also to human
beings, will kill them when sprinkled on their
bodies.

body

20
6
45
38

Cochineal,...

COCKROACHES.

ami insp.pt. fivv!.

3$ @

e;

Or SELF-PRESERVATION.

Oil.

Bleaching
powders...

the water.

Feeding Poultry.
Where fowls have free range it is the most
economical to teed them twice a day. The
fowls should be let out early in the morning;
in fact, if there is no tear of enemies or
thieves, the hen house had better be left open
so that the birds can come out at will.
This
they will do at daybreak, and by wandering
over the fields secure a large amount of worm

30
20
20
28
34

Bolt

Balscopabia.

keep it at a boiling
point. There is no advantage whatever in
making water boil furiously; the heat will
escape in steam, without raising the heat of

Put the scallops in a small saucepan, with
as much water as will thoroughly cover them,
a little mace and a little sugar.
Let them
stew gently till tender (probably about half
an hour); you can feel with your finger when
they are sufficiently done. Make a sauce
with one ounce or one and a half ounces of
butter, dredged with flour and some of the
liquor in which the scallops were stewed, add
some cream and a little nutmeg.
Stir this
over the fire till it boils, then put the scallops
in and let them stew a little longer in the
sauce beside the fire.
In dishing up pour the
sauce so as to cover the scallops.

@
@
(g

@

32

carb.......
Ashes pot...

to

SCALLOPS.

5
18
11
4

@
@

7

The Science of !

22

4J@

15
9

published

24

...

Ammonia

HOT WATER.

STEW

@18 00
@18 00
@10 00

Naval Stores.
@ 15
Rope.
Tar, 13 bbl..
@3 75
Drugs and Dyes.
Acid Oxalic,. 15 (g 20 Pitch (C.Tar)
@ 4 00
“ tart.
54 Wil. Pitch..
52 @
@ 3 75
Alcohol ^ gl 2 25 @ 2 35 Rosin. 4 00 @ 6 00
36
4
5
Alum.
Turp’tine.gl.
@ 38
@

When water has once been made to boil,
the fire may be very much lessened, as but

TO

@14 00
@40 00

@
Cordage.
Amer’n p lb 11 @
12 @
Russia.
13 @
Manila.

The most important articles of our food are
the solid parts of the flesh of animals, the
curd of milk, which wnen dried becomes
cheese, the albumen of eggs, gelatine, the
gluten of flour and the curdy matter that
(arms a large portion of many seeds, as in
peas and beans.

and add the bread, with salt, pepper and a
little nutmeg; moisten with the broth and,
breaking in the yolk of an egg, put the mixture on the fire, having added a teaspoonful
of chopped parsley. Fill the fish with this
and tie with twine. Put it in a baking dish
with salt, pepper and butter rubbed over the
top. Pour in a little cold water and serve
with its own gravy.

@10 00
@17 00

jf.M. sheathing..

FOOD.

Cut out the backbone to within two inches
of the tail. Make a dressing of stale bread
that has been soaked in water. Melt an
ounce of butter, chop into it a small onion,

@28 00
@13 00

Cep. Bolts..

OATMEAL.

WHITEFISH.

@20 00
@20 00
@23 00

Copper.

Beeswax....

king.

@50 00

R.O. Staves.

Oatmeal, though highly nutritive, does not
contain a tough and adhesive gluten like that
of wheat, and cannot therefore be made into
fermented bread, but it is valuable for food
either as mush, griddle cakes, or porridge. It
is especially recommended lor food for the
children,

STUFFED

(a) 9. IS

(g 110

Spruce, r’gh,

dark color are notoriously more dangerous
than light ones. The most wholesome clothing is that which is lightest in color. Black
absorbs noxious vapors and odors.

a

25
20

14 ft.25 00
Short do 8 ft.12 00
7 ft. 8 00
Pop*r staves.16 00

a

One pint sour or buttermilk, two tablespoonfuls of butter or cream, two ditto of
syrup, two eggs, one teaspoonful of soda, onethird cup of wheat flour; add corn meal to
make a heavy batter (not too thick); beat
well; butter a two-quart basin and pour in;
steam two hours and bake one hour—not too
brown. This is good enough for a farmer or

@

Hoops,

It is a singular but well authenticated fact
that our health in a large degree depends
upon the color of our clothing. Fabrics of

BREAL.

6 00

@

1 05
Sug. C
Pine Suga
box shooks iS 00
hd. Headings,
Spruce, 35
in...18 00
Soft Pine..
Hard Pine

mTTTTUft.

Sweet oil, one pint; Venice turpentine,
three ounces; hog’s lard, half a pound; beeswax, three ounces. Put ail into a pipkin
over a slow fire, and stir it with a wooden
spoon till the beeswax is all melted and the
ingredients simmer. It is fit for use a3 soon
as it is cold, but the longer it is kept the better it will be.

@

fin a ntxr

Preserved milk is now largely used in cities
and on shipbord where fresh milk is not to be
had. It is made by evaporating nearly the
whole of the water irom the milk, and adding
It pure aud no
a proper proportion of sugar.
adulteration is used it is perfectly wholesome.

CHAPPED UA5U5.

5 50
7 00

j

The untold miseries that result from indiscrotiou
Pail.
; in early life may be alleviated and cured. Those
Caddies.
| who doubt this assertiou should purchase the new
Lead.
Medical Work published by tbe Peabody Medical
9 @
9!
Sheet & Pipe
8 @
8| Institute, Boston, entitled kiThe Science of Life,
Pig.
Leather.
Vitality,
or
Self-PreservationExhausted
New Tore,
Nervous and Physica Debility, or Vitality impaired
Light. 21 @ 27
Mid. Weight. 25 @ 27
by the errors of youth or too close application to
Heavy. 25 @ 27
business may be restored and manhood regained.
32 w
Slaughter...
38
“Valuable Books.—We have roceived the
Gd Dam’g’d
22 @
24
valuable medical works published by tbe Peabody
Am. Calf... 80 @110
Medical Institute. These books are of actual merit,
Lime.
and should find a place in every intelligent family.
Rockland c’sk.
@ 1 00
They are not the cheap order of abominable trash
Lumber,
published by irresponsible parties and purchased to
Clear Pine,
gratity coarse tastes, but are written by a responsiNos. 1 & 2...40 00 @55 00
ble professional gentleman of eminence as a source
No. 3.,30 00 @40 00
of instruction on vital matters, concerning which
.15
00
00
@20
Shipping.
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subSpruce.10 00 @12 00
jects presented are treated with delicacy, ability and
Hemlock.... 9 50 @11 00
ClaDhoards.
care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions
added.”—Lon don
are
for prevailing complaints
Spruce ex.24 00 @20 00
Lancet.
do No.1.14 00 @17 00
“The book for young and middle-aged men to read
Clear... .22 CO @25 00
iust now,is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,”
Pine.JO 00 @55 00
—Republican Journal.
Shingles,
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
Cedar ex... 300 @ 350
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever publish2
CedarExNol 175 @ 25
ed.”— Boston Herald.
Spruce.... 1 50 @ 1 75
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box,
Laths,spn.ee 150 @ 175
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
Pine...
@2 25
of
these valuable works, published by the Peabody
Matches.
Medical Institute, which are reaching thousands
Star, 4P> gros. 2 00 @ 210
how
to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of
Molasses.

Cooperate.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads.
Mol. City 2 00 @ 2 10

MILK.

meat.

@
@

Bankruptcy.—District court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
if Epps G. H. Brackett, a Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been pre- |
ented to the Court, this twenty-fifth day of March,
by Epps G. H. Brackett of Portland, a Bankrupt,
] iraying that he may be decreed to have a fall dis- \
barge from all his debts, provable under the Bank- j
upt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
j
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be bad
ipon the same, on the Third day of Jnne, A. D.
878, before the Court in Portland, in said District, |
it 10 o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting of
he creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before James
J. Fessenden, Register, on the Eleventh day of j
day, 1878, at 0 o’clock A. M., and the third meeting9
it the same on the First day of June, 1878, at
>’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be
;
n the Portlaud Advertiser and the Portland Press,
icwspapers printed in said District, once a week tor
liree scccessivo weeks, and once in the weekly Ad- j
/ertiser and Press, the last publication to bo thirty
and that all
lays at least before the day of
creditors who have proved their ddbts and other
at said time and
persons in interest, may appear
place, and show cause, if any they have, why the
of said Petition should not be granted.
prayer
1
J

RAILROADS.

j

Lard.

(s 6 50
@ 7 00

6 00
6 50
5 00
6 50

57
58
00

@
2j@

Kegsft...
19 Tierces^ lb.

12$@ 14
12 @ ^3
N. Y. Factory 14 @ 15
Coal—(Retail).

DIGESTION.

This is the most economical mode of cooking meat, but it should be remembered that
length of time is more important than extra
heat, as long continued action softens the
toughest joints, rendering them tender and
palatable. It the fire is too hot it will rise to
the boiling point and then it will harden the

Galy.

Maine.

The perfect digestion of articles of food
that contain starch depends greatly on the
action of the saliva of the mouth with which
they are mixed during mastication. Therefore teach children to eat their food slowly
and to chew thoroughly.

CORN

17

Verm’t,^ft

moderately heated.

FOR

@
@

Maple.

BBEAD,
Newly baked bread is much less digestible
than that which has been baked the day previous to eating. Stale bread may be rendered
soft and palatable by coveiiug it closely with
a tin and placing it for half an hour in an

LOOSE

@

Refined.
Norway.
Cast Steel...
German St’l.
13 Shoe Steel...
35 Spring Steel.
Sheet Iron,,
12 Common....
H. C....
15 Russia.

28
18

@

Pine.
Hard Wood,
Oak.
Birch, Ma-

When a piece of meat is hung before a fire
to roast, part of the fat melts and forms the
dripping. Preserve this with the natural
juices of the meat, as it is the most valuable
portion and should be served as gravy at table.
CUSTAKD,
Custard, which consists of eggs beaten up
and mixed with milk sweetened and set in a
slow oven to bake, is one of the most easiiy
digested and nutritive articles of food we can
have, especially adapted for young children
and invalids.

required

....

Butler.

The value of eggs as a food is very great
but the less they are cooked the more easily
they are digested. Like milk they contain
all the material that is required for the growth
aud sustenance of the body.

little heat is

@
@

Corn,mixed new

Family, ^ ft 25 @
14 @
Store..
Candles.
@
Mould, ^ ft.
Sperm. 32 @
Charcoal.

EGGS.

PRESERVED

drain.

7

@

THE HOUSEHOLD.

oven

@

11 @
11% Yellow
7
6 @
Pot.
bag lots
Beans.
Meal.
Pea.1 87 @ 2 12 Rye.
1 85 @ 2 00 Barley..
Mediums
Yellow Eyes. 2 00 @ 212 Oats.
Fine Feed.
Box Shooks.
Pine. 50 @ 55 Shorts...
Stay.
Bread.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00 Pres’d,pton.l4 00
do ex 100ft. 6 50 @ 8 00 Loose.15 00
Ship... 4 50 @ 5 00 Straw.. 8 00
Iron.
Crackers ^
2
40 Common.....
100. 35

Pearl,$9 ft..

RAILROADS.

1

In

i»unpou(l«r.
3 50 @ 4 00
5 50 @ 6 50

Blasting. ....
Sporting-

@ 7 00
9
So

Ashes.

Upon a bull he rode, the same which led
Europa floating through th’ Argollck flurls;
His horns were gilden all with golden studs,
Anti garnished with garlaDds goodlv sight,
Of ad the fairest flowers and iresbet buds,

IN BANKRUPTCY.

MEDICAL.

Notice U. S.

Internal

Revenue

Special Taxes.
On and alter Monday, April 1st, the steamers
John Brooks and Forest City will rnn alternately
as follows: Leave

FRANKLIN. WHARF, Portland,
and INDIA (WHARF, BOSTON, every
evening at 1 •’clock (Sunday excepted.)| MS
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se

cure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the ex.
pens, and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
0l~Tkkets and State Rooms lor sale at D. H,
266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound lines, for sale at very low ratea.

YOUNG’S,

Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, or., Gen’l Alt,
d«30-76dtf

the Revired Statutes of the United States,
UNDER
Sections 3232.3237,3237, and 32"8, every person

engaged in any busine-s, avocation, or employment,
wnicn renders him liable f>> a
special fax, Is required
™ Procure and
place and keep conspicuously in his
establishment or place of business a stamp denoting
the payment of said
social tax lor the special-tax
year beginning May 1, 187s.
Section 3244, Revised
Statutes, designates who are liable to special tux. A
return, as prescribed on Form 11, is also required by
lav? of every person liable to special lax a* above.
Severe penalties are prescribed lor non-compliance
With the foregoing reqirements, or for continuing in
business after April 30, 1878, without payment ol
tax.

Applications should

be made to FRANKLIN J.

ROLLINS, Collector of Iuternal Revenae, at 22
Exchange St, Portland.
»pl0W&S3w

